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Next to the Stars and Stripes . . .

AS PROUD A FLAG AS INDUSTRY CAN FLY

Signifying 90 Percent or More Employee Participation in the Pay-Roll Savings Plan

It doesn't go into the smoke of battle, but wherever you see this flag you know that it spells Victory for our boys on the fighting fronts. To everyone, it means that the firm which flies it has attained 90 percent or more employee participation in the Pay-Roll Savings Plan: that their employees are turning a part of their earnings into tanks and planes and guns regularly, every pay day, through the systematic purchase of U. S. War Bonds.

You don't need to be engaged in war production activity to fly this flag. Any patriotic firm can qualify and make a vital contribution to Victory by making the Pay-Roll Savings Plan available to its employees, and by securing 90 percent or more employee participation. Then notify your State Defense Savings Staff Administrator that you have reached the goal. He will tell you how you may obtain your flag.

If your firm has already installed the Pay-Roll Savings Plan, now is the time to increase your efforts: (1) To secure wider participation and reach the 90-percent goal; (2) to encourage employees to increase their allotments until 10 percent or more of your gross pay roll is subscribed for Bonds. "Token" allotments will not win this war any more than "token" resistance will keep our enemies from our shores, our homes. If your firm has yet to install the Plan, remember, TIME IS SHORT.

Write or wire for full facts and literature on installing your Pay-Roll Savings Plan now. Address Treasury Department, Section D, 709 12th St., NW., Washington, D. C.

Make Every Pay Day "Bond Day"

U. S. WAR Bonds * Stamps

This Space is a Contribution to Victory by Radio-Craft
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What Our Readers Think

PRACTICAL SET TESTS

Dear Editor:
I hope that you will be kind enough to publish this letter in the "Mailbag." I have enjoyed reading the "friendly feuds" that have appeared here from time to time and I am quite sure many other readers have also.

Therefore I would like to offer the following problem for consideration, since I am quite sure that there will be a difference of opinion on the subject and the "Mailbag" is the place to present minds.

It is a good idea to have a test for sets just repaired in the shop. It should be used to break down weak parts that would shortly go bad in the customer's home. You can't realize how important this test would be in these war times, when our radios must not fail. I would like to hear from fellow servicemen who have a "sure-fire" test such as this. It is no doubt one of the most important items of a repair job. Perhaps the "Mailbag" will be willing to publish a few of the better ideas contributed along this line.

In reply to my request for data on the subject of final testing, I received the following data from Lowry E. Basley, Prop. of Evans Radio Laboratory and Pres. of the Chicago Chapter of Radio Servicemen of America.

"A good final test which we have used with success for some time, is to play the radio which we have just repaired for an hour or more at about ten percent higher line voltage than normal. If you can spare the time, another hour at ten percent lower voltage. The tests you use seem excellent to me and if you have time to do so, the national (Radio Servicemen of America, Freeport, Ill.) office would appreciate your sending all the data you have available on the subject."

So there you are! If you have any ideas I am sure every conscientious radioman will want to hear about it.

Again I say this test is all important in any repair job just now, and I am sure all of us, radiomen will appreciate any time spent in aiding the cause.

JAMES R. LIMBERK, Glendale, Calif.

MR. MOODY DOFFS HIS SOMBRERO

Dear Editor:
I believe that I owe an apology to Homer Buck. He, naturally, feels the necessity of defending his views and as long as I started the "name calling," it is up to me to do what I can to stop it.

It seems to me that all of us can learn by sharing opinions and ideas. Sometimes, by heating up the issue, "quick action" is gained. But, it seems much more can be gained by calm, gentlymanly expression of ideas and so, for the future, I hope we can keep it on that level.

WILLARD MOODY, P. S. It might also be worthwhile for servicemen generally not to run down the character and antecedents of the serviceman who last repaired the set. A customer gets the idea that all servicemen are vain, opinionated and not very bright when the previous repair job is criticized. Even though the repair job deserves it, perhaps it is better to let it go, except in flagrant cases of ineptitude.
ANENT "SCREW-DRIVER SERV.-ICEMEN!"

Dear Editor:

I have just finished reading your April issue of Radio-Craft. I like it very much except for one thing. There are two letters in your magazine which I considered as completely worthless. The first was an article about "Screw-Drivers" and the second was a letter from an Army man. This particular letter didn't make any sense at all. I am sure you would not want him to be in your Service Dept. Here are the reasons:

First: Every job we do must be done absolutely properly, as well as promptly. Every job is a precision job. Every radio must be guaranteed good at all times. So, makeshift repairs like he evidently makes, would not be of any help.

Second: He says in his letter "How many Servicemen use schematics and manufacturer's data, especially alignment data?"

Well, all "good" servicemen do. We men in the Army pay special attention to every word the manufacturer says, because our jobs must be done right!

Third: Uncle Sam doesn't overburden us with test equipment, but he does furnish the proper tools to help us with the work. Our radio men cannot do this in the Army.

I would suggest to Mr. Boettner that he be "wise-up," if he would, he would probably increase his earnings and be of much more help to the young servicemen who want to be good servicemen some day. Test equipment is not made to look at! Manufacturers data is not printed to be ignored—good servicemen use both.

Pvt. W. F. Barrock, Fort Bliss, Texas

SOMETHING TO THINK ABOUT

Dear Editor:

While experimenting with a cathode-ray tube it occurred to me that this could be used as a communication system by the Signal Corps.

The transmitter would consist of a film containing many sound tracks. One sound track is to control the voltage of the horizontal deflector plates of the Cathode-Ray tube at the receiving set. A second sound track is to control the voltage of the vertical deflector plates. The sound tracks pass over photo-cells modulating the grids of the transmitter and the transmitter radiates two predetermined wave lengths.

Radio NEWS and VIEWS

Serviceman Wins Action

The legal charge of "unlawfully withholding a radio" has lost some of its sting.

In fact, the possibility that radio servicemen may be successfully faced with such charges while they're trying to collect their service-estimating fees, was considerably weakened last month when the Court of Special Sessions in New York City dismissed the charges against a local radio man.

This was the case of the serviceman who dared to stand his ground, and insisted on his repair estimate fee of $1, in spite of all the cop-calling and court action that his tract caused last month when the Court of Special Sessions in New York City dismissed the charges against a local radio man.

The receiver consists of a cathode-ray tube, the deflector plates of which are connected to a radio set tuned to both frequencies being transmitted. The image would be the message in the form of words.

Mailbag

In the April issue of Radio-Craft you ask readers to state the kind of articles they desire. Here are a few I would like to see.

1. Articles on the development of a really portable service kit easily carried in a brief-case. This will be necessary when the tire shortage becomes acute and cars are laid up, thereby necessitating repairs in the home. This should develop combination tools, a simple oscillator of limited scope—perhaps made in a flash light case, use of small meters, etc.

2. Articles on the care of radio tools due to the scarcity of replacement. These articles should inform radioists how to use and sharpen drills, screw-drivers, tin snips, etc. A list of essential tools and most useful gadgets should also be given. Also the development of a small light and reflector, such as doctors use, to be worn on the head, throwing light on the work from the same angle as the head is moved.

3. Articles (or a series of articles) on just how to conceive, lay out and construct a small audio amplifier, explaining how to figure various required parts. Also a step-by-step explanation in tube selection, circuit used, etc. Also something that a beginner in the field of radio can build and experiment with, which requires but a small light outlay or the use of "junk-box" parts only.

4. Articles on auto radio aerials—kinds, types, and how each works. Also why the use of an insulated jumper aerial is not more widely used. The development of a portable aerial to hang on a car for use with portable radios.

5. Articles on using a crystal detector, with microphone, hearing-aid tubes, for "pocket" radios.

Some of these articles have probably appeared years ago, but "new slants" will make them valuable and interesting again.

I. A. Grison, Akron, Ohio.
Pledge

TRIPLETT MEN AND WOMEN HAVE SIGNED THIS PLEDGE TO AMERICA'S VICTORY

The Nation needs us strong—

I WILL KEEP FIT!

Lost hours help our enemies.
My working time is America's time—

I WILL TAKE NO "TIME-OFF"!

Carelessness causes accidents.
Accidents annually cost enough man-hours to build 15,000 bombers—

I WILL BE CAREFUL!

Some American soldier may die if indifference to the importance of small jobs results in poor work—

I WILL KEEP MY INTEREST!

The future welfare of America will rest upon the increased knowledge which will emerge from present necessity—

I WILL ADVANCE!

These things I PLEDGE that our future may be secure for Life, Work and Service.

Accuracy—as Ever

Despite the rush of present production there is no relaxation from rigid requirements of accuracy in calibration and inspection of fine Tripllett instruments. No compromise is permitted to affect in the slightest those exacting standards which have become the international Hallmark for precision and quality.

THE TRIPLETT ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.
BLUFFTON, OHIO
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Every Radio man CAN help win the War...

NOT all of us can be at the front, fly a plane, fight the war at sea, or man guns or tanks on land. That should be evident.

Nevertheless, in a machine war—in the midst of which we now find ourselves—the modern fighting front has lost its former significance. When bombs rain on cities hundreds of miles away from the front, when submarines sink ships thousands of miles distant from the country at war, the civilians who stay at home not only can do their bit in their war effort but, indeed, they can serve their country as much as, and often better than, the fighting forces themselves.

Modern war is a thing of tremendous complexity. It is improbable that the present war will be won by a single instrumentality—rather, an all-out effort of all the fighting forces with all the various war machines, in what wins wars today. It may surprise many people to know that actually few wars have been won by the fighting forces alone. In modern wars particularly, usually the efforts of civilians or a civilian invention frequently clinches the war. In the Civil War, for instance, the invention of the iron-clad battleship was the factor that turned the tide. The invention was not made by a military man but by a private individual—Eckerson. In the first World War, the tank—not a military invention—turned the tide and, yet military men pooh-poohed the tank and called it preposterous, simply because they were not acquainted with its possibilities. Today the tank no longer needs recommendation to anyone.

Again, the airplane, which is the main weapon of the present war, was not a military invention at all, but hailed from Dayton, Ohio, originated by the Wright Brothers, humble bicycle repair men.

No one will deny that radio communication and everything that goes with it today, also is a major weapon. As great as have been the strides in radio, much remains to be done and it is here where you—THE LAYMAN—can do a mighty service to your country if you can adapt radio to the war effort in a way that it is not being used today.

Whether you are a radio amateur, a radio serviceman, a radio engineer, or a radio-mechanical inventor, the country needs your thoughts and services. An idea that at first may seem to be mediocre often turns out to be a tremendous war weapon. During the World War, Major Armstrong's regenerative circuit helped radio communication as nothing had helped it ever before. It made radio communication certain, where previously it had been haphazard.

Radio engineers already are helping to solve complex war problems. There remain the other classes which up to now have been lost sight of. While the radio amateur is vigilant and listens in during his spare time for messages which may emanate from a potential enemy, not all amateurs are doing this. There is no reason why every amateur who owns a receiving set should not be able to organize himself so that he can listen in at certain hours of certain days. By following a regular routine, using different wave bands messages which do not appear regular may thus be detected; they then can be reported to the nearest Radio Inspector or to the F.C.C. in Washington.

It has been shown time and again that nowadays practically all Fifth Columnists' work is done by spies landing on the United Nations' shores by means of submarines. These spies, always have been well trained by the German or Japanese spy schools. These men after illegally entering the U.S. easily pass as Americans and can move along the countryside unmolested. All of them have special portable radio transmitting equipment, because that is the only certain means they have for communication. It is often difficult to apprehend such spies because they move fast, never staying in one locality for any length of time.

It would be a simple matter for a number of amateurs to form their own listening network, and by simple triangulation draw a bead on a suspected transmitting station and instantly notify headquarters. In such cases, capture is often brought about successfully. The only requirement is that the amateurs work in conjunction with each other and that they are separated by a number of miles. The rest, from a technical viewpoint, is simple.

And here is an important word of advice to servicemen. A spy or fifth columnist in the pursuit of his work, sooner or later will require such parts as batteries, tubes, etc., and frequently he will have to buy them from servicemen, radio stores, and other supply houses. A safe rule is to suspect everybody unless, of course, you have known the man intimately for many years. Remember—we are at war and radio can be a dangerous weapon. This gives you the right to ask questions. If your suspicions are aroused, do not let on that you suspect the person. If you are certain, it is easy enough to get in touch with the nearest authority, or otherwise detain the stranger if you are satisfied what his status is. In large cities radio police cars can be summoned in a matter of minutes, by telephone. It is often better to have someone detained and questioned by a police officer, providing you have a good reason for doing so.

What is not wanted, of course, is an epidemic of citizens being questioned by policemen all over the country, but if you use horse sense, it will not hurt anyone to have a man questioned. If the party is a citizen in good standing, he won't resent it; if he is not, much is to be gained.

Finally, if you are a radio experimenter and are mechanically inclined, you can serve your country by becoming an unofficial airplane listening post. Any radio experimenter worth the name can, with little money and time invested, build a radio plane detector and amplifier. Many of these have been described in this magazine and many more will follow. These radio plane detectors are most vital. Remember, we have long coast lines and these detectors can become of very great importance if you are within 100 miles of any coast line in the United States. Even interior localities can make use of all the airplane detectors that can be built by private individuals. Sooner or later, if you gain sufficient experience in operating such a station, the authorities will take official recognition of you, all depending upon your equipment and how efficiently you can make it work.

It is almost certain that parts of this country will be visited by invading aircraft, and the faster the alarm can be spread, the better it will be for your country.

Remember, always, that the man who first heard the Japanese planes approaching Pearl Harbor was only a "private." Listening is on his own time for practice, but he recognized the approaching airplanes and the United States subsequently acknowledged his gratefulness to him. Incidentally, his name is Joseph L. Lochard, now a staff sergeant.

Every radio man can do his share! You can do yours!
How well science duplicates the five senses of seeing, hearing, tasting, feeling and smelling is demonstrated by Walter Mikelson, General Electric engineer. The girls designate the functions as the engineer adjusts the equipment. SEEING—With the electric eye, science exceeds nature in many ways; HEARING—The sound detector can make a fly on a microphone sound like a soldier tramping; TOUCH—The smoothness gage makes a surface, seemingly smooth to the touch, feel like the Rocky Mountains; SMELL—The mercury detector beats the nose when it comes to poisonous mercury vapors, TASTE—This apparatus finds the smallest trace of lemon juice in a glass of water, a sourness the human taste cannot detect.

**RADIO TUBES DUPLICATE HUMAN SENSES**

How radio tubes and electronic equipment can be made to duplicate or even exceed in sensitivity the human senses was demonstrated last month at a dinner inaugu- rating General Electric's electronic program to show the war and peace-time benefits derived from the use of tubes. The dinner was followed by a broadcast witnessed by 250 employees and guests.

Dr. W. R. G. Baker, vice-president in charge of the Radio and Television Depart- ment, predicted that new applications will provide employment for hundreds of thou- sands of persons after the war.

"Out of the crucible of war new science, new methods, processes and materials al- ways come," Dr. Baker said. "Electron tubes (such as the popular 'electric eye'), so simple in appearance yet so mysterious, will touch our lives in countless ways where- ever and however we live and work. Elec- trons will become the bright new word of the future, and promises new and higher standards of living," he said.

Briefly explaining electronics to the radio audience at the start of the broadcast, Charles E. Wilson, president of the company, said: "Perhaps we should call elec- trons the fire of the future. Like fire, it can be a savage foe or a powerful servant. Like fire, it is almost universal in its po- tential applications to our lives. Fire was a gift to the barbarians, which men have shaped to their uses."

"Electronics has been no gift. The men of science learned its secrets and earned its blessings during decades of unremitting toil, patience, trial and error, and brain work. To most people, electronics is radio, with all of its entertainment, communication and service. But the electronic tube, so inno- cent and so mysterious to a layman's eyes, will touch you, in the years to come, where- ever and however you live—your sight, hearing, and taste, the food you eat, the healing of your body, the safety of your home, and the tremendous progress of your business, whatever it may be."

Dr. Baker, who acted as toastmaster at the dinner, was introduced by Robert S. Peare, Publicity Department manager. Mr. Peare quieted the diners merely by passing his hand back and forth through an invisible beam of light focused on a photoelectric tube which operated a knocker, and thereby served as an "electronic gavel." After intro- ducing the persons at the head table, and speaking briefly about the electronics pro- gram, Dr. Baker introduced E. S. Lee, engineer in charge of the General Engi- neering Laboratory, who addressed the gathering on the subject, "Continuous Threads of Activity."

Mr. Lee traced the growth of the new science of electronics from the original, creative work in high-vacuum tubes by Dr. Irving Langmuir, down to present-day electronic developments. He explained the phenomenal progress of electronics in the communication field, and pointed to the increasing applications in other fields.

"Today," he said, "our products are being used as controls for opening doors, levelling elevators, limiting motions, bringing out exactness in registering in printing presses, straightening cloth in textile machinery, controlling punch presses, timing welding operations to give exact welding perform- ance, counting, calculating, controlling lighting and illumination levels, detecting metals, locating defects and pinholes in metals, as smoke indicators and in a score of measuring instruments for measuring sound and vibration, color, light, frequency, speed, thickness, pressure, temperature, turbidity; as relays and teleeners, as power rectifiers, for examining large metal struc- tures for flaws, and in the field of medicine for diagnosis and helping to alleviate pain and suffering; all of these and many more until the total of the electronic products of the General Electric Company are numbered as near as to a thousand, with no end in sight."

**UNION COLLEGE WORKSHOP Merges with Radio Club**

Members of the Union College Radio Workshop, which originated the "wired wireless" network last September, has joined with the Radio Club of the college to form the Union College Radio Society.

The Radio Workshop was established as a college activity in 1939 at the request of students interested in studying radio pro- gram work. Under the guidance of R. R. Sheehan, program manager of G-E stations WXXO and WVOE and WGEA, workshop members have obtained practical radio experience by planning, directing and acting on a number of sports, dramatic, and musical programs sent out by the G-E stations in the last three years.

The Radio Club was begun by students in- terested in the technical or engineering branches of broadcasting and they assisted in the development of the college network.

The U.C.R.S. network, which now has a new FM receiver, plans to relay major sporting events, news broadcasts, important concerts, and regular network programs carried by a network of twenty-five stations. The station will broadcast students to all fraternities and dormitories on the campus. The wires are expected to be in operation before the next semester begins, permitting listeners to tune in by plugging radios into any ordinary house outlet. The group hopes to reach off-campus homes soon by telephone trans- mission.

U.C.R.S. men are proud of the fact that their signal, sent out at 640 kilocycles, is not just an 'audio' signal but is the radio signal, transmitted over wires instead of through the air.

The Union College Radio Society is a member of the Intercollegiate Broadcasting System, begun when students at Brown University in Providence, Rhode Island, started sending out programs via the campus radi- ator pipes, and which is now a nationwide organization. David Borst, program manager of J.B.S. and one of the designers of the original Brown network, is now employed by General Electric Schenectady Works, and has done considerable work in helping to establish and develop the Union College network.

[Plans and constructional details were described in Radio-Craft for April, 1940.—Editor]
FM CONTINUES EXPANSION

The police and fire departments of Milwaukee announced last month that they were planning a total of 109 two-way FM units to provide the most efficient communications system available. Allotment of necessary materials was made recently by the War Production Board.

News From FM Centers

The third FM station to go on the air since last November, W49PH, of Philadelphia, which will be operated by WIP, Clifford Harris, chief engineer of WIP, has been named manager of the FM outlet. Also on the air regularly are W33PH (WFIL) and W69PH (WCAU).

Arrangements were completed last month permitting WPRU, the intramural broadcasting system of Princeton University, to pick up programs of W33PH for three hours daily and relay them to student radios. Similar permission has been extended to collegians by many FM stations in different parts of the country.

Yankee Network

FM listeners in the six New England states are finding numerous and unusual musical offerings begun last month over the Yankee Network's W43B, of Boston, and W39B, of Mount Washington, N. H. Heard exclusively on FM, the schedule includes musical programs picked up from W43B-W39B by the Intercollegiate Network and relayed over campus intramural radio systems to New England college students.

12-Mile Beam Link

Spanning a 12-mile gap, W47A last month completed installation of a special beamed radio system that carries its programs from the W47A studios in downtown Schenectady up to the transmitting site in the Helderberg Mountains. The installation uses a 25-watt transmitter in the city and a special crystal-controlled receiver at the opposite end of the 12-mile circuit.

Directional antennas for both transmission and reception provide perfect service at all times, thus eliminating the need for telephone wire connection between studios and transmitter, the usual practice in broadcasting. The relay operates in the 330 to 342 megacycle band of the radio frequency spectrum and in the first studio-radio-transmitter link authorized at that micro-wave-length. Similar links on lower frequencies (notably the 43-mile circuit employed by W43B) have been operating with success for some time.

MORE FM STATIONS

Despite curtailments on the granting of further FM station construction permits and WPIB restrictions on the procurement of basic materials for building stations, several more FM outlets were able to get on the air last month.

The first three transmitters which had been almost completed and had much of their essential equipment already installed and therefore did not fall under the official Washington ban. Outstanding is W41MM, the giant mountain-top FM station on Clingman's Peak in North Carolina, which is licensed, will, at full power, cover almost 70,000 square miles in seven states in the South. Another newcomer was W49PH, in Philadelphia. Other stations in Philadelphia and Port Wayne are also expected on the air soon.

Power increases and improved antenna systems were also possible for a number of the FM stations. Several other FM licensees, unable to complete the full power installations authorized by their original construction permits, were expected to make use of reduced wattage and temporary antennas for the duration of the war.

Although no more FM receivers, or civilain receivers of any kind, are now being manufactured, the public will still find a number of FM models on display in stores and, through a process of voluntary rationing to dealers, some brands are likely to be available until late next fall. Public demand, however, is running high and consumers usually face long delays before their new FM sets can be delivered. The national total of FM receivers in use is now reckoned at somewhere between 350,000 and 400,000 units.

There has been no indication of any plan on the part of FM broadcasters to discontinue or curtail their service because of the war. In fact preliminary returns of a survey being conducted among FM station owners by the Zenith Radio Corporation of Chicago point to "a generally optimistic tone." Thus far only one FM outlet in the country has reduced its daily broadcast schedule—from 18 to 12 hours—because of a shortage of engineers.

Although no further construction permits can now be granted by the Federal Communications Commission for FM transmitters in broadcast service, a total of 63 FM stations have thus far been authorized to operate commercially. Of these, 27 are now on the air. Some 50 applications for construction permits are still pending and must remain so until peace returns.

HOUSTON JOINS FM CHAIN

The latest addition to the growing organization of the American Network, Inc. FM's first chain of stations, is the Houston Printing Corporation, publisher of the "Houston (Texas) Post" and applicant for an FM station in that city.

The American Network now has eleven leading FM groups on its roster.

WOMAN GETS W47NY POST AS TRANSMITTER ENGINEER

Woman's role in radio has been augmented considerably by the news that Marjorie E. Allen has become a transmitting engineer, the first and probably only woman holding this position in the United States. A sister of Harold Allen (W2MVW), in private life a Wall Street broker, Miss Allen operates the transmitter at W47NY, the Muzak Frequency-Modulation station, 70 Pine Street, New York, N. Y.

Miss Allen, a pupil of John G. Hart, of the American Radio Institute, passed her first Federal examination in less than five weeks. Diligent study enabled her to obtain a 2nd-Class Radiotelegraph license, the highest license issued by the F.C.C. to any applicant not having had six months public station experience. One month later she received her 2nd-Class Radiotelephone license.

When Walter Graham, Chief Engineer of W47NY inquired for a student having the necessary qualifications, Miss Allen's name was offered. Mr. Graham was skeptical. "After all," he said, "the position calls for a transmitting engineer, not a control-room engineer." Yet Miss Allen was accepted and is now serving as Transmitting Engineer, Control-Room Engineer and Announcer at W47NY.

The radio field for women is gradually expanding, not only for technical work but also for radio operators. Thus far, no authorizations have been made for women radio operators on board ship, but the future will probably see many women radio operators in point-to-point stations, the land stations which transmit radiograms from one city to another within the United States and to non-Axis countries.

SIGNAL CORPS NEEDS MEN

There is an urgent need for several hundred electricians and radio mechanics at the Signal Corps Radar Laboratory, Belmar, New Jersey. The salaries range from $1800 to $2500, depending on the length and quality of the applicant's experience. Electricians should have industrial experience.
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SIGNAL TRACER YOU Can Build from ODD PARTS ~ A WAR Project

HERE is a medium-sized, low-priced instrument with much more scope than the baby ones, and with slightly limited use in comparison with the large type, but all that a general serviceman wishes. As can be seen from the diagram, the instrument is fairly simple and easy to build. Use reliable parts and you cannot fail. The signal can be followed from the aerial, where it is first received, until it reaches the speaker or until it disappears, gets distorted or weak. When this point is reached, the trouble is, of course, localized. A check with a simple voltmeter and another trouble is over.

IN OPERATION

The second diagram shows a superhet circuit, with positions marked where the test probe of the "signal tracer" is to be placed, and the results that should be obtained, or if no results, what the possible causes are.

1. Place the probe at T1—the aerial terminal on the set, and a signal or number of signals should be received, indicating that the aerial is in order.

2. By placing the probe at T2 a signal should again be received, and in this case can be tuned by turning the dial on the receiver. If no signal results, this could possibly be due to gang condenser blades touching, open-circuit grid coil, or open-circuit aerial coil.

3. The signal here should be amplified. No signals would indicate open-circuit primary in No. 1 intermediate or 6J8G tube.

4. No signal would possibly be a break in the secondary of the I.F.T. or the oscillator section may not be working. (Note—Although T3 is really after the oscillator stage, even if the oscillator section were not working, the signal would still come through, not tuned to the I.F.T. but on its original frequency as received on the aerial. This would not be noticed until the probe was applied as T4. To test the oscillator, turn the probe switch to the grid of the magic eye and apply the probe to the grid of the 6J8G, T3. If the eye closes, it indicates that the oscillator section is in order. At the same time the probe may be applied to any part of the A.V.C. line at points 13, 14 and 7, and the 68G should act as a normal magic eye, and at the same time check your A.V.C.)

5. Signal should be greatly amplified. No signal—open-circuit primary I.F.T. No. 2 or 6U7G tube.

6. No signal could be "open-circuit" secondary I.F.T. No. 2.

7. No signal could be "open-circuit" secondary I.F.T. No. 2.

AUDIO CHECKING

To this stage the probe has been used in the R.F. position except when checking the oscillator and A.V.C. sections—now turn the probe to a high audio.

8. No signal could be due to a faulty .01 mf. condenser going to volume control, faulty volume control or .005 mf. condenser across volume control.

9. Signal should again be greatly amplified and signal tracer volume control should be turned back. Trouble developing here could be .25 megohm or 15,000-ohm resistors and 6B6G tube.

Now turn probe switch to low audio.

10. Any signs of a fault could usually be traced to .1 mf. condenser going to plate of 6B6G, or .5 megohm resistor going to the center tap of power transformer.

11. The signal reaches its loudest point here. No signal usually denotes burnt-out speaker transformer or 6V6G tube.

12. No signal—could be "open" or "short-circuited" secondary of speaker transformer or voice coil.

SEARCHING FOR TROUBLES

This diagram is not intended to show every fault that can be located but as a guide as to where the signal may be picked up with the signal tracer.

When looking for the source of hum, motor-boating, oscillation or noise, the probe should also be placed on the suppressor grids, cathodes and screen grids.
In numbers of cases the trouble can be traced to these elements. A loud signal on any of these usually denotes an "open" reading on the indicator. The only section of this signal tracer that needs any further discussion is the output indicator. This gives a rough visible check of gain per stage.

THE NEON INDICATOR

This indicator is made from a 3-watt neon lamp. These are used for pilot lamps on power mains and are obtainable from practically any electrical dealer. To make the output indicator, the wires to the base of the lamp are removed from the lamp. Inside this base there is a small wire-wound resistor. Remove this re- sistor and connect the two remaining leads coming from the wires across the transformer. An ordinary "magic eye" escutcheon can be used for the panel. This system can also be used across the speaker of any radio set and makes a fairly success- ful noise eliminator. Heavy bursts of static will light the lamp very brightly and at the same time make a partial short- circuit across the speaker.

A PRECAUTION

It is necessary, however, to remove any by-pass condenser or tone control connected to the plate of the output tube, as these would be short-circuited and discharged by the ionizing effect of the neon lamp and create a noise worse than the original static.

Note in the Signal Tracer input that the two right-hand switch positions are for high-gain and low-gain input. The left-hand positions are: AVC for the upper terminal and auto for the lower position.

In conclusion, do not overlook the fact that one of the secrets of signal tracing is the low capacity probe and cable. If ordi- nary cable is used the apparatus will not be satisfactory.—Reproduced through the courtesy of "The Australasian Radio World."

ELECTRON MICROSCOPE IN NEW FIELDS

By DR. V. K. ZWORYKIN
Associate Director, RCA Laboratories

Few innovations in the scientific world have made a place for themselves as quickly as the electron microscope; and no wonder. While it is true that this re- markable contribution of radio, research men had been able to enhance the range of the visible world only by small steps, gradually perfecting the light microscope to its present high stage of excellence, the electron microscope almost at once revealed detailed structures up to a hundred times as fine as those visible by the earlier in- struments. Within the past year the elec- tron microscope, having been made com- mercially available has increasingly proved its value in the fields of biology, chemistry, and metallurgy. Its utility has been greatly enhanced by the development of new meth- ods of observation.

OPERATION EXPLAINED

As the name implies, the electron micro- scope utilizes the electron rays to form a magnified image of the object to be examined. As these minute charged par- ticles, even when possessing a velocity compa- rable with that of light, do not readily traverse matter, the electron microscope must be carefully evacuated, i.e., freed of air. Furthermore, the electron rays cannot be focused in the usual fashion by material lenses or pass through a glass slide support- ing the object. Finally, they cannot be ob- served directly by the human eye.

Under these conditions it is not surpris- ing that the electron microscope presents an appearance differing greatly from that of the light microscope. Nevertheless, the basic arrangements of the two instruments are quite analogous. In the electron micro- scope electrons emitted by a hot filament are accelerated by a carefully stabilized dif- ference of potential of about 60 kilovolts and concentrated by the "condenser lens"—the magnetic field between suitably shaped pole pieces of an electromagnet—on the object, which is usually supported by a col- lodium film about a two-millionth inch in thickness. After passing through the object and being partly scattered by the latter, the electrons are focused under the influence of a second "magnetic lens"—namely, the ob- jective—into an intermediate electron im- age of the object. This is then further magni- fied by the magnetic "projector lens," which throws it on a luminescent screen so that it becomes visible to the eye.

When the screen is replaced—by means of a simple turn of a knob—by a photographic plate, the image is recorded on it perma- nently. To facilitate the exchange of object and photographic plates, airlocks are pro- vided at both points, making it unnecessary to evacuate the microscope anew after each exchange.

To further the application of the instru- ment in the field of biology, an RCA rela- tionship for electron microscope research was established under the auspices of the National Research Council, and Dr. Thomas F. Anderson of the University of Wisconsin was appointed to the post. Col- laborating with a large number of promi- nent scientists, Dr. Anderson has investi- gated numerous biological problems. In the field of bacteriology many of the disease- producing micro-organisms have revealed a wealth of internal structure which hereto- fore could only be surmised. In some cases chemical changes within the individual gerns—for example, the formation of tefillium crystals in diphtheria bacilli—could be observed.

STUDY CHROMOSOMES

Even more striking has been the success of the electron microscope in the field of the viruses, disease-causing agents beyond the range of the ordinary microscope. A short film shows a fan of tobacco mosaic disease virus "molecules" cohering in charac- teristic fashion. Numerous other plant viruses and the effect of various antiviral in- stance are shown. The results have been studied, yielding valuable information for the eventual control of the diseases caused by them.

(Continued on page 604)

WALKING PLANE DETECTOR

Cover Feature

AN aural plane detector, easily carried and operated by one man, has been developed by The Zadig Patents, for use by individual spotters of the Aircraft Warning Service. The accessories for the device, including the power supply, are housed in a case smaller than the usual gas mask container.

When the device is to be put in use, the spotter puts on a headpiece suggestive of the Buck Rogers fantasies, consisting of earphones topped by a parabolic "concentra- tor" of sounds wires are plugged into an amplifying apparatus in the case. When a low-pitched sound in the atmosphere is picked up, the spotter turns his body until the sound is at its loudest. He is then facing the on- coming place and is able to turn his binocu- lar scope of the aircraft to be identified. It is claimed that the device has been passed upon by technicians of the U. S. Army Signal Corps and by members of the Aircraft Warning Service, who find that it can be used effectively by spotters for technical training.

The pick-up unit is made of a thermoplastic material molded into a parabolic curve having a microphone of special char- acteristics placed at the focal point. The headband which carries the earphones also supports the concentrator.

The amplifier and its batteries are con- tained in a shielded drawer which slides in- to a compartment at the bottom of the portable case. The amplifier uses three tubes of the miniature type connected in a high-gain circuit. Filters eliminate noises other than those emanating from the ap- proaching plane. A volume control knob regulates the sound in the earphones to the watcher's comfort.
AIR-RAID BUSINESS
TO SHOOT AT

EUGENE A. CONKLIN

Every community, regardless of its size, is a potential prospect for sale or rental of an air-raid system, similar to that installed by Van Radio of Syracuse and Curtis Shearn of Watertown. Any serviceman can install such a system with ease and profit accordingly.

Watertown, New York, a thriving town of 35,000 located eight miles from Pine Camp, one of the nation's key training camps, has tried out and found practicable a typical air-raid siren unit. The outfit consists of a microphone and oscillator located in Police Headquarters and auxiliary amplifiers and air horns strategically placed in various parts of the city.

Auxiliary units were connected with Police Headquarters via telephone wires. The oscillator was used to give intermittent air-raid warnings. The air-clear signal was produced by steady oscillations.

The equipment utilized was as follows: One 70 watt amplifier and air horn, requiring twenty pounds of air pressure to function, was located atop the Hotel Brighton—the highest spot in the city and in the heart of the downtown area. The schools of the city were selected for the erection of fifty watt amplifiers with two air horns, because of the fact that they were separated from each other by equidistances.

There were several kinks which needed ironing out. The average air-warden is not familiar with broadcasting procedure and invariably hogs or slues away from the mike, causing distortion accordingly. Also tubes in booster amplifiers require a few seconds to warm up—a fact which the layman does not always appreciate.

The suggestion has been made by Van and Shearn that all speaker and amplifier connections be checked before air-raid tests and that Servicemen or trained assistants be stationed near each one to spot trouble or shut-offs.

Van and Curtis Shearn point out that the average serviceman has material available to construct such a system, in miniature at least. Priorities on replacements are not as rigid as those on radio transmitting and receiving equipment proper.

Another scheme worth trying is the equipping of a portable sound truck with a small siren or straight P.A. outfit, going from one small town to another, renting it out to communities under a thousand inhabitants. The serviceman pitches his truck in the center of the town and acts as announcer, giving air warning instructions. Because he is familiar with mike technique, he makes an excellent choice for such a position. Serviceman can cruise about between five and six adjacent towns in one week, realizing excellent nightly rates out of such a procedure.

Also see your local civic defense council about renting your sound track for cruising about city streets boosting defense bond sales and calling attention of passersby to the benefits of enlistment in the Army, Navy or Marine service. Many local organizations will be willing to pay for the use of your P.A. facilities at Bingo Benefits and socials of one sort or another.

As has been suggested before, servicemen should talk with their local councils about holding a "Radio Registration Census Day." On that day all citizens appear at the City Hall and fill out small cards giving model of set, its condition (operative or not) length of time since last serviced, etc. This information permits the defense council to check on the number of citizens who could receive air-raid warnings or defense instructions when relayed over local or near-by radio station. Servicemen act as a

(Continued on page 625)
Make Your Own NON-METAL SHIELDS

Servicemen searching for substitutes for metal will find useful suggestions in this article dealing with shields made by painting any non-metallic surface with a conductive colloidal graphite solution.

BERNARD H. PORTER*

SHEILD FORMS AND THEIR GROUNDING

Practices currently employed in the shielding of electronic musical instruments are equally as adaptable. In this instance (U. S. Patent No. 1,927,030), the interior of non-conducting walls and parts of electric pianos, organs, violins and similar devices are coated with films of colloidal graphite in distilled water, to increase the electrical and hum-free performance. Thus, converting this procedure to broader use, fibrous board or sheets, first impregnated in dilute graphite solution, in strength coated with a more concentrated dispersion, make ideal non-metal shield partitions between stages or radio components. Slow or heat drying under pressure may be advisable directly after the impregnation treatment. Soft polishing of the dried film will both increase its electrical conductance and contribute to improved appearance.

Similarly, glass, plastic and wood in sheet form may be surface coated for the same purpose. Tubular shields pressed or formed from glass, plastic, fibrous material or other non-conductors are likewise rendered conductive. The entire cabinet or case, whether wood or plastic, may be treated by spraying, should the use of metal chassis become restricted or this practice seem, for other reasons, expeditious. The grounding of graphite films on comparatively thin supports is accomplished with metal eyelets, inserted through the piece and preferably having one end of the wire lead soldered in place before coating is made. Additional sealing or covering with concentrated colloidal graphite about the points of contact to the film is necessary, whether eyelets are inserted before or after the main application.

A useful method for making electrical connection to graphite film deposits of this class also follows from the current practice of cementing filaments to leads in carbon filament lamps wherein globules of concentrated colloidal graphite, dried at the filament-junction, provide a positive, vibration-resisting contact. In this immediate instance of shield-grounding, the bare lead, preferably small in gauge, is bent spring fashion to the grounded surface in question and cemented in position with the heavy dispersion. A spot of nitro-cellulose varnish applied over the lead globule further aids in securing the connection.

Many experimenters currently apply colloidal-graphited water to the porcelain tower connections and non-conducting high vacuum parts of electronic generators as a shield against radials. Inflated rubber inner tubes or similar loop constructions of neutron generators are also protected in this way. These and similar practices common to recent physical investigations substantiate the propriety of the foregoing suggestions for shielding and in addition suggest that both glass and rubber tubing, treated in this way, may conceivably assure an effective substitute for tubular metal shields. The minute graphite particles act in stopping microscopic glass cavities—a feature of practical value when high vacuums are also involved; and, in the case of rubber, do not impair the instrument's ability to produce a film susceptible to flaking. Should the two types of tubing require spacing, both the exterior of the larger tube and the interior of the smaller are coated to insure good electrical connection to the coated smaller tube. Grounding is accomplished with metal eyelets inserted in the walls of the rubber tube, and with the lead embedded or sealed by heating into the glass tubing.

Research workers have long employed colloidal graphite films for guard rings whenever, in vacuum techniques, it was inconvenient to prepare metal ring strips that should be made unavailable. Indeed, graphite fibers and cellulosic fibers with respect to glass, porcelain, metal, silicon, rubber and paper, are often used. In fact, the facility with which graphite films are applied together with their adhesive properties with respect to glass, porcelain, metal, silicon, rubber and paper, are often used. In fact, the facility with which graphite films are applied is limited only by the conductance of the component coated.

Permanent electrical contact to film rings is thus effected by coating over, or cementing by means of the concentrated product, the connecting wires previously sealed into the glass for this purpose. The difference in conductance of expansion involved between the insulating material and the graphite is preferably kept as small as possible, even though, within limits, the graphite particles tend to slide over one another.

Methods of producing ionization and counting tubes, insulation-melting contacts, thermocouples, and means of coating complicated form-joints of vacuum apparatus in most fully described elsewhere to warrant treatment here. Methods of coating the interior of vacuum and cathode-ray tubes, making counter electrodes for photocells, and producing focusing anodes from non-conducive base material is well known. It is sufficient to mention that all of these applications have, at some stage in their development, employed metals and metal foils, which have been, for various reasons, supplanted by graphite films. With an increasing number of non-conductors, the demand for new uses, normally served by conducting bodies, the electrical conductivity obtainable from graphite colloidally dispersed in suitable carriers will be extensively utilized. —Electronics, New York.

*Research Laboratories, Acheson Colloids Corp., Newark, N. J.
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WITH a scarcity of radio parts ahead, it wouldn't be amiss to review the art of repairing components that go hay-wire most often. It is not known what extent we need to have to use our manufacturing ability. With Uncle Sam digging deeper every day into our natural resources, we might, eventually find it profitable, even necessary, to repair the most humble of parts.

The author has had some experience along this line, and for those who have had little use to take things apart and attempt to repair them, the author—using the pronoun "we"—will relate ideas or experiences concerning the most common parts and those who might feel differently about some particular repair, we will leave to their own decisions, for better or worse.

Meters—Before opening a discussion of radio parts, repair, and replacement, it is felt that a word of warning be stressed concerning our pet tool, the meter. If for some cause a Serviceman ruins his meter, he will lose all and every tool in the entire progress of his work, so that he cannot make the necessary repair.

To purchase meters and movements now, one must have a so-called "priority number." This permission is granted to essential industries and cannot be obtained by an individual. The instrument manufacturers have turned over their facilities to the U.S. Government, leaving the radioman on his own. One glance at a combat plane's instrument panel will clarify the reason.

The meter, generally speaking, can be repaired if the movement has not been burned out, by anyone accustomed to fine tools and mechanisms. At a point in the circuit, the meter consists of a magnet and movement. This movement is made up of a bobbin of very fine wire on an aluminum frame and is supported by two jeweled bearings mounted at opposite ends of this rectangular frame. Soldered to each stanchion is a spring, similar to those used in a watch, which govern the meter in returning to zero adjustment. This point is fastened to the moving coil at the point where one of the stanchions is fastened. At this place the pointer resembles a cross in that it has a cross-bar. It will be noticed that this cross-bar has two tiny spiraled wires of fine wire on either end as well as a bit of spiral wire or drop of solder on the tip of the cross, or main body of the pointer.

The purpose of this is to balance the movement. A perfectly balanced meter will retain its zero adjustment and read full scale when held in any position. In radio service this is not so critical except for two positions, upright and flat. But then for greater accuracy at 1/2, 1/4 and 3/4 scale, deviation weights or spiraled bits of wire on the cross-bar can be shifted slightly.

In the main, in the flat position, the hair springs, magnetic flux and number of turns of the coil will govern the fine-scale deflection. In the upright position, if the meter reads too high, shift the spiraled wire down a little on the cross-tip or add a bit of weight toward the tip if the meter reads too low, shift the cross-tip spiraled wire toward the stand, or remove a little solder on the other type.

A good deal more can be said about balancing a movement, but we feel that this is sufficient to acquaint the reader with the principle. A sticking movement is usually caused by turning of the brush-hair-spring assembly sticking together. A fine dust particle is sufficient to cause this. For removal of dust particles, use an 8 power lens and a needle. Do not try the magnifying glass.

The break in "open" movements is usually found where the wire is soldered into the stanchions. A short connecting wire can be caused by a short which has been caused by a wire cutting across the top of the movement. Brush the enamel off the movement wire with the tip of a piece of sandpaper 2 inches by 1/16 inch under a lens. It is very easy to snap a wire while doing this, so a little clean-up should be done. To get an idea of the magnitude of the solder on an iron in comparison with the weld, you look at the soldering iron tip with a lens.

Condensers: the capacity of a used wet electrolytic condenser can be restored by punching a hole in the top of the can and draining off the distilled water with an awl, sealing the hole afterward with a sheet metal screw. A test would never do because of the location of the old electrolyte in the can by electrolytic action under load. Distilled water will go into the solution with what remains of the old electrolyte, increasing the electrode surface coverage. Distilled water being non-metallic, the voltage breakdown will remain practically the same. Leave a space of about 1/16 inch from the top of the can to the solution. Never use tap water as the voltage breakdown point will be lowered and cause increase of leakage current.

Where the electrolyte equals 1/4 of the solution, the ill effects that might be observed are that very little dielectric films can be renewed. It would be best at this time, a good idea to save the electrolyte from old condensers and store it in glass jars. To overcome the ill effects in a weak solution, shake the can well after "doctoring."

Dry type condensers, to our knowledge, cannot be repaired, although the problem is low, an injection of distilled water may help. As a rule, dry type condensers suffer from the electrolyte being drained from the can and the film is destroyed. Where in a wet electrolytic, the solution is in active contact with the can and electrode, the mixture in a dry type is rather nice, and cannot "come up" weakness in the dielectric film; our own idea of course.

Modern tubular electrolytics with mounting strip are usually good, turning as it may seem, even after the average Service-man has discarded them as defective. This type of condenser is usually found in cheap receivers. The excessive heat in confined spaces and the warmth of the electrolyte itself is sufficient to cause saturation of the cardboard container.

Tubular, paper type, condensers will be found to be "shorted" in one spot only, usually. This short can be found by melting the wax from the end of the container, allowing the pig-tails to fall out, moving the foil and unrolling. When the spot has been reached, clean the foil away from the burned area and check and check for further shorts. If a charred spot appears on more than one turn of the foil, clean the foil away from these spots also.

Upon removing the condenser from the container, insert pig-tails in place and wrap wire of pig-tails once around each end of container to prevent "opening" by straining.
Press pig-tails firmly with a match stick and melt stick shellac into the ends of the container with a soldering iron. A suitable "jig" for this purpose can be made up of a few blocks of wood to insure positive contact, allowing the stick shellac to cool. It is rather impossible to solder pig tails to aluminum foil.

Mica condensers can be split and studied sufficiently to make suitable air-trimmers in duplicate, or a short twisted pair of wires can be used instead. A further increase of capacity without lengthening the wires can be had by splitting the wire pair in a short length of baying braid. The resultant capacity, of course, is determined by trial.

Cables: We have made it our business to remove a good supply of cables from junk receivers. With the available wire we have been able to repair and replace cables of all descriptions. In repairing, or rewinding, there is always the old coil and usually another in the receiver to use as a standard. The wire used in coils varies in size and the number of strands to a cable—5, 7 and 10 strands. Replacing single strand wire is comparatively easy, but 10-strand cable is rather fun! To separate the ends of a 10-strand cable, brush the ends over the forefinger with a small stiff brush, using GC, allowing them to clean themselves. Removing the enamel from these wires requires patience for a good clean job. Brush the wire with a piece of sandpaper while holding the tips of the wires over the forefinger. Do not rub with the sandpaper or bend the wires, as they will snap off very easily. Study these wires under a lens to catch any sign of sandpaper. This will acquaint the reader with the nature of the work and paint a picture in the mind of what is happening to the wire when removing the enamel. Upon repairing a lime wound coil, compare its resistance, when finished, to that of the one remaining in the receiver with a low ohm meter. If one or more of the five wires do not make contact with the others there will be an increase of resistance and inductance of the wire and they are all in parallel. Celluloid dissolved in acetone or stick shellac can be used for tacking.

Stick shellac is a very useful substance to have around the shop. It can be purchased at any good paint or hardware store. It comes in assorted colors and shades. It can be melted with the tip of a soldering iron to make suitable tacking washers and for moisture-proofing parts.

In replacing a coil of an IF transformer it is difficult to follow a pie-vound formation. But if two fibre washers with inside diameter the same as the form is pushed over the form and cemented in place, a suitable spool will be formed. The fibre washers can be left in place after filling in with wire.

Speakers: now is a good time to start salvaging old speaker parts.

It is questionable, at this time, which speakers will replace which. It is a toss-up between the copper in a dynamic and the nickel in a P.M. But with plenty of old speaker pots kicking around, we should worry. Somewhere around the place we still have a sheet of blueprint (tracing) cloth we used to employ when speaker cones were hard to get and the price of the speakers meant a small withdrawal from the bank. More tracing cloth may be obtained at any good stationery supply house.

Carefully remove an old cone from the pot and fill it with pitch or cement. Using it as a pattern, trace a duplicate on the tracing cloth, allowing a quarter-inch overlap for cementing with GC service cement. (Continued on page 005)
GENERAL FEATURES
The Zenith Trans-Ocean Clipper Deluxe Portable is designed to receive standard broadcast and short-wave station programs at any location, whether aboard a moving train, a plane, a boat or in the home. It is precision-built, incorporating an advanced design with the latest circuit innovations assuring efficient radio reception at all times.

This receiver is an A.C.-D.C. or BATTERY operated type employing a thermoniodyne, rectifier, covering the standard broadcast and five or more short-wave bands. A built-in duplex-section tuning condenser with a tuned R.F. stage insures good sensitivity. Seven tuned circuits give adequate coverage for the complete permanent-magnet speaker and a four-button "RADIORGAN" tone control. The built-in movable Wave-Magnet assembly (incidentally, an exclusive Zenith patent) consists of the standard WAVE-MAGNET along with the recently developed powerful Short-Wave Magnet specifically designed for reception in its own band or bands. A WAVEBOoster has been built into the Short-Wave Magnet so that short-wave stations may be pealed for maximum volume. The WAVE-BOoster, which may be "telescoped" in and out of its operating position, is provided for average short-wave reception and also for broadcast reception in rural or isolated areas where signal strength is likely to be extremely low. It is automatically incorporated into the circuit by the Rotator Switch which is unfastened from the cabinet. The Time-Band Selector on the front panel controls the auto-changing of the selected band. The Short-wave band most suitable for the time of day. Each short-wave band is "electrically" spaced, which means that short-wave stations are separated from each other to a greater extent and also that elusive short-wave stations are tuned with greater ease. The 15, 19, 23, 31 and 49 meter bands each have full bandspread tuning. A calibrated "second scale" has been provided on the dial face along with a selectable tuning chart so that various SW stations may be quickly identified and easily re-tuned. All coils are fully compensated against variations in temperature and climatic conditions—the performance of the receiver varying with seasonal or geographical changes.

The receiver can be operated from any one of three sources of power, as follows:
1. The Portable Z-985 Zenith dry battery pack which is a built-in detachable battery pack with connections for the receiver on its self-contained dry batteries; this automatically operates a safety switch. The external 110-volt line cord must be stored above the tubes at the rear right side of the case. The back cover is then closed and the receiver is ready for operation.

Note: The batteries should be checked from time to time (three to six months) to determine their condition. If the flashlight batteries are weak or dead, they may be replaced by any standard make although the metal-covered link-proof type No. ZLP is recommended because of the protection against corrosion and leakage. The large battery pack, Zenith part No. Z-985, is obtainable through Zenith dealers.

SERVICE DATA
All voltages measured with a 20,000 ohm per volt meter from B minus to socket contact indicated. All voltages are positive D.C. unless marked otherwise.
Volume control full on.
Line voltage 117 A.C. or D.C. 25 to 60 cycle or Battery Pack Z-985 and two flashlight-cells.
Stage Gains: Bc and I.F.
Ant. to R.F. grid 5X at 1000 Kc.
R.F. grid to conv. grid 9X at 1000 Kc.
Conv. grid to I.F. grid 66X at 455 Kc.
Overall audio 900 at .05 watt, 400 cycles.

OPERATION ON D.C. OR A.C. POWER
(110 to 125 volts)
Remove the line cord plug from the socket in the rear of the receiver and plug it into the 110-volt power outlet.
The battery saver switch is automatically operated when the 110-volt plug is removed from the receptacle on the chassis and prevents any drain from the dry battery pack while the receiver is being operated from an electrical outlet.

Approximately one minute will be required for the tubes to reach operating temperature. If the receiver fails to operate within one minute when connected to direct current, reverse the plug at the electrical outlet. This procedure may also be helpful in suppressing hum or electrical interference (vaccum cleaners, etc.) when the receiver is operated on alternating current.

TUNING
The Time-Band Selector switch, located to the right on the front panel provides a means of selecting one of the following bands:
1. Broadcast 5490 to 1200 Kc.
2. 49 Meters 6.0 to 6.5 Mc.
3. 31 Meters 9.4 to 9.8 Mc.
4. 25 Meters 11.7 to 11.9 Mc.
5. 19 Meters 16.1 to 16.5 Mc.
6. 16 Meters 18.0 to 20.0 Mc.

Tuning the Broadcast Band
From the in the BROADCAST button, thereby switching in the broadcast band. Tuning is accomplished by the upper control knob. The pointer should be moved over the station until the exact center of the wave is found; otherwise the tone will be distorted. Under average receiving conditions for broadcast reception, it is not necessary to remove the WAVE-BOoster or the duplex WAVE-MAGNET from the cabinet.

For broadcast reception in remote or isolated areas, or for out-of-town stations, unfold the WAVE-ROOR from the cabinet and extend it to its full length. This automatically connects the WAVE-ROOR, thereby increasing the sensitivity of the receiver.

For broadcast reception in steel-enclosed locations such as airplanes, trains, or automobiles, fold the WAVE-ROOR into the cabinet and attach the duplex WAVE-MAGNET, provided with suction cups, to a window.

Tuning the Short-Wave Bands
Press in one of the push-buttons, thereby switching in the proper band for tuning. Under average short-wave receiving conditions, unfold the WAVE-BOoster from the cabinet and extend it to its full length. Follow the same procedure as set forth in "Tuning the Broadcast Band," being certain to rotate the tuning knob slowly so as not to pass over, unnoticed, the weaker, more distant stations.

Short wave reception in steel-enclosed locations is limited to the 19, 25 and 31 meter bands, for which the Short-Wave Magnet is designed. It will be necessary to attach the duplex WAVE-MAGNET to a window after folding the WAVE-BOoster into the cabinet.

BUILT-IN MOVABLE DUPLEX WAVE- MAGNET
This receiver is equipped with a Detachable Duplex WAVE-MAGNET, an exclusive Zenith feature, making possible efficient operation in steel-enclosed locations where other portables without this feature operate poorly or not at all. The WAVE-MAGNET assembly must be removed from the cabinet when the cabinet is not in use. If optimum performance is expected in locations such as airplanes, boats, trains, buses, automobiles, portables etc., the steel building or building's exterior is isolated from the cabinet. It is likely that best short-wave reception will be obtained with the duplex WAVE-MAGNET assembly placed in a vertical position on the glass next to the edge of the window. However, this is not always the rule, as different results will be noted in different locations.

IMPORTANT: Make certain the WAVE-ROOR is completely folded into the cabinet when using the duplex WAVE-MAGNET.

The duplex WAVE-MAGNET is connected to the receiver by means of a plastic or metal cable and is held within the back cover of the cabinet by means of two clamps. The cable is so designed as to fold neatly when the WAVE-MAGNET assembly is placed within the cabinet cover. Unlatch the back cover to remove the WAVE-MAGNET assembly for placement on the window. It is advisable to try different positions and angies with respect to the glass in tuning the WAVE-MAGNET. It is recommended that the receiver be tuned to a weaker broadcast station during the experimental period and the WAVE-MAGNET first tried in a position against a wall or glass. Once the best position on the glass is determined, the angle with respect to the glass has been determined, both for best reception and minimum noise, the duplex WAVE-MAGNET should be attached squarely to the glass by means of the two rubber suction cups which are first moistened with water or glycerine to make them adhere firmly to the glass.

A three-position switch located in the rear of the chassis offers additional adjustment for best reception.

RADIORGAN TONE CONTROL
The tonal characteristics of the radio may be regulated to the listener's personal preference by means of the four buttons contained in the "RADIORGAN." To operate the buttons, they are placed in the position toward the arrowhead. The portion of the tonal range affected is shown above each button. There are sixteen different tonal combinations available.

ILLUSTRATION: SIDE VIEW

SOCKET VOLTAGE—BOTTOM SIDE Up
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Modernize Your Shop
For WARTIME Service
EUGENE A. CONKLIN

WEAR is on! That means that every American family will want and NEED a first-class operational radio in its home for constant contact with important local and national developments on the war front. Many radios need reconditioning and others could stand some repairing. The important thing to remember is that in this emergency the customer may come to you of his own volition, without any high-pressure advertising or costly publicity campaigns. What he sees in your shop will determine whether or not you will get "repeat" calls after the present emergency ceases.

Your ability to charge a two-dollar hourly labor rate and to minimize the expenses, plus full LIST prices for replacements, plus any other charges depends upon whether your clients regard you as a professional practitioner, or whether you are classified as a second-rate man who should do the job for a very small sum. Compare your service shop with Matraw Radio in the city of Watertown, N. Y., which has a population of 35,000. Matraw gets the most business in the price range in the whole city. That is the basis of his success. It looks as if it is going to be your main business, and if your business is going to be growing, then it must be professional and ready for business. To begin with, Matraw warns that one must watch his cut on the job. As matters stand, many transistors pass by places of business and set at the place where arrests their attention.

Many times when transistors are in your community, they discover that their radios or portable need repairing. If your curb sign attracts attention, but not interest, you will not make a sale. A good suggestion is to install signs which resemble the "No Parking" signs which are seen along the road. These should be yellow in color to be most effective.

As to your shop sign, now that electric power is being rationed, it will not be necessary to have a powerful light or an illuminated sign. Instead install a metal flange with shop name and identifying emblem (any emblem which can be seen from afar and which symbolizes radio is suitable). Red white and blue patriotic effects are quite striking and effective at present. Your local sign expert can give you an excellent unit of this nature for a slight investment.

Then there is the show window! Many service experts fill the show window space with broken down radio tubes, outmoded consoles, and a miscellaneous assortment of "junk" which would do credit only to a low-grade salvage yard. Instead Matraw suggests—borrow photos of radio stars from a near-by radio station, frame and mount them in the window. Cut out and place newspaper radio schedules conspicuously in the window for the coming week. Take Radio Guide or Radio Mirror and show photos that run their pages. Or get the local YMCA, Boy Scouts, USO or Red Cross to decorate each window for a week with a display of their work and accomplishments! Besides attracting attention you are creating organized community "goodwill" and that is a precious commodity these days. In closing, do not neglect to utilize displays furnished by manufacturers and jobbers. Matraw uses many window displays contributed by school youngsters and church groups, because he feels that future orders for sound service and repairs will result from such cooperation.

The outer-reception office is next on the modernization menu. A flat-top desk, second-hand if necessary, but with a revolving job, should be located in the center section of the room. A typewriter should be nearby. Also a business-like file should be near the desk. A typewriter is a must in handling bookkeeping transactions between the jobber, factory, and yourself. If you are cementing it between customers and yourself when business-like typewritten receipts, forms, etc., are issued. The file should contain a complete envelope for each customer. At a cost of three cents, which covers file envelope and paper inside for the record, you know exactly what the case history of any receiver in your community has been. Doctors keep files, bursting with records of their patients. A "sick radio" is a mighty important patient. In the case of the customer's records are kept, their format, etc., are individual problems, depending upon your particular ingenuity.

In the outer-reception room there should be a few easy chairs and a table with current publications (not "a-la-dentist's office") where issues are at least a month old before they receive feature billing. Matraw finds that when he is busy on a set in his work center, a customer may enter. Waiting room is more pleasurable if the others are pleasing. Matraw advises that tiled linoleum cover the floor and that the wall receptionist is in the form of framed photos showing an engaging, alert and busy everyone in the field of radio, from early television receivers to control panels at Radio City. The type of photos periodic and photo displays along this line.

A plate glass partition separates the workroom from the outer reception room just as in the radio studio, actual performers go through their antics in soundproof surroundings, where the audience can not participate or beisoner with everything, but orders and delivers the same picture.

Matraw isolated his work-center by fitting up glass partition and having a system installed so that workmen-part-time, full-time, or on duty in the reception room, he would be advised of the customer's arrival. If he is working on a set, the service-woman pushes a button whereby an illuminated sign comes into action on the secretary's desk, reading "Serviceman working—will be with you shortly."—words to that effect.

The workroom, Matraw believes should be left to the service-man's own inclinations. After it should be neatly finished and appearance with every tool in its place, and a place for every tool. Matraw lines up all tools and finishes the radio and reception window, with an identification tag on each. The bench proper contains wall panel and testing apparatus. One chair with wheels is in front of the bench, so that the serviceman can slide from one end of the bench to the other in a matter of seconds, when a particular item of replacement is desired. A file containing back issues of periodicals, textbooks and service manuals should be conspicuously displayed on the part of the work-center, so that the spectator gets the same reaction as when the doctor's bookcase, crammed full of medical journals, is on view.

Lighting throughout the outer reception room should be of the tubular-indirect effect. Nothing improves a potential customer more than a specialized type of illumination. Consult your electrical contractor or else find yourself a scheme which will, without a doubt, type of lighting fixtures and composition.

Matraw reports that this modernization procedure enables you to raise the radio to the well-known "roof", on the basis of increased expenditure for modernization. Service-Woman Matraw even charges fifty cents to check any set of tubes brought into the shop—no free service—but positively NONE!
OFF THE PRESS!

New RADIO-CRAFT Library Books

This month one of the best news for radio amateurs is the publication of a new series of books on radio-amateur equipment. These books are intended to be in the nature of a course of instruction in radio-amateur work, and are designed to meet the needs of the radio amateur who wishes to become proficient in the art of radio work.

The series consists of four books, each of which is devoted to a particular class of radio-amateur equipment. The books are as follows:

1. **Simplified Practical Signal Generator**
   - This book provides an introduction to the principles of signal generation and modulation, with practical applications to radio-amateur work.

2. **Modern Radio Servicing Technique**
   - This book is designed to give the radio amateur a comprehensive knowledge of modern radio servicing techniques, including the latest developments in the field.

3. **All About Frequency Modulation**
   - This book provides a detailed study of frequency modulation, including the practical aspects of its application in radio work.

4. **Modern Battery Radio Sets**
   - This book covers the latest developments in battery-powered radio equipment, with a focus on making the equipment as portable and efficient as possible.

These books are written by experienced radio-amateur engineers and are designed to be of practical value to the radio amateur. They are intended to be used as a guide for the construction and servicing of radio equipment, and are based on the latest developments in the field.

The books are available at all good bookstores, and are published by the Radio-Craft Publishing Co., Inc., 25 West Broadway, New York, N.Y. Price: $1.50 each.

Outlines of Contents:

- **Simplified Practical Signal Generator**
  - Theory of Signal Generation
  - Modulation Techniques
  - Practical Applications

- **Modern Radio Servicing Technique**
  - Basic Servicing Principles
  - Modern Servicing Techniques
  - Practical Applications

- **All About Frequency Modulation**
  - Theory of Frequency Modulation
  - Practical Applications
  - Latest Developments

- **Modern Battery Radio Sets**
  - Modern Battery Technology
  - Battery-Powered Equipment
  - Practical Applications

These books are a must for every serious radio amateur, and are sure to be a valuable addition to your library.
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A Simple SERVICE TEST PANEL

The service test panel here described can be built at low cost from standard parts readily found in the average shop spare-parts box. Many useful tests may be made with this simplest of service test panels.

EDGAR BOLES

Due to the national emergency, and the Army's calling up radio Servicemen, there exists a shortage of experienced radio men. This service work must be done. Therefore this work is going to fall on the spare-time radio man, the student and the beginner in radio work. It is for these men who, for financial and other reasons, cannot afford to invest in the expensive test equipment used in servicing sets today, that this article is written.

Here is a simple test panel that can be built at a very low cost. Enough parts, except for a few tip-jacks, crystal detector and voltmeter, can be obtained from a second-hand radio set, which can be bought cheaply; or if you wish, you may buy all the parts from any radio supply house. It is a combination Voltmeter Alignment Indicator, and a simple Signal Tracer, with which receiver troubles can be isolated within a few minutes.

As shown in the diagram it is a rack-and-panel job having three compartments—the bottom chassis on which the power-supply is built, the voltmeter is also located here; the middle compartment, which has the alignment indicator; and the third shelf on which the signal tracer is built. The three chassis of shelves measure 8 by 11 ins. and are supported by 4 angle-irons, one at each corner, to which the panel is fastened. Chassis are also bound together by soldering heavy copper wire from the power-supply chassis to each succeeding chassis; thus each chassis can be used as a grounding point and B-. The panel may be made of masonite, hard rubber, or metal (if metal is used, tip-jacks must be insulated). As the tuning indicator is mounted in a horizontal position, middle chassis may be omitted if desired. As indicated in the diagram there is a switch in each filament so that any stage may be used independent of others. Now for some tests with this apparatus:

First, if the set is dead the first step is to test all voltages, plug test leads in jacks No. 1-7 with black lead in 7, connect other end to chassis of set under test, with red test prod in No. 6. Proceed to test all voltages beginning with power-supply and continue on to plate of output tube, testing all screen and plate voltages. If voltages test O.K., troubles are in signal circuit of set. To test signal circuit, remove test leads and insert in jacks 1 and 3 of signal tracer. (Turn signal tracer power on). Black lead in No. 3 jack, connect other end to ground or chassis of set. With red prod in jack No. 1 touch grid terminal of first R.F. tube, a signal should be heard in speaker of signal tracer. If coil and associated circuit are O.K. (signal may be rather weak at this point) test each succeeding grid input terminals in same manner, up to and including detector stage. If all signals are O.K. at this point, the trouble lies in audio section.

To test audio stages, reduce prod from jack No. 1 and insert in jack No. 2, leaving black prod as is; place red prod on plate terminal of detector. Move on to grid input of first Audio tube, test each succeeding grid input and plate output of Audio stages, and also speaker voice-coil terminals. If a dead stage is found, trouble is always toward detector from stage being tested (in audio stages and toward Antenna in R.F. stages). After isolating the defective stage it is a simple matter to find faulty part.

The alignment indicator: Its purpose is to be used as an output meter when aligning a set. To align a set, place test prods in jacks 4 and 5, black prod in No. 5 and connected to ground of set. Red prod in No. 4 is connected to A.V.C. bus of set. If oscillator is not available, tune in strong signal on set and adjust trimmers for minimum shadow on eye. Not only does this indicator serve as an output meter, it often leads to a tuning eye "installation" for you.
Standard Output of Receivers

WILLARD MOODY

The diagram above shows the relations of the plate and speaker circuits in the output stage.

If your generator has an attenuator of the dual type, and is calibrated in microvolts, all well and good. However, should the output be high, you can still use the system by assuming that the generator is calibrated in uv and setting the readings down in your notebook. Suppose your attenuator on the signal generator reads from 0-5 on the control, and from 0-100 on the "fine" control. When the attenuator is set to 2 on "rough" and say 34 on "fine," you may assume the output is 2 times 34 or 68 microvolts. This is your standard, your gauge for judging receiver sensitivity. If you wish, you may call it by its "fancy name," quantitative alignment. It will help you to do a better job by making your work more precise.

Application of the Ohmmeter

T HE serviceman may find many of the troubles common to receivers by a quick resistance test.

For example, assume that an A.C. set (using a power transformer) is "dead" and the rectifier tube (in most cases an 80 or S22) is dead and its plate heated, due to a heavy current. What caused the rectifier to overheat?

Obviously, if too much current is being passed through the tube there must be a short-circuit from B- to ground. This short could be in the first filter condenser, the second filter condenser or in the plate circuit of the output tube. In some cases it will be in the plate return or screen return of the I.F., mixer or R.F. tubes.

Assuming that the receiver is switched off or the line plug withdrawn, the ohmmeter may be clipped between rectifier filament and ground. If the first filter is "gone," the meter may indicate a dead short or a low resistance of 200 or 300 ohms. Since the maximum current through an 80 rectifier is 100 ma., approximately and the voltage from filament to ground will be about 300 volts, the maximum resistance in low value terms cannot or should not be less than 300/1 = 3000 ohms. Thus, if a condenser tests as 1000 ohms it is defective, even though it hasn't a "dead" short.

The same principle applies in an A.C.-D.C. set where we may have a 25Z5 rectifier. The maximum current of the rectifier filament is 100 ma. and the voltage from cathode to line return 100 volts, so that the lowest value of resistance that can be tolerated in the circuit is 100/1 = 1000 ohms. In actual practice it is common to find a 500-ohm series field in A.C. or A.C.-D.C. sets, while it is also common to find in A.C.-D.C. sets a shunt field of 3000 ohms from rectifier cathode to line return.

The fact should be kept in mind when making resistance measurements on sets of the A.C.-D.C. type employing shunt field, that the 3000 ohms field resistance is in parallel with the filter condenser. Therefore, once you have found a low resistance in a set, disconnect condensers in that part of the circuit and check those condensers individually.

Start your analysis from rectifier cathode to line return, or from output tube plate to output tube cathode in A.C.-D.C. sets. In A.C. receivers, check from output tube plate to chassis, from output tube screen to chassis.

A very common cause of trouble in many receivers is short-circuiting of output tube plate by-pass to cathode or chassis. This burns out the primary of the output transformer in many cases, or at least "pulls down" the available plate voltage—not only for the output tube, but for the other tubes in the set. With the added load due to plate circuit short, the voltage from the rectifier circuit of the set drops.

In order to check on the resistance of the output transformer primary, connect an ohmmeter between output tube plate and screen or plate and B- at rectifier filament. To check for short, connect meter between plate and B-.

The resistance between output tube plate and screen will generally be between 100 and 300 ohms. The resistance from output tube screen to rectifier filament will generally be of the order of 200 to 2000 ohms, depending on circuit design.

Get into the habit of making point-to-point resistance measurements by using the ohmmeter and the manufacturers' data.

Short circuits from oscillator plate return or I.F. screen return to B- can quickly be located by connecting an ohmmeter to B- and the screen or plate return.

Continuity in an I.F. transformer primary can be checked by connecting your meter between plate and I.F. output tube screen or output tube screen or output plate return.

In sets using A.V.C. and common grid return for I.F. and mixer, the grid coils for both stages can quickly be checked for continuity by applying the meter between the two grids. A high-range ohmmeter should be used when the grids are isolated by A.V.C. resistors.

One way of checking quickly whether a condenser in the grid return of an A.V.C.-controlled tube is shunted, is to apply the ohmmeter and simply disconnect the A.V.C. resistor in the high side of the condenser.

Where an antenna coil is used in the set, the primary is quickly checked for an open by connecting the meter between Ant. and Grid posts. In a A.C.-D.C. sets, a series condenser is used with a primary coil and it is necessary to connect the meter after the condenser when making this test.

There are two or three ways in which resistance measurements will help you to do a specier, more efficient job. With a good voltage ohmmeter the measurements find 90% of the troubles which are common to all receivers. But he must think in terms of fundamental principles of Ohm's law, tube operation, and his circuits. By working with receivers day after day, the professional serviceman soon familiarizes himself with how circuits, most resistances, and their pin connections. Then he can quickly "go through" a circuit, tracing the various wires, identifying the tubes and parts.

-R. Moody
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19-WATT MEDIUM POWER AMPLIFIER

This general-purpose, medium-power audio amplifier will operate one or more loud-speakers. The output stage is fitted with impedance-matching transformer, so that various speakers or groups of speakers may be matched to the amplifier.

**SPECIFICATIONS**

| Power Output | Rated: +36.2 DB or 25 Watts—5% Distortion  
+35 DB or 19 Watts—No Distortion  
Peak: +38 DB or 38 Watts—Max. Distortion  
Frequency Response:  
—3 DB at 60; +1 DB 180 to 15,000 C.P.S.  
Treble Attenuation 22 DB at 10,000 C.P.S.  
Bass Attenuation 20 DB at 200 C.P.S.  
Input Circuits—All High Impedance  
Two Mike Low Level Inputs—Gain 114.5 DB  
One Phone Med. Level Input—Gain 80.4 DB  
(Gain based on 100,000 ohm grid impedance)  
Output Impedance—4, 8, 15, 250, 500 Ohms  
Hum Level—55 DB Below Rated Output  
Power Input—190 V. A. @ 115 Volts 60 Cycles  
Dimensions, Without Dust Cover—17” x 10” x 8”  
Weight, Without Dust Cover—27 Lbs. |

A penetrating radiophonic signal. The special Stancor tone control is of hum-hocking construction, well shielded to minimize hum pickup. This unit and two dual potentiometers are clearly shown in the diagram and easily wired. Other equalizing circuits “A,” “B,” “C” are introduced to provide a uniformly flat frequency response as shown in the data curve.

The power supply is designed to operate efficiently with a heavy-duty transformer supplying all filament voltages and plate voltage for a well regulated, filtered D.C. supply. The primary of this transformer is tapped for 105 and 115 volts in order to correct for line voltage variations.

**CONSTRUCTION DETAILS**

To facilitate the assembly of the 525 amplifier, the order of operations should be as follows. Sockets must be mounted in their proper positions on the chassis and turned to permit short direct paths between their terminals and the circuit points to which they connect. The bottom view picture is helpful in showing these positions. All of the sockets are octal; with the exception of the four-prong socket for the rectifier. Socket contact numbers are marked around the tule symbols on the diagram.

With the provided hardware, the transformers and chokes are mounted in the positions shown. Power transformer, T3, is placed on top the chassis so that its leads feed through the two large holes. Most of the leads will better reach their respective channels if the primary side feeds through the hole near the rectifier socket. Output transformer, T25, also mounts on top the chassis having its primary leads protruding through the hole near the 6L6 sockets. Driver transformer, T33, is mount-
ed on the chassis so that its secondary leads come through the rear hole and its primary leads through the other hole.

The cast case housing the tone control unit is mounted on the chassis in the position indicated by the photographs. The long leads which protrude through the chassis hole are fed through the length of 5/32" diameter shielded braid so that its lead ends will reach the dual potentiometers to which they connect. Below the chassis, we find filter choke, CH15, is mounted near the center of the chassis with its leads facing the rear. Filter choke, CH2, is fastened below the chassis as shown with its leads facing the front.

Three metal-cased 8 mfd, electrolytic condensers are each fastened by single large nuts into the provided 3/4" diameter chassis holes. Various components along the front of the chassis may be mounted next. According to the pictures, we find that from left to right, a high gain input cable connector, two volume control potentiometers, another high gain input cable connector, two dual tone control potentiometer, and a S.P.S.T. toggle switch are accommodated by the front apron of the chassis. In fastening the potentiometers, the correct dial plates are held in their respective front positions by the single nuts which hold the controls. knobs are affixed to the protruding shafts so that their indications on the dial plates coincide with the electrical settings of the potentiometers.

Filament leads, which may be wired first, should be twisted and placed close to the chassis, using the pullback wire provided in the kit. To minimize the possibility of hum, a common grounding bus-bar should be used, which connects to the chassis at one predetermined point and to which all grounding components, such as fixed condensers, resistors and shield braiding, are connected. The best point on the chassis for connecting the grounding bus is near the No. 1 pin of the 6N7 electronic mixer stage. Even input cable connectors are grounded to this bus after having been insulated with their fibre washers from direct contact with the chassis. The No. 1 socket contacts, which connect to the metal shells of the tubes, making convenient points for the nucleus of the grounding bus which may be formed of solid No. 14 bare wire.

Shielding braid used over the leads between the high gain input cable connectors and the control grids of the 6SJ7's as well as on the leads connecting the arms of the potentiometers to the grids of the 6N7 mixer stage and on the lead connecting to the low gain rear input terminals. The amplifier is protected by a .3 ampere fuse. Provisions are made for one hole mounting of a fuse receptacle inside the rear apron of the chassis below the line cord and terminal strip.

Small parts are self-supported by their leads, which connect directly to the proper tube socket terminals, grounding bus, and lug strips. spare socket contacts make convenient mounting lugs, such as the number six pins of the G.L6 sockets. Although the photographs are very useful for determining the positions of the various parts, it is advisable to wire strictly by the schematic diagram. Be careful that electrolytic condensers, C2, C3, and C4, are connected into the circuit with the proper polarity as indicated on the schematic diagram. The secondary leads of the output transformer, T25, are soldered to the contacts of the rear five prong socket. This provides convenient means for connecting speakers with five prong plugs.

Voltage measurements should correspond to those shown on the diagram.

Parts of the circuit using R6 and C16 and marked "A," "B," and "C," are comprising circuits to give the amplifier a frequency response curve which is uniformly flat while tone controls are set at full. Reducing the value of resistance R6 in "A" and "B" will increase the bass response. Increasing R6 in "C" will increase the treble response. The overall gain will likewise be increased.

**APPLICATION**

The regular output transformer as used in the amplifier is tapped at 4, 8, 15 ohms for voice coil matching or 250 and 500 ohms for line matching. One or more speakers capable of handling more than 30 watts may be connected to the output of the amplifier. A single speaker having a voice coil impedance of 4, 8 or 15 ohms may be applied to the respective tap and common lead providing the correct impedance value. Two 8 ohm speakers may be connected in parallel across the 4 ohm tap and the common lead or two 15 ohm speakers may be applied in parallel across the 8 ohm tap and the common lead. Speakers may be of the permanent magnet dynamic for electro dynamic types, however, the latter requires a field exciter supply.

This amplifier makes an excellent plate modulator for transmitters having Class C amplifier inputs up to 75 watts. For this purpose, it is necessary to substitute a modulation output transformer for the output transformer included with the kit. It should also be pointed out that the 525 amplifier will cathode modulate R.F. amplifiers.

(Continued on page 615)

The graphic curve shown at the right gives some idea of the excellent performance of the audio amplifier described.

---
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**Wiring diagram for the 19-watt power amplifier.**
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BUILD YOUR OWN EXPERIMENTAL ELECTRONIC ORGAN

W. K. ALLAN

Part II—Conclusion

FIGURE 4 shows the diagram of the writer's harp or vibra-harp (or piano or organ or violin stop), i.e., any of these effects may be obtained separately but not simultaneously.

To use Hammond's analogy a bucket with a leak is filled at a lake and then emptied into a tank. By controlling the amount of water taken at the lake and the size (and direction) of the leak, any rate of flow into the tank is obtainable.

For example, if the bucket is filled at the lake (110 volts) and the leak is very large (0 volts, i.e., grounded), then as the key is depressed so that the bucket discharges into the tank, it starts at a high rate (-100) but almost instantly drops to nothing, due to the run-off through the leak. This momentarily neutralizes the cathode cut-off but quickly dies away, simulating a harp if the condenser is across the

Fig. 4 shows simplified version of Hammond system. Fig. 6 shows contacts for key switches.
SUPER SPECIALS

All of the attractive items listed here are brand new. ALL ARE IN PERFECT WORKING ORDER. In many cases, they are actually newer than the ones we are offering. ORDER FROM THIS PAGE. Use the convenient coupon below, include sufficient extra remittance for parcel post mailing costs, packing, and insurance. All remittances with order must accompany order. Inclusive terms, no deposit. If full remittance accompanies order, deduct 2% discount. Send money order, certified check, or U.S. Bank Drafts. No C.O.D. to foreign countries.

ORDER TODAY

HANDY WORKSHOP OUTFIT

WESTERN ELECTRIC BREAST MIKE

For those at home or in the shop, this item is a real time-saver. This compact electronic unit will replace and replace itself many times over. Excellent for household use, the unit can be used for all types of work and repairs.

ITEM NO. 149

Complete set including meter.

YOUR PRICE

$4.95

WHEN MOUNTED, ALL \( R \) values vary slightly for compensation. The resistor is 4 megohms. The cut-off bias of -16 volts is applied to the tank condenser through a 600,000 ohm resistor, and the screen voltage is 25. These values from patent 2,126,644 are for notes near middle C. It will work efficiently for other notes, e.g., more cut-off bias for higher notes.

Contacts—Fig. 5 shows the telephone relay and the output circuit. Be sure to get the ones similar to A not B. Fig. 6, as the former require less space. They alternate between them, so the output section of the string (Fig. 13) can be fixed. The five 32 ohm machine screws through the keys (alternately long and short) provide adjustment. The contacts, 1,500 ohm and 5 megohm resistors, together with the bucket and tank condensers, are mounted on the manifold from which a cable leads to: the 2 megohm resistors, 1 mF condensers and tube sockets are wired to connectors which are mounted in the console (Fig. 7).

To any readers planning an electromagnetic tone generator it cannot be over-emphasized that copper contacts cannot key the output of any low voltage tone generator because of their oxide film. However, tubes do an excellent job, producing many effects from a single set of pick-up coils, so forming an ideal clickless-keying system, with the envelope of both attack and decay completely under control.

Other electron tubes, e.g., neon tubes or cathode ray tubes may be used to produce electronic music.

ANALYSIS OF ELECTRONIC TUBE ORGAN ADVANTAGES

1. Wide range of beautiful effects obtainable from tube keying control.

(Radio-Craft for June, 1942)
Construct A HOME RECORDER

A home recorder is probably one of the best pieces of apparatus for the experimenter to attempt to construct in wartime, when it is difficult to obtain apparatus, plus the restrictions on amateur radio station operations, etc. This particular recorder worked out very nicely, as built by the author.

LARRY LE KASHMAN

Despite the comparatively low cost of some home recording units there are still experimenters who prefer to construct their own recording mechanism. Contrary to general belief it is possible to duplicate and in many cases surpass even medium price recorders in so far as quality is concerned. There is no comparison between costs in as much as the parts needed are almost all stock items. The home constructor need not worry about overhead or profit, a further inducement to make no sacrifices in quality in order to save a few cents. The total price for parts to construct this unit, including the case, should not exceed $20.00.

The portatile recorder illustrated in this article follows a popular trend in so far as mobility is concerned. A recording machine can be a constant source of amusement at parties and gatherings. It may be an educational instrument and one of profit to the serviceman. Many schools are turning to records as the most satisfactory method for correcting speech defects. The tremendous boom in record players during the past few years has made most parents fertile material for exploitation of such items as records of piano recitals, weddings, graduations, in fact any significant event. Indeed it is not difficult to foresee the day when chronological record albums are as much an integral part of the home as photograph albums. This inexpensive recorder is an invitation to you to join the fun with homemade records.

The design and construction of this recorder can be clearly shown as three separate phases. Construction of the amplifier; construction of the recording and playback mechanism; and mounting and assembling the completed units.

The requirements for the amplifier are primarily ability to deliver several watts of output in a small space. Since the cutter's requirements are only several milliwatts the power is of no consideration there. A tone control is desirable in playback and a method of switching the amplifier from record to playback must be incorporated.

The volume, or level indicator, is better treated as an integral part of the cutter. A D.C. amplifier is not necessary since the phonograph motor will not operate on direct current. Because of their availability, usually in a junk box, the line-up consisted of a 57-57-45 and an 80 rectifier. It should be stressed that the builder may use any small amplifier he may choose, provided the same layout and physical dimensions are adhered to. Since the power transformer is mounted on the small chassis with the tubes, every precaution against hum must be taken. All ground leads should be returned to a common point near the first audio stage. In addition the first 57 must be well shielded. The power output of the 45 is more than sufficient to operate the cutter; however more power output may be desirable if the constructor wishes to provide greater playback volume in a large room or noisy location. More output will necessitate the use of a larger speaker which will complicate the mechanical layout of the recorder.

The switching system is quite simple. It is accomplished by the use of a D.P.D.T. toggle switch. The switch is used to transfer the amplifier output from speaker to cutter and the amplifier input from pickup to microphone. This is clearly illustrated in the circuit diagram. There is a simple attenuating network in the pickup circuit to drop it's level so that it does not overload the first stage. The unit may be used as a PA system by connecting the speaker in place of the cutter. However it has not been done here because the small amplifier does not make a particularly satisfactory PA system. Most recorders are used as PA systems only because it is a sales feature and is convenient to the manufacturer, since it merely requires a slightly different switching arrangement.

The feed mechanism is composed of items, that for the most part may be purchased in any hardware store. The lead screw and slide bar are supported by 3" stock angle irons. The lead screw is a piece of 3/4"-16 threaded rod. The engaging nut is 1/3 of a 3/4"-16 nut, an operation performed with a hack saw. The pulley on the lead screw (P1) is manufactured by the Boston Gear Works (Catalog PVL 3). The pulley on the motor (P2) is a piece of 5/8" round brass with a 3/16" deep "V" cut in it. This V is put in by mounting the stock in an electric drill check and applying pressure with the corner of a file as the machine turns. The pulley is then mounted on the center of the turntable by means of a 6/32 machine screw, after the center of the turntable has been drilled and tapped. The motor is a General Industries model GI-RM4 which is a heavy-duty rim-drive type.

Builders are forewarned that no other low price motor will perform without excess wobble and wows. No substitute should be accepted unless it is a higher price motor which the constructor can have no doubts about. The pulleys are connected with a vacuum cleaner belt, whose tension may vary slightly and whose dimensions are best obtained when the unit is assembled. The arm, while it follows a complicated sounding constructional routine, is simple to obtain and very inexpensive. A wooden pattern is made and left at the local foundry. They will usually make a casting for forty or fifty cents. Any classified telephone book will reveal at least one foundry in even the smallest town. Similarly if no machine shop is available for the small amount of machine work involved most commercial shops, reached in the same manner, will do the work for a very small fee. The main thing in keeping these costs down is to give them a minimum of work. Know exactly what you want, have it marked out accurately and neatly, and don't rush them on the job. The diagram should remove any fears you have about a complicated pattern making job. Incidentally if you are fortunate enough to have a vocational high school available, the entire cutting mechanism would be "duck soup" for any student.

The cutter is a Shure 14-ohm magnetic cutter. A crystal cutter may be used with suitable changes in the coupling system and these are shown in the main diagram. A

Photos below show, from left to right—appearance of the home recorder, complete in its cabinet; under-side of the motor-shelf, with belt drive for the recorder mechanism; close-up of the turntable and the recording arm.
Crystal cutter will give somewhat better quality and probably offer ample compensation for its slightly higher cost. Mounting of the cutter is on a knife edge bearing, since that is the type usually supplied with the cutter. We must also refer to a diagram since most readers are probably not familiar with the mounting details of a cutting head.

Mounting the complete units is not a serious problem. The playback arm, which may be any standard phonograph arm of any variety from inexpensive crystal to permanent point "featherweights," is mounted by using the manufacturer's template supplied with the arm. The most important thing is to supply the motor and cutting apparatus with a solid foundation. The case illustrated was made up by a local case manufacturer at a cost of four dollars.

Since feedback between the cutter and playback arm and speaker is all too common with speakers in the same case, it is purposely left out. Feedback of the type mentioned can be eliminated by cutting out the low frequency response of the amplifier. Usually, if that type feedback is encountered in a portable unit, the builder will find himself hopelessly snared in difficulties. It (Continued on page 640)
termine the structure of chromosomes, the entities within every living cell which determine the inheritable characteristics of the organism. These studies, which require extraordinary skill in the preparation of the specimen, indicate the great complexity of these basic elements. Other investigations have concerned themselves with revealing the delicate forms of insect life. Micrographs have been made showing a breathing tube of a mosquito larva, magnified 7,500 times. There, like the scales of butterfly wings and the iridescent wing covers of beetles, have shown structures of great beauty and regularity.

APPLIED TO METALS

In the field of industry, the electron microscope has found almost immediate applications in the study and control of all types of metal in finely divided form—powders, suspensions, dusts and smokes, the characteristic states of pigments, insecticides, ceramic materials, and many other substances where the individual particles are too small to be identified by the light microscope. The electron microscope, with its much greater resolving power, not only makes it possible to count the particles and to classify them with respect to their size, but also shows their characteristic shapes, which are found to differ widely. A good example of this are micrographs which show the characteristic cubic form of magnesium oxide smoke particles and the minute thin plates which make up an arsenate insecticide powder. Size, shape, and size distribution of the particles are all of them characteristics of vital importance for the physical and chemical behavior of the material studied.

The electron microscope cannot be applied directly to the study of bulk matter, such as the polished and etched metal specimens from which metallographers seek to gain information regarding the constitution of the metal in question. However, a method has been worked out for the preparation of collodion replicas of the surface which are about a millionth of an inch in thickness, and which serve as the object in the electron microscope. In a micrograph of a particular etched steel specimen of "pearlite," obtained from such a replica, the dark portions of the picture represent iron carbide ridges embedded in pure iron in characteristic manner. This replica technique has enabled metallographers to extrapolate the validity of important laws relating to the physical properties of steels and their etch patterns far beyond the limit imposed by the light microscope. The same technique proves useful in the study of non-metallic bulk materials, such as ceramics, quartz, glass, etc.

Other advances in the application of the electron microscope have resulted from a modification of the equipment. An electron microscope has been adapted for use with extremely high voltages up to 300 kilovolts. As the penetration of matter by the electrons increases rapidly with their kinetic energy, it is possible thereby to see details in objects, e.g., the larger bacteria and fine sections of organic tissue, which appear totally opaque at the lower voltages.

Another application for which the electron microscope is especially well suited—due to its remarkable depth of focus—is the preparation of a microscopical or three-dimensional microscope pictures. For this purpose two pictures of the object are taken in succession, the object being tilted in a special

(Continued from page 587)
WARTIME RADIO REPAIRS

(Continued from page 591)

Muslin can be used to make a flexible rim. The rims can be replaced by forming the tracing cloth around a cylinder of the diameter desired. Before ruining the voice coil to be replaced, study it carefully as to number of turns, size of old wire, whether it is bank-wound, single-layer, etc. Either celluloid dissolved in acetone or collodion can be used to tack wire.

Open field coils can sometimes be repaired by using a small arc-welder to create a fusing spark internally. This arc will sometimes work on open wires or layers of wires near the break. 315 turns of 14 or 16 wire in the primary, and around 100 turns of 24 gauge wire in the secondary of an old transformer will do the trick.

Input transformers can be replaced by resistance-capacitance networks. The number of circuits available in radio manuals will enable one to choose a suitable circuit.

If worst comes to worst in IF transformer repairs, one can be eliminated and a well-requested by network substituted. If it be the first IF transformer, replace it with the second, and use a resistance-capacitance network in the second stage.

Volume controls: noisy volume controls can be repaired by washing off the carbon residue with carbon tetrachloride. Burned out volume controls can be replaced with an old "hand" switch. We may have a lot of hand switches on hand. Ah! Suitable taps are made from a number of series resistors totaling the value of the original control, the number of taps conforming with the number of points of contact on the switch.

Tubes and Receivers, of course, are going to give us trouble as we have no concrete ideas along this line; we will have to leave this subject for someone else. Although, in compensation for a scarcity of tubes and resistors, circuits can be reduced to smaller tube complements. So long as the O.P.M. allows for a rectifier, audio amplifier, and an R.F. tube, they shall have MUSIC--and NEWS!!!

HOMER C. BUCK,
Detroit, Mich.

VOICE COIL RATTLE

In these days of scarcity of materials and parts it is often necessary to repair the old in order to give prompt service. One of the major service headaches has always been the speaker rattle caused by a defective voice coil.

This rattle is often caused by loose turns on the voice coil mounted on the apex of the cone. To remedy this, remove the cone from the speaker and cover the voice coil winding with a thin coat of clear lacquer which can be purchased at any paint store. While this is drying, remove all particles on the speaker pole pieces with a piece of sticky friction tape. After replacing and replacing the cone it will be found in most cases that the speaker performs as well as new.—Ralph Hunter, Catskill, N. Y., C-D Capacitor.

EMERSON 1941 MODELS

In various makes of Emerson 1941 models all tubes are provided to check O.K., but the pilot light fails to light. In some cases the lamp may be burned out.

The fault found by the writer was to replace the 3525-GT tube which developed an open circuit at the pilot light tap of the filament circuit. A tube tester is not apt to show this fault. In any event it is recommended that the 3525-GT tube be replaced with a new one.—Louis Kaway, Winston-Salem, N. C. in C-D Capacitor.

WINNERS

OF THE WORLD'S MOST CONVINCING
AWARD OF MERIT

Long ago, Sprague TC Tubular (by-pass) Condensers first won the World's Most Convincing Award of Merit—and they've continued to win it year after year. It isn't a grand prize or blue ribbon. It's far more convincing than that. It's the continued first choice preference for Sprague TC's by leading servicemen, engineers, manufacturers and amateurs—who prefer TC's, who specify TC's, and who insist on TC's for a wide variety of jobs—men whose actual field experience helped write the now-famous TC slogan "Not a Failure in a Million!"

WRITE FOR CATALOG... or ask your Sprague jobber for a copy describing all Sprague Condenser types including Atom midget dry electrolytics and famous Sprague Eclips-

SPRAIGE TC TUBULARS

FCC RELAXES REGULATIONS FOR STATION OPERATORS

At a meeting of the Federal Communications Commission held last month at its offices in Washington, D. C., the commission acted on the request of the Defense Communications Board for further relaxation of its rules and regulations governing the requirements for operators of broadcast stations—by issuing the following ruling:

"IT APPEARING, That the demand of the military services for radiotelegraph and radiotelephone operators has increased as a result of the war and that such demand has decreased the number of operators qualified for operation of broadcast stations resulting in a shortage of such operators;

"IT IS ORDERED, That until further order of the Commission, notwithstanding the provisions of Section 13.61 of the Commission's Rules and Regulations Governing Commercial Radio Operators, a broadcast station of any class, which by reason of actual inability to secure the services of an operator or operators of a higher class could not otherwise be operated, may be operated by holders of any class commercial operator license;"

"PROVIDED, HOWEVER, That all classes of commercial operator licenses shall be valid for the operation of broadcast stations upon the condition that one or more first-class radiotelephone operators be employed who shall be responsible at all times for the technical operation of the stations and shall make all adjustments of the transmitting equipment other than minor adjustments which normally are needed in the daily operation of a station;

"PROVIDED, FURTHER, That a broadcast station may be operated by a holder of a restricted radiotelephone operator permit only if the operator must permit has been endorsed by the Commission to show the operator's proficiency in radiotelephone theory as ascertained through examination.

"PROVIDED, FURTHER, That nothing contained herein shall be construed to relieve a station licensee of responsibility for the operation of the station in exact accordance with the Rules and Regulations of the Commission; and

"PROVIDED, FURTHER, That Section 13.61 of the Commission's Rules and Regulations Governing Commercial Radio Operators shall remain in full force and effect except as modified by this order."
Two-Dimensional

SOUND AND ACOUSTICS

THE true fidelity of reproduction attainable by radio and audio power amplifier circuits used in broadcasting or public address is not yet explored to the limit. There is considerable room for improvement. Investigation and research is continually being carried forward with that ultimate objective of the perfect illusion as the goal, to present perfectly to a listener in one place the voice or music heard in a distant concert hall or theatre.

The Bell Telephone Laboratories have conducted exhaustive scientific investigations designed to bring out the details associated with reproduction of music in concert halls, such as Carnegie in New York, so that music lovers, ever critical of quality, could be satisfied to hear a symphony originating in another city and still not lose any of the thrilling realism and power of a great orchestra. The matter of stereophonic reproduction as applied to the ordinary radio receiver in the home has not been fully considered. Stereophonic sound and auditory perspective, are terms used to describe a means of reproduction that gives the listener a sense of localization or the illusion of listening to the performance in the presence of the artists—artists who may in reality be hundreds of miles away.

DUO-DIMENSIONAL SOUND

The first attempt at stereophonic, or as we prefer to name it, duo-dimensional sound, was in 1881, at the Paris Electrical Exhibition. Telephone headphones were used. Antennas available were at this time expensive and unworkable. In conjunction with wide range of frequency modulation duo-dimensional sound should form an important integral of a system designed for peak fidelity. In motion picture work, because of the increased volume range possible in electronic recording on film, duo-dimensional sound has found prompt favor as an advancement in the art. Fantasia a wonderful motion picture is one example.

Any system of reproduction is based on the requirement that perfectly flat amplification of all frequencies extending from 30 to 15,000 cycles per second is necessary for truly high fidelity. The attainment of perfect fidelity electronically is today a practical reality and prediction of frequency response of an amplifier or transmitter is a definite science of known laws and principles. But now research should be intensified to determine if any further acoustic contributions are possible. The economic question will determine the amount of work done in the case of the home receiver, but with defense cutting down quantity there is a likelihood that quality will come to the fore. Receivers will be fewer but better, in anticipation of normal times yet to come.

ACOUSTIC CONDITIONS ARE GOVERNED BY SOUND POWER

The maximum peak power delivered by an orchestra is concentrated in the region between 250 and 300 cycles per second. It is here that the loud-speaker and cabinet of a home radio receiver, or any other reproducer, must withstand a sudden volume pressure. In certain receivers, if an audio oscillator be varied from 60 to 500 cycles, the parts of the dial or the chassis tuner may be found to vibrate and rattle at their natural mechanical frequency, causing noise on strong passages. Cabinet resonance may also take place at 15 to 20 cycles, depending on construction, and hinges or loose doors that ordinarily appear solid may vibrate. Ruggedness and good wood in a cabinet are just as essential for really fine reproduction, as good wood is essential to the tone of a fine violin or piano.

In certain instances, where for example a serviceman in his shop has two radio receivers playing at the same time, it will be noticed that there is, in effect, a sensible time lag between the sound issuing from the loudspeaker of one set and the sound from the second set. There is an echo effect. That, in short, is stereophonic sound reproduction. There are two ways that such echoes may be produced, electrically and acoustically. If sound is projected from the front of a loudspeaker in a fairly large room, with blank walls, the initial sound impulse will come directly to the ears of the listener and the second sound impulse will arrive a split second later, depending on the amount of time that it took the

WILLARD MOODY

The drawing shows the relation between peak power and frequency; also baffle dimensions for certain frequencies.

The maximum peak power delivered by an orchestra is concentrated in the region between 250 and 300 cycles per second. It is here that the loud-speaker and cabinet of a home radio receiver, or any other reproducer, must withstand a sudden volume pressure. In certain receivers, if an audio oscillator be varied from 60 to 500 cycles, the parts of the dial or the chassis tuner may be found to vibrate and rattle at their natural mechanical frequency, causing noise on strong passages. Cabinet resonance may also take place at 15 to 20 cycles, depending on construction, and hinges or loose doors that ordinarily appear solid may vibrate. Ruggedness and good wood in a cabinet are just as essential for really fine reproduction, as good wood is essential to the tone of a fine violin or piano.

In certain instances, where for example a serviceman in his shop has two radio receivers playing at the same time, it will be noticed that there is, in effect, a sensible time lag between the sound issuing from the loudspeaker of one set and the sound from the second set. There is an echo effect. That, in short, is stereophonic sound reproduction. There are two ways that such echoes may be produced, electrically and acoustically. If sound is projected from the front of a loudspeaker in a fairly large room, with blank walls, the initial sound impulse will come directly to the ears of the listener and the second sound impulse will arrive a split second later, depending on the amount of time that it took the
FIDELITY AND TONE CONTROL ARE IMPORTANT

The use of tone control for bass boost and treble boost is essential in order to correct for the acoustic differences between locations in which the receiver may be placed. Tone control is based on the idea that the noise of the location. Masking of the higher pitched sounds may occur if the noise is appropriate. Tone control is necessary to ameliorate the timbre of the sound, and it will be noticed that the tone quality is improved.

TIMELY SUGGESTION TO YOUR CUSTOMERS ON CARE OF SETS

With the end of radio production at hand, the Consumer Division, Office of Price Administration, offers the following suggestions to the public for the proper care of home radios:

- Make sure that the radio is not placed with its back flat against the wall. Tubes, transformers, and resistors heat up, and free circulation of air is required to prevent overheating. Leave an inch or so between the cabinet and wall.
- Check the set's electric cord and plug. The plug should fit firmly into the wall socket and the wires leading to it should be intact.
- Check connections also on nearby electrical appliances and lamps. Loose connections on nearby gadgets cause static. Sometimes moving a nearby appliance or lamp farther away will help reception.
- If the radio crackles, check the aerial and ground wires to determine whether they are broken in any place or are rubbing against other wires or trees or metals.
- If you have an outside aerial, make sure that it is equipped with a lightning arrester. Even small "static discharges"—not lightning—may ruin a set unless they are bypassed by the arrester.
- Check the set's tubes, to see that they fit firmly in their sockets. Occasionally a tube may seem to be a bad tube merely because it is cold, as it is inserted into its socket.
- Clean the dust out of your set often. A hand vacuum cleaner will help.
- If your radio's performance is unsatisfactory and none of these home adjustments help, it's time to call in the repairman. These points should be observed:

- Call in a repairman from a reputable radio dealer—one with whom you are acquainted, if possible.
- Insist that he fix the set at your home. Reliable service shops have portable testing and repair equipment for home calls.
- If the service or repairman is carrying the set to the shop, persuade him to give you an inventory of the adjustments he thinks will be needed. Note the return of old parts which he finds necessary to replace. -The C-D Capacitor.

CHEAP ENDLESS DIAL BELTS

Dial belts, as most any radio repair man knows, are hard to stock because of the fact that most every set using one must have a belt to fit it, and a universal replacement is hardly possible. I've used this kink several times in the past and it worked very well.

At the 5 and 10 pick up a couple of pairs of shoe laces, about 28 inches long, of the small type that is used in men's oxfords. Clip one of the tips off close and since this leaves a hollow tube, the other end can be worked into a tube and made to swallow its tail. Work the tip up into the string till it is almost tight enough to fit the drive pulleys, then work the tip out through the side through the mesh and pull it up to the proper length, then clip this tip off also.

With a needle and good stout thread take a few stitches through the ends of the string which prevents it from slipping out again. Then you have a good stout endless belt, which has no knots and works very smoothly. -Happy Kingdom.

WEBSTER RECORDER
AND PLAYBACK ASSEMBLY

Plaza records up to 12" dia. Data records up to 19" dia. outside-ins at 110 ips per inch. 78 rpm induction type reproducer may be used for phonograph records. Instrument assembly includes 190" turntable, motor, cutting mechanism, record cutter head, 1/8 wno low-pressure crystal pick-up. Console units with deck, and record player, internal sound boxes, 30" dia. Diagram furnished for American or European dimensions. NOTE: Should you want to purchase the above units separately, your prices will be as follows:

- $28.95 Record Unit only
- $49.95 Cutters and Carriage
- $75.95 Complete C.O.D. Set

ARROW RADIO CO.

New Direct-Coupled FM - AM
AMPifier MANUAL

By A. C. SHANEY
Chief Engineer, Amplifier Co. of America
For the Layman, Service Man, Recordist and Engineer

Regardless of whether you are interested in the latest developments in audio amplification, with fidelity recording and reproduction, or practical, everyday home radio and phonograph repair, this book is written for you. It contains the latest in home radio and phonograph equipment with an emphasis on the practical application of recently developed audio techniques. It offers a wealth of data concerning the latest developments in home radio and phonograph equipment. It is written by a man who has been in the industry for over 15 years in developing and producing practical, everyday home radio and phonograph equipment.

Explains the theory and practical application of:

- Variable Transistor Non-Overloading Push-Pull Excitation
- None Frequency-Discriminating Scratch Suggestion
- Push-Pull Balance Dropping Frequency-Dependent Equalization
- Push-Pull Low-Frequency Equalization
- Push-Pull Mid-Range and High-Frequency Equalization
- Automatic Volume Limitation
- Equalization for Reproduction of Extremes
- Colored V.O. Indicator
- Audio Spectrum Control
- Remote Control

CAREFUL USE of the manual will save you much money in the long run. It is a useful and practical guide to the field of radio and phonograph repair and maintenance.

AMPLIFIER CO. of AMERICA

17 WEST 20TH ST. NEW YORK, N.Y.
A GREAT many designs for amplifier bass boosters have been presented in various radio publications. The fact that the auxiliary equipment associated with the amplifier is not perfect makes corrective devices necessary if a higher degree of fidelity is to be achieved. Even a perfect amplifier is incapable of giving good results if the speaker, which it operates, has a poor response characteristic. The general tendency, even in good speakers, is for a dropping off of the response at the lower as well as the higher frequencies.

This particular booster is being used with a very inexpensive phonograph pickup, which also is less responsive to the higher and lower frequencies. To correct for these undesirable characteristics, it is necessary to introduce a circuit which will attenuate the middle band of frequencies more than the lowest and highest frequencies.

One of the simplest methods of attenuating the middle and high frequencies, thus obtaining a greater low frequency response, is to shunt the input terminals of the amplifier with a condenser-resistor arrangement as shown in Fig. 1. As the input frequency increases, the impedance of the condenser decreases and more and more of the input voltage appears across resistor "R" where it cannot be used. The characteristic curve, Fig. 2, shows that hardly any of the frequencies greater than 3000 cycles will be present in the output of the circuit, at least they will be attenuated so greatly that they will not be heard. The ratio of the output to input voltage (a measure of the response) is given by the relation

$$\frac{E_o}{E_i} = \frac{X_i}{\sqrt{R^2 + X_i^2}}$$

where $X_i = \frac{1}{2}\pi f C$ (in farads). When the input is equal to 10,000 ohms and C is equal to 0.1 mf, the response is as shown in Fig. 2. The response at 10,000 cycles is less than one fifth of the response at 30 cycles. It is interesting to note that the voltage across the resistor increases as the frequency increases, whereas the voltage across the condenser decreases with an increase in frequency. Fig. 2 also shows a graph of the voltage appearing across the resistor. The value $E_o/E_i$ is in this case equal to $R/\sqrt{R^2 + X_i^2}$.

The disadvantage of this high frequency attenuator circuit is that the higher frequencies are almost entirely cut-out.

A more desirable characteristic would be one that would cause the response to decrease to some minimum value with an increase in frequency so that the high frequencies would not be eliminated entirely. The circuit in Fig. 3 shows a very simple non-feedback circuit accomplishing this characteristic.

In this circuit, resistor $R_2$ is deliberately connected in series with condenser C so that even if the impedance of the condenser did drop to zero at high frequencies, the response $(E_o/E_i)$ could not fall below the value $R_2/R_1 + R_1$. This fact can be seen more readily if the circuit is considered as a voltage divider with a variable impedance. Resistances $R_1$ and $R_2$ present an essentially constant impedance at all frequencies whereas $R_1/C$ of the input is a smaller impedance at higher frequencies.

The characteristic curve of the output of the circuit is shown in Fig. 4 and the curve was obtained by actual measurements of the output and input voltages. This circuit works quite well as a bass booster but causes no high frequency boosting. By shunting a condenser across $R_2$ in Fig. 3 the response characteristic can be made to rise to both ends because of increasing amounts of voltage which are shunted around $R_1$ as the impedance of $C_2$ decreases with increasing frequency. The curve of this circuit and the changing response curve is shown in Fig. 4. The values given above serve admirably for the output terminals to be used.

The volume control, for the amplifier, is in the crystal circuit as shown in Fig. 5 and because of the too small shunting capacity at the output terminals to the amplifier input. The circuit constants actually being used at present are $R_1=250,000$, $R_2=25,000$, $C_2=.006$ mf, and $C_1=.001$ mf. These constants give just about the same curve as is shown in Fig. 4, but are better suited to the high input impedance requirements of the crystal pickup. The characteristics of the booster can be varied to suit individual needs by changing either $C_2$ or $C_1$ or both. The values given above serve admirably for the output on which the booster is being used.

The volume control for the amplifier is in the crystal circuit as shown in Fig. 5 and because of the too small shunting capacity at the output terminals to the amplifier input. The circuit constants actually being used at present are $R_1=250,000$, $R_2=25,000$, $C_2=.006$ mf, and $C_1=.001$ mf. These constants give just about the same curve as is shown in Fig. 4, but are better suited to the high input impedance requirements of the crystal pickup. The characteristics of the booster can be varied to suit individual needs by changing either $C_2$ or $C_1$ or both. The values given above serve admirably for the output on which the booster is being used.

Although extremely simple, this circuit has worked wonders on an inexpensive phonograph outfit. Even records which are sadly lacking in both bass and treble passages are made more brisant and lifelike. Whereas before adding the corrective circuit, organ records lacked the full majestic qualities of which the organ is capable, they are now more realistic and exciting than ever.

An Inexpensive BASS AND TREBLE BOOSTER

CARL A. HELBER

The accompanying charts and diagrams show how to improve the performance of an audio amplifier, by making a few simple changes in the circuits.
A COMPLETE P.A. SYSTEM

Part 2—Concluded from Last Issue

RICARDO MUNIZ, E.E., and ROBERT J. BERGEMANN, JR.

Main "CASE"

The unique chassis mounting is easily duplicated. Use ¾" plywood for the panels, top and bottom. Drill all panel holes before mounting the panels. Use No. 20 gauge galvanized iron for the various chassis. Unless the constructor has had some experience with sheet metal, it might be advisable to have a tin-smith cut the sheet to size and bend it in "brake." The handy constructor however will find it unnecessary to resort to this unless it suits his convenience. It is not difficult to cut sheet metal with a cheap pair of "tin-snips" and a brake can be made from odd scraps to be found around the average home workshop. It is more convenient to drill holes in the chassis before bending them up. Of course holes can be drilled even after the chassis are mounted in the CASE, but this is not advisable.

When the panels and chassis have been assembled, use shelfing as a filler for the wood and paint on top of this with any desired color. Cream enamel and black (for the trim) were used on the unit illustrated. This gives a very snappy appearance and yet gives a rugged finish. It does not scuff easily.
**AN EQUALIZER FOR RECORDERS**

W. W. BLAIR

In broadcasting and recording it is essential that high fidelity standards are kept, however there are always the 'Bugs' to be excluded from any system. I recall the recording apparatus owned by a friend of mine. He was very well educated along R.F. lines but lacked sufficient training in the A.F. field. He had built an amplifier for use with his recording apparatus, when he ran a curve on it and it proved to be flat within $\frac{1}{2}$ db from 30 to 12,000 cycles. Being proud of his amplifier, he proceeded to connect it to his recorder. The first record was cut, and being very confident of the results, he played the record back. The music was fair but on voice there were no highs. There was also a very noticeable turntable rumble which was recorded. My friend started to tear his hair, and I don't blame him a bit. He suddenly realized that he had neglected checking quite a few things. He got hold of the instructions which came with the cutting head, which by the way was one of those super bargain jobs. Upon reading them carefully he discovered that the response of the cutting head was flat within $\frac{1}{2}$ db from 60 to 3500 cycles; then the response tapered off gradually to a minus 8 db level at 7000. This definitely proved where he was losing the "highs." He was ready to give up—at least he had that "Who shot John" expression on his face, so I thought I might take a chance and open my big trap with, "Why don't you incorporate an equalizer in the circuit?"

"Gee whiz, I don't have room on the chassis for one of those weird gadgets," he commented mournfully. He had always been one of those boys who liked to build a tube superhet in a coffee can! He proceeded to look over the amplifier and discovered that he had a 6SC7 dual triode unit tube hooked cascade as a voltage amplifier. This was followed by a 6C5 and a pair of 6F6's which were connected push-pull; this was the extent of the amplifier. The chassis was solidly full, no room for anything. The old bean snapped, and, believe it or not, I got an idea. He could replace the 6C5 with another 6SC7 and with a couple of small chokes he would have a swell equalizer.

We got our skulls together and worked out a circuit and you can see was the outcome; it worked so swell-elegant that we thought there were others who could use it.

This diagram shows how the revamped amplifier was made to provide necessary equalization. The test may help you to improve your recording equipment.

---

**AMPLIFIERS AND PARTS**

GUARANTEED IN ABSOLUTE PERFECT MECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL CONDITION, ALTHOUGH SLIGHTLY USED.

Photo shows 30 watt ampl. # 104A

All ampls. shipped Ready to operate

# 102A—12 WATT PUSH-PULL 2AS AMPLIFIER

Frequency response plus or minus $\pm$1% from 50 to 10,000 cps, bass and treble boost inputs for phone pickup, or phono input. Quality tube sound is certain with extra heavy duty transformer. Satisfactory for 4 or 8 ohm voice coil or 2500 ohm speaker fields. An excellent amplifier for P.M. or radio. $18.45

Net of Matched Tubes: 1-6FL, 1-6D, 1-5AR, 1-5P, 2500 ohm speaker, $1.73

# 102—12 WATT PUSHPULL 2AS AMPLIFIER

Same as above, without fancy heavy duty transformer. Also satisfactory for o.m. speaker. $8.75

Variable tone control Shipping Weight 6 lbs., for either of above

# 103A—20 WATT PUSHPULL 6LS AMPLIFIER

Input for one crystal or dynamic microphone. Ideal for one crystal microphone input and 1 or 2 2500 ohm push-pull. Full range tone control. Frequency response 30 to 10,000 cps. Quality tube sound is certain, supplied field strength for one or two 2500 ohm speakers. $15.95

Net of Matched Tubes: 1-6FY5, 1-76, 1-6AG, 1-6LG, 1-123

# 105—20 WATT PUSHPULL 6LS AMPLIFIER

Same as above, but without fancy heavy duty transformer. Satisfactory for o.m. or phono input. $9.85

Variable tone control Net of Matched Tubes: 2-6FL, 1-6AG, 1-6LG, 1-123, $1.78

Shipping Weight 6 lbs., for either of above

# 106—30 WATT PUSHPULL 6LS AMPLIFIER

Input for two crystal, dynamic or velour microphones individually controlled. Ideal for crystal or velour microphone input and 1 or 2 2500 ohm push-pull. Full range tone control. Frequency response 20 to 10,000 cps. $21.45

Net of Matched Tubes: 4-6FL, 2-6AG, 2-6LG, 2-125...

$2.80

# 106A—30 WATT PUSHPULL 6LS AMPLIFIER

Same as above, but without fancy heavy duty transformer. Satisfactory for o.m. input and 1 or 2 2500 ohm push-pull. $12.05

Net of Matched Tubes: 1-6FL, 1-6AG, 1-6LG, 1-123...

$1.78

Shipping Weight 6 lbs., for either of above

**JENSEN 10 INCH ELECTRO-DYNAMIC SPEAKER**

2500 OHM FIELD 25 Mf. CHIRN VOICE-COIL

Each $2.95

Shipping Weight 7 lbs.

ORDERS SHIPPED SAME DAY AS RECEIVED.

All goods are sent Express collect if no money for Parcel Post is included in remittances. Customers in foreign countries are requested to remit in U. S. funds or have enough money to ship goods prepaid, order from this ad.

25% deposit required on all C.O.D. orders.

**PEERLESS RADIO AND SOUND CORP.**

11 So. Desplains St., Dept. 242 CHICAGO, ILL.

---

**RADIO-CRAFT** for JUNE, 1942
A New Type of Service Manual!
RADIO CIRCUIT MANUAL – 1941

The Only EDITED Manual Ever Published!

DIRECTORY OF RECEIVERS MANUFACTURED IN 1940 AND UP TO JUNE, 1941

MORE INFORMATION IN HALF THE NUMBER OF PAGES

The value of a service manual is measured not by the number of pages but by the amount of useful information. Thus, in only 756 pages this Radio Circuit Manual covers over 300 receiver models MORE than does any other competitive manual in twice the number of pages.

HOW DID WE DO IT?

By increasing the size of our pages; by discarding non-essential data and editing the balance; by listing only those receivers which the Service Engineer will definitely have to repair (no communications or export receivers, no shortwave sets or amplifiers, no electronic devices, etc.); by many months of hard work based on a definite plan of procedure and a clear understanding of the actual requirements of the Service Engineer. There is no "dead weight" information to add bulk to this Manual. Every word counts. Every minute of reading time is well spent.

OUTSTANDING FEATURES

- Contains data on more than 1800 receiver models—more than any other radio service manual.
- Only 756 pages—less than half the bulk of any other manual and more than 1/2 lighter.
- All information is EDITED—all non-essential data deleted and the balance checked and correlated with the schematics and sketches.
- 60% larger page permits listing of all information on one page. (A few unavoidable exceptions.)
- I.F. peaks for all superhet circuits are boldly displayed in black boxes—no missing, all accurate.
- No space wasted on communications and export receivers, amplifiers, electronic musical instruments, etc.—100% Service Engineer's Manual.

A "CUSTOM-TAILORED" MANUAL FOR SERVICE ENGINEERS

Here, at last, is a Service Manual deliberately PLANNED for the Service Engineer. Instead of a mere hodge-podge collection of service data, as manuals have been in the past, this RADIO CIRCUIT MANUAL is an orderly compilation of essential radio data and service information, carefully edited and uniformly presented for the maximum convenience of the busy Service Engineer. All time-consuming, non-essential data have been weeded out, and the remaining information, vitally important to the rapid and efficient servicing of modern radio receivers, has been laid out in a logical, easy-reading style which cuts time from the day's work. Because of this and other features which are self-evident upon first observation, it has been possible to list all information pertaining to a given model on a single page.

In 756 pages this Manual presents essential service data on over 1800 receiver models—more than any other existing service manual on the market!

ONLY ONE MANUAL PER YEAR!

The new technique used in compiling this RADIO CIRCUIT MANUAL—1941 makes it possible to include in a single book all the new receiver models which the radio industry can produce in a single year. This factor alone represents an important saving to all Service Engineers.

RADACRAFT PUBLICATIONS, INC.
25 West Broadway
New York, N. Y.

ORDER YOUR MANUAL IMMEDIATELY—NOW!

Get your copy directly from us by filling out and mailing the convenient coupon shown below. It is distributed directly from your favorite distributor.

ORDER YOUR MANUAL IMMEDIATELY—NOW!

RADACRAFT PUBLICATIONS, INC.
25 WEST BROADWAY
NEW YORK, N. Y.
"MAGIC-EYE" Indicators for Measurements

G. A. HAY, B.Sc.

The cathode-ray tuning indicator tube has been widely used as a null indicator in bridges and other laboratory gear in which measurements depend on a current balance. It will give a clear visual indication of a change of about 0.1 volt D.C. with a very high input impedance, and has the additional advantages of lack of inertia and—most important to the private experimenter—cheapness and robustness.

It occurred to the author that if this sensitivity could be increased substantially, the use of the "magic eye" would be extended considerably. As a result of some work undertaken with this end in view, the sensitivity has been increased about ten times with little additional apparatus, and more than a hundred times with some extra complication.

The principle underlying the arrangement giving the ten times increase is illustrated in Fig. 1. It is well known that the inclusion of an un-bypassed cathode resistor in a normal stage of amplification results in degeneration or negative feed-back, with resultant decrease in gain and increased stability. This is due to the action of a single tube in introducing a 180 deg. phase shift. The tuning indicator, however, is the equivalent of two triodes in series or cascade, and therefore the plate current of the second stage (i.e. the target current), is 360 deg. out of phase with the grid voltage on the first triode; in other words, the two are in phase. The cathode current is the sum of the triode and target currents, and as the latter predominates, the cathode current is also in phase with the grid voltage, and an increase in the negative grid voltage will therefore result in an increase in the cathode current.

If we now place a cathode resistance in circuit, as in Fig. 1, feed-back will be obtained which is in phase with the input, and regeneration will result, giving rise to increased gain and decreased stability.

In order to investigate this effect experimentally, the circuit shown in Fig. 2 was set up. R1 and C1 form a filter which prevents the passage of alternating potentials to the grid in subsequent applications. R2 is the cathode feed-back resistance; as this gives an initial negative grid bias E, which is excessive, it is necessary to take the cathode return to a point negative to the grid circuit. This semi-variable potential E2 (controlled by R4) opposes E and thus it is possible to work the tube at any initial grid bias required. In addition to the initial value, extra negative potential, as indicated by V from R3 is available from R3 for measurement purposes, slide-back voltage, etc.

In estimating the sensitivity, the target current was taken as a measure of the shadow angle, maximum and minimum shadow corresponding to currents of 0.42 and 0.9 ma. respectively. In addition, in the particular tube used, a Mullard (English) EM1, there were two marks on the target itself which served as reference marks; thus avoiding the parallax inevitable without markings on the glass envelope, and making possible a very precise setting.

Fig. 3 shows the increased sensitivity obtained with the 12 set to 5,400 ohms, with the points marked "high" and "low" in Fig. 2 being connected together. As expected, increasing the value of R2 gives continuously increasing sensitivity up to a certain point, when backlash and instability occur. At this point the increase in gain is about fifty times.

It is therefore wise to attempt an increase of more than ten times on account of the difficulty of schielding against the effect of supply voltage fluctuations, etc. With the 5,400-ohm cathode resistor, a definite movement of the shadow was obtained for voltage changes of ±50 mv compared with ±50 mv for the indicator used in the normal way. This was obtained with complete stability and lack of zero shift, without a regulated high-tension supply.

The indicator used in the manner described has been used in various pieces of laboratory equipment, of which two of the most useful have been the placodioode tube voltmeter and a "megohmmeter."

Various designs for diode tube voltmeters operating under slide-back conditions have appeared, but to the writer's knowledge, all have involved the use of an extra tube to attain the required sensitivity in adjustment. With the above form of indicator, this complication is avoided and hence a very simple circuit will suffice.

This, as finally evolved, is shown in Fig. 4. It will be seen that the null indicator is a duplicate of Fig. 2, while a series diode circuit has been added to act as a rectifier, the tube being a Mullard (English) EASO television diode. The rectified current through this is detected, causing it to develop a potential difference across a 10,000-ohm resistor R, shunted by a condenser C of 0.1 mf. At first the test leads are short-circuited, and the shunt adjusted to a reference point by using R4. The unknown voltage is then applied, and the slide-back voltage increased by means of R3 until the shadow returns to zero, when V indicates the peak value of the voltage.

In practice, errors occur, due to the curvature of the diode characteristic. Actually, as the calibration curve of the instrument shows (Fig. 5), the slide-back voltage is a true measure of the peak value for voltages above 1 volt peak. Below this the meter needs calibrating, and the minimum readable voltage is about 0.1 volt, which is quite satisfactory for normal use. The upper limit of voltage is restricted by the maximum permissible diode plate voltage—in this case 50.

Calibration was done at 50 cycles per second. There is no reason to suppose that this will not hold up to quite high frequencies; the errors involved in using the peak diode voltages at ultra-high frequencies have been previously dealt with (E. C. S. Megaw, Wireless Engineer, 1936) [London]. In any case, if the diode is made into the form of a probe with an extra 100 mmf. silvered ceramic or mica bypass condenser, little trouble will be experienced with it on any normal frequency.

The main disadvantage of the diode voltmeter is its extremely low input impedance on part of the positive half-cycle, thus taking powered operation. The impedance consists of a resistance in parallel with a capacitive reactance. The latter is of the order of 5-6 mmf, and is therefore not a serious difficulty, while at radio frequencies it usually forms part of a tuned circuit. The resistance component is given approximately by the
relation: \( R_x \) equals \( R_y \) divided by 2, and thus will be about 5,000 ohms. Rough measurement of this at 50 cycles per second gave an average value of 4,000 ohms, which is in reasonable agreement with theory.

When using the indicator as a D.C. voltmeter its input resistance is infinite; it can therefore be used for the measurement of very high resistances.

In Fig. 6 (a) \( R \) is a standard high resistance connected between the high and low input terminals of Fig. 2. The unknown resistance \( X \) is connected between "high" and a source of positive potential of 100 V, which may be a tapping on the main potential divider.

The two resistances, \( R \) and \( X \), therefore form a potential divider across which a voltage of 100 is applied. The voltage \( E \) appearing across the standard is then measured. It is apparent that \( X \) over \( R \) equals 100 minus \( E \), divided by \( E \); and further, that \( X \) equals 100 minus \( E \), divided by \( E \), then multiplied by \( R \).

If we assume \( R \) to be 10,000 ohms, and the measurable voltage range 0.1 to 100 volts (actually greater in the case of D.C.), \( X \) ranges from zero to ten million ohms.

If now \( X \) and \( R \) are interchanged, as in Fig. 6 (b), \( X \) equals \( E \) over 100 minus \( E \), multiplied by \( R \), and \( X \) ranges from 10,000 ohms to infinity. This represents a very satisfactory range for rough testing. Insulation of the various leads is important, and for this reason it is perhaps unwise to attempt any switching, but to use some scheme of link connections on terminals supported on mica. No trouble has been experienced from this fact that the grid terminal is on the base instead of on the "cap." The 1,000-ohm resistor in the indicator unit limits the flow of grid current at high positive potentials.

This form of megohmmeter has been used with success in a variety of measurements. Different ranges can be covered, of course, by using different standard resistances.

While the above principles have been treated in rather a general manner, it is hoped that an opportunity will occur in the future to describe a laboratory test instrument embodying these ideas, and capable of doing practically anything in the way of general testing.—Courtesy WIRELESS World, London.

**LOCATING PLANES BY RADIO WAVES**

A very interesting article entitled "Raiders vs. Radio" recently appeared in the editorial columns of the New York Times, which goes on to say "that every new weapon brings forth its own antagonist. Directional radio beams were first developed to serve the airplane in flying on the beam through darkness and fog. Now, with equal drama and mystery, science gives electronic eyes to the defender against night raids."

The article mentions the importance of the German radio listening station for the detection of British bombing planes, which station was recently destroyed.

The U.S. Army Aircraft Warning Service has been experimenting and developing the special airplane radio locator apparatus for a long time. At present the results obtained with this type of airplane locator are said to be quite startling. In fact the apparatus has been improved to the point where it can be hooked up with electrical and mechanical gear, so as to continuously point an anti-aircraft gun at a plane in flight.

**WET ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITOR REPLACEMENT**

Since wet electrolytic capacitors are seemingly so difficult to obtain during these times of aluminum conservation for defense purposes, the writer has made replacements of all wet types electrolytic capacitors (except those of the voltage regulator type) with tubular type dry electrolytics in the manner as follows:

The electrolyte and complete anode assembly are first removed from the can which is cleaned well. A short brass machine screw and nut is then inserted through a hole in the can to which is soldered the negative lead of a dry electrolytic tubular type capacitor of the same capacity and voltage rating of the wet unit. The positive lead of the capacitor is brought through the insulated rubber bushing for the positive terminal connection. The top cover is then replaced on the can and the completed unit is ready for remounting to replace the original wet unit.—E. Gagliano in "C. D. Capacitor."

**RESISTOR CORD REPAIR**

After careful inspection of open line cords on numerous sets, in most cases the resistance wire will be found broken at the connection to the plug. Making a new connection or resoldering the break in the resistor wire will in most cases remedy the trouble completely and satisfactorily. A new plug may be necessary, but care should be taken not to shorten the resistor wire so much as to affect the efficient operation of the set.—George Vesley in "C D Capacitor."

---

**EXPERIMENTERS**

**For Defense**

**RADIO TRAINING**

**. . . USE MEISSNER KITS**

From a one tube kit to a three tube kit with "Add-One" features. These kits cover the fundamentals of radio construction and are ideal for group teaching of assembly. The kits utilize the latest type of 1½ volt battery operated tube, providing good performance with minimum battery drain. Each kit is supplied with a plug-in coil to cover the broadcast band, 200 to 54 meters; additional coils available to make a real "All-Wave" receiver. Everything required for completion of the set is included except battery, tubes and headphones. The Fictorial Wiring diagram included with each kit greatly simplifies the assembly. One tube battery receiver kits—$9.69 list. Two tube battery receiver kits—$13.75 list. Three tube battery receiver kit—$23.50 list.

NEW! Kits are now available for AC-DC operation with the same progressive building operations. See your Meissner Jobber.

Write for Complete New Catalog. Address Dept. CF-6

Meissner

MT. CARMEL, ILLINOIS

"PRECISION-BUILT PRODUCTS"
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VOLTAGE-MULTIPLYING RECTIFIERS
AND HOW THEY WORK

Very little has been written on Voltage Multipliers and how they work, so that this article will be of more than passing interest to all radio students and servicemen. The action of the rectifier tubes when connected in voltage-multipliers circuits is important and interesting.

The voltage-doubler circuit is very well known and quite widely used, but it is not always realized that the principle can be extended. Voltage-tripler and voltage-quadrupler circuits are quite possible, and in some cases form a cheap and easy way of obtaining a high-voltage supply.

They are all based on the voltage-doubler, and in order to understand how they work it is necessary to be quite clear about the mode of operation of this simpler circuit. The arrangement is shown in Fig. 1, and it will be seen that two tubes are used with two reservoir condensers. The AC input can be either from a transformer or directly from the A.C. line.

On the positive half-cycles of the input the point A is positive with respect to B, and the plate of V1 is positive with respect to its cathode, for this tube is connected in series with C1 across AB. The tube consequently conducts, and C1 charges through the tube, the upper plate of this condenser becoming positive with respect to the lower.

The tube V2, in series with C2, is also joined across the points AB. Its cathode is connected to A, however, so that its anode is more negative than its cathode. It is, therefore, non-conductive and does nothing.

On the negative half-cycles of input the position of the two tubes is reversed. V1 is now non-conductive and V2 conductive. The condenser C2 now charges through V2, and its upper plate becomes positive with respect to the lower.

The output voltage is taken across both condensers in series, and is thus twice that on either condenser alone. When no current is taken from the output each condenser charges to a potential of 1.414 times the RMS value of the input alternating voltage. On load the output voltage is lower than this, and depends very largely upon the output current in relation to the capacity of the condensers.

The simplest way of looking at the voltage-doubler is to consider it as two half-wave rectifiers with the outputs in series. The rectifiers, however, conduct alternately and function on opposite half-cycles of the supply, so that the circuit as a whole is a full-wave rectifier.

The voltage-doubler of Fig. 1 is based upon the series-type half-wave rectifier of Fig. 2 (a) and consists merely of two of these used together. It is, however, equally possible to employ the parallel-type of rectifier shown in Fig. 2 (b); it is so called because the output is taken in shunt with the tube instead of in series with it.

The operation is substantially the same. The tube conducts on the negative half-cycles and the condenser charges, its right-hand plate becoming positive with respect to its left-hand. When two of these rectifiers are put together in the obvious way the voltage-doubler of Fig. 1 results. This normal voltage-doubler, therefore, can be broken down into two series-type half-wave rectifiers, or into two parallel-type.

It is, however, possible to build a voltage-doubler from one half-wave rectifier of each type, instead of from two of either. This is shown in Fig. 3, and it should be noted that this circuit has one terminal of the input and output common. This may
make it preferable in some circumstances, to the conventional circuit.

In this circuit, it is necessary to be quite clear about the simpler half-wave rectifiers of Fig. 2. The series circuit (a) works on the positive half-cycles of input, and the condenser becomes charged to the peak value of the input voltage. On load, the condenser discharges instantly during the time when the tube is not conducting, so that the voltage across it fluctuates. The mean discharge current constitutes the current drawn from the circuit and used in the load, while the fluctuations are the ripple, or hum, on the output.

In the case of the shunt circuit (b) exact calculation of the load-current if the condenser is concerned, but the output is now the condenser voltage in series with the load. When the voltage drop across the load resistor is known, it is in parallel with the output of the rectifier which has to be subtracted from the input. From this the output voltage can be calculated.

In this respect the smoothing capacity of the condenser is the same thing as the filter in Chapter 1. It is obvious that the condenser can never be used. Even in this circuit the condenser voltage is too low for a load greater than a few milliamperes. They are about right for a C.R. tube supply, but not for anything requiring more current.

In conclusion, it should be pointed out that although the diagrams all show tubes for the rectifiers, there is no reason why metal rectifiers should not be used. Indeed, they have the advantage of not needing a heater supply, and for this reason are often troublefree in average circuits.

The performance of these circuits is well brought out by the curves of Fig. 6, which are reproduced from page 1942, 1941, issue of Electronics. In each case the condensers have a capacity of 2 µF, and the input is 110 volts at 60 c/s. Curve 1 is for a shunt-type voltage-doubler, and curve 2 for the series type; it is clear that the latter is the better when the current exceeds about 2 mA under these conditions. Curves 3 and 4 refer to the series tripler and quadrupler circuits, and it is obvious that the high output voltage is only obtainable with quite low currents.

Above about 17 MA the output of the quadrupler is less than that of the tripler, and above some 22 MA both are inferior to the shunt-type voltage-doubler. With larger capacity condensers the cross-over points of the curves would be at higher currents; condensers of 2 µF capacity are definitely too small for any output greater than a few milliamperes. They are about right for a C.R. tube supply, but not for anything requiring more current.

The voltage drop across the load resistor is a constant fraction of the input voltage, and is equal to the peak value, with fluctuations of a fraction of a volt.
STABILIZED FEEDBACK
for
Radio Transmitters

H. S. BLACK*

Here is an authoritative article written by the inventor of the feedback type of amplifier. Mr. Black has participated in the development of many phases of carrier telephone systems, including repeaters and line filters. He is in charge of a Bell Laboratories group devoted primarily to carrier amplifier development.

The more complete is the control of the output wave by the incoming wave.

The following example will be helpful in illustrating how internal feedback in an amplifier improves the fidelity characteristics.

It is generally accepted that the amplified signal wave in the output of an amplifier is accompanied by distortion produced in the tube, and as the signal output is increased, the percentage of distortion will increase.

In a simple system to which feedback can be applied but with no feedback wave, there is a given amount of output signal and a given amount of unwanted distortion. If, now, negative feedback is gradually introduced in an increasing amount and at the same time the incoming signal is increased by an exactly corresponding amount, the voltage effective on the grid due to the signal alone remains unchanged, and, therefore, the signal output remains unchanged in amplitude. By virtue of the negative feedback, however, some of the distortion is being fed back to the grid in such a manner as to reduce the distortion appearing in the output. The result is less distortion with no diminution in signal output, a new improvement in linearity of the circuit.

The apparatus for increasing the negatively fed-back wave might be visualized as an amplifier of variable gain. Likewise, the apparatus for producing a corresponding increase in the signal input may be thought of as an amplifier of variable gain. Since the coordinated changes assumed to take place in these two amplifiers are simultaneous in their amplifications by exactly equal amounts, the next step is to visualize these two amplifiers as one and the same amplifier through which both the incoming signal and the fed-back wave are transmitted. This amplifier can be pictured as introduced just ahead of the existing amplifier, but after the junction of the incoming and the feedback circuits.

Thus the distortion in a given circuit can be reduced relative to the signal by first adding a negative feedback and then adding to the total gain of the amplifier, still keeping the amplitude of the signal effective on the grid of the final tube the same as before and, consequently, the signal output the same. In other words, the gain in the amplifying path is increased but the increase is nullified by a negative feedback.

The more important transmission features obtained by the use of a stabilized feedback circuit are:

1. Improved stability of gain and amplification.
2. Improved modulation.
3. Improved linearity (gain independent of input).
4. Improved and stabilized impedances.
5. Improved phase shift.
6. Reduced phase distortion.
7. Reduced variation of gain with frequency.
8. Reduction of noise generated within the amplifier or from power supply circuits.
9. The possibility of delivering constant voltage or constant current to a varying load or output impedance.
10. Reduction in the susceptibility of the circuit to external fields or interference.
11. Improvement in load carrying capacity.
12. Practicality of using less precise and hence usually cheaper circuit parts, without sacrifice of performance or reliability.
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CERTAIN receivers manufactured several years ago by G.E. employed "saturable reactors." A saturable reactor is a device which has the appearance of change its impedance when direct current is applied. A coil having an iron core and A.C. current flowing through it will oppose the flow of A.C. due to its impedance. By sending a direct current through that coil or by varying the intensity of that direct current, the opposition of the coil to A.C. can be controlled. The effect of the D.C. is to "saturate" the core, filling it with magnetic flux lines, so that beyond a certain critical point the core will be incapable of absorbing any more lines of force.

In the G.E. tuning unit, the D.C. flows in a primary coil and the A.C. flows in a secondary. When the D.C. is increased, the primary inductance and impedance are decreased. This lowered value of primary impedance is reflected into the secondary and the secondary impedance becomes lowered. As a result, it shunts the green pilot lamps. The shunting effect is limited, however, by R1, a 15-ohm resistor. Off resonance, then, with the A.V.C. bias on the 6CS, the lower the 6CS plate current and the primary current in S-R is high and the impedance of the primary low. The green pilot lights, therefore, are not brightly lit, but the red are. This is true since the green lamps have a low-resistance shunt and the red lamps have increased. As a result the voltage drop across the green lamps and the application of a higher voltage to the red lamps.

On resonance, the A.V.C. bias applied to the 6CS causes an increase in the primary impedance of S-R, since the 6CS D.C. current is reduced and the core saturation is similarly reduced. As a result the inductance of the secondary increases and its impedance also increases, causing a smaller shunt effect on the green lamps. As the shunt across the lamps is of increased resistance, the current through the lamps and they light more brightly. The series current required for the green lamps to light is .15 amperes and is .3 amperes for the red lamps, since the red lamps are in parallel. Therefore, although the green lamps receive sufficient current to be lighted, the red lamps do not. The green and red are, effectively, in series at resonance. If .15 amperes flows in each green lamp, .075 amperes flows in each red lamp. The red may glow dimly but the green will be much brighter at resonance.—William Moody.
How to Determine THYRATRON Characteristics

JONATHAN S. LEE, W8CQP

ANY vacuum tube experimenters of the home-grown variety, and many amateurs, who have experimented for years with many types of vacuum tubes—triodes, tetrodes, pentodes, cathode-ray tubes, and other devices—have never taken advantage of the remarkable features available in gas-filled triodes which are called thyratrons.

Thyratrons have many novel and useful applications in the fields of electrical control and industry. These tubes can be used as relays to change alternating currents to direct current, inverters to change direct current to alternating current, relays for opening and closing circuits, saw-tooth wave generators for cathode-ray tube sweep circuits, control devices in electric welding circuits, and strobescoops.

The unusual action which occurs in a thyratron is due to the presence of a small amount of gas intentionally injected into the tube during the process of manufacture. This gas may be either mercury vapor or one of the inert (chemically inactive) gases. Argon is often used because it is an inert gas and therefore does not react chemically with the electrodes of the tube. It also has a relatively low molecular weight and ionizes, or loses one of its outer electrons, at the relatively low potential of 15,690 volts. All of these three items are advantageous.

IONIZATION BY COLLISION

In operation, the heater of a thyratron is connected to an alternating current supply. Electrons are emitted from the cathode at different speeds and are accelerated towards the positively-charged plate. If the energy of these moving electrons is sufficient, the emitted electron will knock an outer electron from its position in an argon atom or molecule. This process is called ionization by collision. The positively-charged argon ion is a by-product of this action. The argon ion moves towards the negatively-charged cathode while the "knocked-off" electron joins the emitted electrons on their way to the plate. All of this occurs if the grid potential is such as to permit electrons to flow freely from the cathode to the plate.

The tube is then said to be conducting. But if the grid is sufficiently negative and the plate voltage not too high, no electrons will flow.

The action of the grid in a thyratron is different from the grid action in a high vacuum tube. In the latter, the grid may start, or stop, or vary the magnitude of the plate current in any manner. In the thyratron, the grid may start the current, but it cannot stop it or change its magnitude. As a result, the thyratron acts similarly to an electro-magnetic relay—it can start or stop the current in an external circuit to which the thyratron is connected, providing that the proper external variation occurs.

CURVE NEEDED

In designing a circuit in which the action of a thyratron is to be utilized, it is necessary to know the voltages of the grid and the plate which the tube will conduct or "fire." This depends to a large extent upon the resistance of the plate and grid circuits. For a given tube and circuit there are a number of pairs of grid and plate voltages at which the tube will fire. Experimental information concerning the electrode voltages may be plotted to form a grid-control characteristic curve. From this curve any intermediate values of grid and plate voltage may be read for the same values of grid and plate circuit resistance.

To obtain a grid-control characteristic curve, the designer or experimenter may use the circuit diagram given in figure 1. The thyratron may be either a type 884 or a type 885. These two types are similar except for the heater voltage. The 884 requires 6.3 volts A.C. at .6 amperes and the 885, .25 volts A.C. at 1.4 amperes.

The resistor used in the grid circuit should be 1000 ohms for each volt of grid potential. As the maximum grid voltage in the experimental circuit is 12 volts, a grid resistor of 10,000 ohms is a convenient value. The resistor in the plate circuit may have a different value than that indicated, but it should be large enough to keep the plate current within the limits of the tube and the plate current meter. Several thousand ohms will suffice.

How to Plot Curve

In order to obtain the data needed to plot a curve, first apply the heater voltage for several minutes in order that the cathode may be adequately heated. Next set the grid voltage at 12 volts negative and carefully and slowly increase the plate voltage from zero to a value at which the tube conducts or "fires." This will be indicated by a pink glow between the cathode and the plate, and by a sudden increase in the reading of the plate current meter. If the glow is used as a current indicator, the plate current meter may be eliminated from the circuit. However, the sudden "kick" of the pointer of the meter is a more accurate indication. The values of the grid and the plate voltage should be recorded just at the point where the plate current increases. Immediately reduce the plate voltage to zero and repeat the procedure for a grid voltage of 11 volts negative. Proceed by one volt steps until the grid voltage equals zero.

The data obtained by the above method is plotted on a sheet of ordinary graph paper with grid voltals laid off to scale along the horizontal axis and plate volts laid off to scale along the vertical axis. A typical result is shown in figure 2. An analysis of this curve shows that for the plate and grid resistors used, the thyratron conducts in the region above the curve, and does not conduct in the region below the curve. Any vertical line drawn on the graph parallel to the plate voltage axis will be divided into two parts by the control curve. The upper part represents no conduction through the tube. The lower part represents conduction through the tube. At the intersection of the curve and the vertical line, the values of the grid and the plate voltages at which the tube will "fire" for the circuit constants used may easily be read from the graph.

An interesting variation of the experiment would be to change the value of the plate resistor slightly and determine how the variation causes the grid-control characteristic curve to shift on the graph.
Operating Notes
Trouble in . . .

PHILCO 1942 RECORD CHANGERS
Slippage at bell drive has been found in cases where the bolts holding trunnion bearing was stripped causing bearing to shift back.

PHILCO 1942 RECORD CHANGERS
Rasping noise as motor is running is caused by bell drive shaft hitting frame at bottom. Some holes were not found off center with respect to bearing. Reversing bearing clears up trouble.

ZENITH 7G505
Ringing sound (microphones) as set is playing is caused in most cases by bad LDS tube. Try several units before you find the one least microphonic, as they have a tendency to be so.

PHILCO 42-1008
If high and high frequency antenna adjustment properly, remove paddler and replace with one which has more capacity.

DETROLA RECORD CHANGER
Common complaint is failure to reject either manually or automatically. Under the tendency to have its center tap faced away from chassis. If curiosity makes you look, you will find that the tap is reversed. It sticks and doesn’t drop. Just loosen one turn on supporting screw and it will work OK. Also see that the drive belt doesn’t slip.

MOTOROLA WR3 RECORD PLAYER
Continuous tripping is caused by failure of latch to hold. This latch has a small spring attached to it to pull it into place; increase tension of spring.

I would like to submit for Radio-Craft “Operating Notes” column some more service hints as follows:

PHILCO 1941 PHONO MODELS
If these models lose volume check the lead from set to phonograph transformer. Usually you will find the cable twisted shorting internal lead.

ZENITH 115474
Set dead with about 150 V. negative on grid of tubes. Check condenser in front of open 40 ohm section. This is the H.V. center tap to ground.

ZENITH FM MODELS
Set works OK on standard band but dead on FM band. Replace the 1852 tube in FM circuit.

PHILCO 41-250
Automatic tuning will not work well on manual tuning. Change the dual 370 mmf condenser No. 21 on circuit diagram.

ATWATER KENT 84
When a loud hum or no reception occurs. Open electrolytic condenser mounted on top of chassis in a round cardboard container. Replace with 16 mf. 600 w.v. unit and normal reception results.

LADD MACDONALD, Chester, Conn.

GRUNOW 532M
The cause of low volume and intermittent reception can be corrected by opening electrolytic condenser. Replace with 8 mf. 600 w.v. and check the by-pass condensers. These are quite often open, due to this break.

GRUNOW 532
Noise-cracking and popping and faulty volume control can be corrected by replacing
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ing with new unit with cover. Old control open and dirty. Do not try to repair.

GRUNOW 532
Popping and high noise level is usually caused by defective pilot light and volume control.

GRUNOW 118
When set cuts out after warming up, turn off power for a few minutes and then turn on again. Then turn dial to normal reception. The trouble is found in a defective electrolytic condenser mounted on top of chassis. Replace with a 16 mf. 600 w.v. unit.

SPARTON 25
Complaint: Intermittent and noisy reception. Fix-tail unsoldered on variable condenser. Replace with new flexible wire and connect so that it will not rub or catch on sides of condenser frame. Also check grid cap connections on these models, as some have been found to be the cause of such trouble.

STEWARD WARNER 91-42
Low volume and hum can be corrected by replacing opening 8 mf. electrolytic condenser. Also opening Magic-Eye tube 6G5 will cause the above symptoms.

PHILCO TRANSISTOR A.C.-D.C.
Can’t tune. Broken dial cord which should be replaced with a good strong cord. When noisy and intermittent reception occurs, replace 35A5 tube and 35Z3 tube.

MAJESTIC “CHARLIE McCARTHY”
A loud hum in set can be corrected by checking 25Z6 GT tube, and also checking the plate condensers. Ballast tube also causes weak set.

CROSLEY 167 “DUAL FIVE”
Low hum and no reception is usually caused by defective wire-wound resistor from 80 tube to ground. Replaced with a 10 watt, 10,000 ohm unit, this trouble was cleared up. Also check tubes, as these have been found shorted. The type 57 was the one most commonly found defective.

GRUNOW CHASSIS TYPE 4-B
In this set, the 80 tube became red hot. The power transformer smoked and sizzled. Trouble was found to be a defective electrolytic condenser strapped to chassis (bottom rear.) Replace with 16 mfd. 600 w.v. unit. Two of these units failed, and new tubes were necessary to correct this trouble.

GENERAL ELECTRIC A-82 and A-87
Receive smokes and no reception. On several of these models the following cause was found for the trouble. Smoke was seen coming from underneath the 6AQ tube located on the "SENTRY BOX". Examination revealed that the fault was in the coil assembly in the coil compartment directly underneath the 6AQ tube and the tuning condenser.

Complete unit may be dismounted from the chassis and the side-fastening bolts, unscrewing the dial mechanism anchoring nut and unsoldering the leads to the chassis from the terminal strips. In order to remove the coil, you may also choose to take out the frequency band switch shaft. With "SENTRY BOX" dismounted from chassis the dial gears may be disengaged and the switch gear removed by merely bolting the lifting pin. Drive the end of the screw out toward the dial scale. Usually "SENTRY BOX" is mounted left in place, removal of shaft switch requires removing the dial scale gear and cap shaft. Once the switch shaft is out, any coil assembly may be easily removed for inspection. The faulty coil assembly is the one nearest the front of the chassis. After removal, for safest results, replace all condensers with 1 mf. 600 w.v. units and a 10,000 ohm resistor. The cause of all this trouble was found to be in this resistor.

PHILCO JR. 80
This set when turned on gave off a terrible amount of hum. Checking the electrolytic condensers revealed that the 8 mf. condenser was defective. Replacement of this was made with a new 8 mf. 600 w.v. unit. This has silenced this hum. As shown on the schematic. The receiver then played out with no volume. Resistor No. 27 on schematic was found to be open, 21 meg. Resistor was used as were found off circuit. Receiver then played normal except for a few dead-spots on the lower end of the band. Re-adjustment of the set brought back full signal strength to the complete band.

FADA 5650
Weak signal or none at all: This fault was traced to the antenna coil. A new coil brought back normal reception.

ZENITH 6D315
When this set goes dead the built-in antenna is usually found to be shorted to the chassis through a loose wire. Removal of this wire cured the fault. This receiver may also be re-adjusted for better results.

AIRLINE 14WG624
The complaint on this receiver was that it made a loud swishing noise no matter which way the set was turned. An outside antenna was connected, and the antenna trimmer was adjusted until this noise was completely balanced out.

This set has also been brought in dead. The pilot light should be replaced, and the leads to some of the resistors and condensers have been found shorting on each other. This may be easily fixed by moving the leads or by using spaghetti on the leads involved.

ZENITH 71, 72, 73, 77, 712, 722, 732, 772
Receiver brought in "dead." First check located defective fuse marked on front of Power Pack. Receiver turned on after fuse was replaced and loud popping, fusing and smoking noises resulting. The power pack was taken out, and the power pack flared up inside and got very hot. Next check revealed that the three electrolytic condensers located on top of receiver, were playing normally except on the lower end of the band where loud howling and feed-back were encountered. New tubes and replacement of leads did not stop the noise, so the set was then balanced and the trouble removed.

To balance the set, the following method was used. In the rear of the set, condenser shields are four holes. There is a nut located inside each of these holes for adjustments. For convenience these holes are denoted from left to right receiver facing you.) Set dial at 14 hundred kc. and after set is turned to resonance, starting with No. 4 hole, turn hex nut slowly back and forth until loudest signal is heard. Should not be necessary to turn nut more than one half turn. Then do the holes in order with No. 2 set at 2100 kc. 4 being grid circuit adjustments will be most critical. Next adjust No. 3 and last of all No. 1. These are less critical but an ad- justment to cut off noise of any kind, especially volume. Finally peak No. 4 and No. 2. Set is then returned to exact resonance with signal and if necessary, repeat the former adjustments. Any signal between 12 and 15 hundred kc. may be used.

SERVICING

(Continued on page 622)
BUY YOUR ECHOPHONE FROM HARRISON!

Model EC-1

The Echophone EC-1 offers all you could ever want in a moderate priced communications receiver, has all the features for good reception: Tuned from 550 kc. to 20 me. on three bands. Six tubes. Electrical balanced on all bands. Self-contained speaker. Operates on 115-125 volts. A.C. or D.C.

Model EC-2

You can have real communications performance with the Echophone Model EC-2. Three bands cover 550 kc. to 30 me. Self-contained photo-electric dynamic speaker. Preselected on all bands. Cathode-balanced units on 30/40/50/10 meter bands. Electrical balanced at all frequencies in the tuning range. Operates on 115 volts A.C. or D.C.

Model EC-3

The Echophone Model EC-3 will give you, up to the minute, communications receiver performance coupled with a photo-electric limiter filter (four position variable sensitivity). Employed balanced Automatic ease limiter. Preselection on all bands, 3 steps I.F. on tetrode, fly-wheel tuning. Separates 6" PM dynamic tubes, CW Monitor, 10 tubes, 3 bands. Tunes from 550 kc. to 30 me. Electrical band-switched. Operates on 115 volts A.C. or D.C.

HARRISON COMMERCIAL RADIO CO.

12 WEST BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY

INDICATOR LIGHT

Littelfuse Incorporated
4757 Ravenswood Ave., Chicago

- A NEW indicator that lights only when the circuit is broken is announced by Littelfuse, Inc. It is listed as No. 1141, and is applicable to any circuits, circuit-breakers, line switches, etc. When installed in connection with remote motor control it gives a visible signal to show "on" or "off." When the circuit-breaker opens the light goes on. It is obtainable for 24- or 48-volt filament lamps, with which no resistor is needed. Otherwise, a built-in 200,000-ohm protective resistor is supplied in series with a neon lamp. The resistor prevents the lamp from burning out on high-voltage surges. The neon lamp glows on currents as low as 100 micro-amperes.—Radio-Craft

WIDE-RANGE BRIDGE


- THE Wheatstone Bridge will do certain jobs of resistance measuring in an adequate manner.

Other measuring requirements are met best by using the Kelvin Bridge. Since many instances in research and production involve problems that are varied and cover a wide range of resistances, the ideal resistance measuring instrument would be a light weight, sturdy and accurate, portable Bridge, combining in ONE instrument the features of both the Wheatstone and the Kelvin Bridges.

- A SERIES of tubular cardboard dry electrolytic, the new Sprague Type WB Wet Replacement Capacitors are now made for use in place of wet electrolytics which, due to their aluminum thread-neck cans are unobtainable because of war restrictions. They replace also various aluminum can-type dry electrolytics, now no longer available.

Although standard dry electrolytic condensers can sometimes be used as wet replacements, the safety margin is likely to be insufficient in many applications. Sprague Type WB's have a much higher voltage formation than standard drys to insure their standing up under the high peak voltages which are impressed on wet electrolytics. They are built to handle the A.C. ripple that might cause standard 450-volt dry electrolytics to overheat to a point where they break down. The diameter of WB's is the same as that of standard wet's so they will fit the screw-type can mounting holes. Their metal feet can then be soldered to the chassis for firm mounting.

These units are now available in three sizes: WB-8, which replaces wet or dry electrolytics in capacities from 4 to 8 mfd.; WB-16, which replaces capacity from 12 to 18 mfd., and WB-25, which replaces capacities from 20 to 40 mfd.—Radio-Craft

SILVER MICAS

Solar Manufacturing Corp.
Bayonne, N. J.

- THESE Solar Types MWB, MCB, MCK and MLS mica capacitors are recommended for use in frequency-modulation circuits and automatic tuning arrangements where an unusually high degree of stability is essential.

They are molded in low-loss Bakelite under controlled conditions. The silvering process assures permanent adherence of silver to mica, which is vital for long-term stability characteristics.

Strong, flexible tinned brass terminal leads are firmly secured to each section. They are made to withstand severe mechanical abuse. Type MLS is supplied with terminal lugs.—Radio-Craft

BLACKOUT SWITCH

Photoswitch Incorporated
21 Chestnut St., Cambridge, Mass.

- PUBLIC utilities, outdoor advertising concerns and retail stores faced with the problem of automatic black-out illumination controls will find this requirement met in the PHOTO-SWITCH Blackout Controls Types A20 and A14B.
TRANSMITTING CAPACITORS
Aerovox Corporation
New Bedford, Mass.

- FOR use in radio circuits, power rectifiers and laboratories in measuring any high-voltage A-C or D-C circuit of 250 to 20,000 volts, the Westinghouse sectional resistors were designed to replace some of the older box-type resistors which had a high power consumption and were inconvenient to install or replace.

Made up of individual, hermetically sealed wire-wound units on a ceramic spool, the resistor units have values of from 0.25 to 100 mehogohm and a rated current of one milliamper. Dimensions are 3/8 inch by 1 inch in diameter per section. The ceramic spool is sectionalized, and adjacent sections are wounded in opposite directions to obtain a non-inductive resistance.

Two nickel-plated brass shield cups are slipped over the spool before the outer cover is molded on. The cups, together with a phenolic retaining ring prevent the molded material from coming in contact with the spool during the molding process and also provide electrostatic shielding. Ends of the shield cup are tapped with a 10-32 thread. Units are connected electrically and mechanically by a 10-32 stud and mounting ferrules are held in place with a 10-32 screw.

Resistance is held within close tolerance, permitting interchangeability of units having the same voltage rating. When number of sections mounted on one shaft, permanent taps may be taken off between any two sections, permitting a multitude of combinations on one complete unit. For switchboard mounting, the units are available in 7.5, 15 and 30-KV sizes.

ACORN TUBE SOCKET
A. W. Franklin Mfg. Corp.
175 Varick St., New York, N. Y.

- THIS socket was designed to meet the rigid specifications of Army, Navy, and Signal Corps for special applications. The ceramic is of approved Steatite, glazed on top and sides and is impregnated in a special wax to prevent moisture absorption. It has minimum electrical losses at ultra-high frequencies.

Contacts are of Tensioned Phosphor Bronze heavily silver-plated to withstand 100-hour salt spray test, and designed to hold tubes with a minimum of insertion pressure under severe vibration tests. The contact jaws effect a "sealslave" hold on the tube tip and assure electrical contact to the tinned portion.
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NEW SECTIONAL RESISTOR
Westinghouse Meter Division
Newark, N. J.

- LATEST RADIO APPARATUS -

EASY, FASCINATING, LEARN BY EAR
TO BE A GOOD OP.

This New All Electric Master Teleplex Only Teaching Machine is exactly what thousands of teachers and radio amateur clubs have been asking for. It is ideal for use in schools, RCNA, WFR, or in your home. Actually, Master Teleplex gives exactly what you are making yourself. You learn the easy way, you'll be a master in no time. Made exactly why practically every school teaching good uses TELE- PLEX. Complete course includes 20 extra cards. Used by many schools for teaching radio. Low cost; easy terms. MONEY BACK GUARANTEE. Send now for booklet RPE, no obligation. Postcard will do.

TELEPLEX CO.
JERSEY CITY, N. J.

LAWRENCE SLIDE RULES
With A, B, C, D, CI, and K Scales

FEATURES: Nickel Silver Framed Indicator with integral friction springs.

Scales calibrated directly on well seasoned wood. Will retain accuracy regardless of temperature or humidity changes.

Instructions and Illustrations of algebra and trigonometry. Functions and rules for reference tables or for calculator use. Unit in a durable pocket case for convenience and protection.

The extremely low price of these slide rules and their absolute accuracy makes them ideal for the student as well as the working man who always wanted to learn to use a slide rule. No. 445, Price...$1.25 each. 5 for $5.00.

LAWRENCE 16 higher white-aluminized slide rules with complete instructions and black cards, price, including 25-page instruction book, No. 456, Now 93c each.

GOLD SHIELD PRODUCTS
350 Greenwich St. (Dept. RNC) New York City

BIG FREE CATALOG
EVERYTHING IN RADIO
Sets, parts, supplies, public address equipment, loudspeakers, microphones, transmitters, pick up devices, speakers, phonographs, phonograph records, and accessories. Ask for our FREE Gold Shield Catalog No. 227, Section 20 and receive 26-page illustrated book of Instructions, No. 649. 15c.

BURSTEIN-APPLEBEE COMPANY
1012-14 MAGIE STREET, KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

Do you need BINDING POSTS?

The XL Push Pin Post with its Super-secured Constant Contact and negative connexions is All Aluminum Type M and R in one unit. 1/2" each. Aluminum Body, Tin Type R in 1/4" each. Tin Type M in 1/2" each. Made by the Master Pin Co., All Brand-Stain. 20c, 25c, 35c, 50c, $1.50, $1.75, $2.00 per box of 100. Other sizes on application.

LION Laboratories
101 W. 33rd Street, Chicago, Ill.

MAKE OLD RADIOS NEW

You can learn quickly to modernize all sets. No more new parts. Cash-in by borrowing, using radio division, modernizing your set and using the extra dividends the company makes the work easy. Complete, by mail, 12-14 weeks, only $19.95 cost paid. Money back guaranteed.

SERIAL NUMBER LOCATIONS
3727 W. 22nd Street, Chicago, Ill.

www.americanradiohistory.com
SERVICING

FREE!

with $1.00 subscription to RADIO-CRAFT

THE MODERN WEBSTER DICTIONARY

FULL LIBRARY SIZE MODERN WEBSTER DICTIONARY

CONTAINS:

22,000 DEFINITIONS

DICTIONARY OF RADIO WORDS AND TERMS

DICTIONARY OF THE AUTOMOBILE

TABLES, TREATISES, ETC.

If you will take advantage NOW of our special subscription offer of 50c, besides the $1.00 we will send you ABSOLUTELY FREE and POST PAID this BIG BOOK FULL library size MODERN WEBSTER DICTIONARY—valued and instructed and reviewed. This self-educating authoritative publication contains the most up-to-date words in common use. 22,000 definitions in all. It also features a Glossary of Radio and Terms. Dictionary of the Automobile. Traditions of Practical Science. Phonetics. Punctuation and Standard English by well known authorities. Merit Tables. Time, Lame Flowers. National Parks of the U. S., etc.

Send in a time limited offer so don't delay in returning the Coupon.

RADIO-CRAFT
25 WEST BROADWAY
NEW YORK CITY

SPECIAL

ABC OF TELEVISION

Contains latest material on progress of development; powers of control; how the television set works; the principle of color; sound; how to install the set. Tells how to extend channel by channel. So don't be left out. Invention and development of television. Interference and toll signals. Instruction in television and television repair; good enough for building transmitters and other important resources.

S. W. RADIO QUIZ BOOK

This book covers transistors, communication theory, practices, short wave radios, books. Quiz program. Good for testing knowledge. Handy-up Quiz year book. Great! Also useful as a knowledge holder for transmitting, power factors, modulation, power, radio accessories, power, radio accessories, power, radio accessories, power, radio accessories, power, radio accessories, power, radio accessories, power, radio accessories.

ABC OF TELEVISION'S 50c blue books which have been on the market for years.

For a short time only we are selling these at a special reduced rate of only 25c for the 3 books. All of the books contain numerous photographic illustrations and diagrams and have still flexible cover.

OPERATING NOTES

(Continued from page 619)

SPEAKER ADJUSTMENT for the above models

On some of these models the speaker cone gives off a terrific rattle and buzz. Remove ring, then cut cone out carefully with sharp knife or razor blade. This is sometimes necessary so that all of the dried ring can be cleared. The cone may then be replaced and cemented in place with dope.

Speaker may also be re-centered for better results. (Clean speaker carefully before replacing cone.)

If a loud howl prevails, and nothing else helps, moving the speaker back a couple of inches from the front of the cabinet often eliminates this trouble.

Ladd MacDonald, Chester, Conn.

Short-Wave Reception on a Midget Set

Some time ago I needed a temporary amateur receiver, and after some experimenting, found the set described here to be quite effective, not only for the amateur 160-meter band, but also for the police calls and other stations in this range.

If you have, or can get a small midget radio that has a stage of R.F. and a detector, it is possible to convert it into a good short-wave receiver. By "good," is meant capable of receiving local stations with a 100-ft. antenna. The ordinary midget radio is almost dead on the 100-meter phone band because it does not regenerate all of the higher frequencies. It does receive some but not anywhere near as good as the one to be described, which makes use of a link coupling regeneration control.

The link circuit of Fig. 1 can be permanently installed on a pair of uprights provided next to each end. The links could be soldered to the chassis or arranged to be held to the chassis with machine screws and nuts. The exact construction is not important and will vary perhaps with the individual case.

My link was simply 12 turns of wire at each end, separated from the windings of the coils by one half inch all around. Ordinary insulated hook-up or other wire could be used, the coils of the link being formed by tying the turns together with cotton string. The coils can be of any desired kind.

The link is simply a continuous length of wire with two coils, one at each end. This can be made of a length of hook-up wire, the two ends being joined together.

An important factor is the direction of the winding of the coil at one end of the link circuit. If the receiver does not squeal or give a click indicating the start of oscillation, up one of the coils, turn it over and put it back in place. The receiver should then oscillate easily.

In Fig. 1 the volume control knob is shown. Three positions of the knob are indicated. Position B is maximum volume. After you have found the proper coil direction, move the volume to this position and down for the proper position at which oscillation begins. If oscillation should start at point A on the volume scale, move the coil upward until the oscillation ceases. Then leave the coil there or fix them in place, by arranging small dowel rods on top of the chassis extending upwards to the coils.

DETROLA 168

Dead—Open in the power cord. Replace with 200 ohm unit.

EMERSON BN206

When set goes dead or has intermittent reception, open lead is indicated in the Antenna Coil. Replace with new coil.
2 Tubes

— 5 in

This Receiver

WM. J. VETTE

By utilizing dual purpose tubes in a new and cleverly developed circuit, the author causes 2 tubes to do the work of 5, and under some conditions 7.

YES, it is possible, although it may seem a bit far-fetched, to build a little set with only two tubes, in which these two tubes perform the functions of seven single-purpose tubes!

A glance at the diagram will show that the circuit is actually a set of three tubes, but by making use of the JARGT tube, only two tubes are needed, to perform the four functions, as these tubes are in reality two separate tubes in one glass envelope. Thus, by careful use of regeneration in two stages, the efficiency is increased to the point where seven different tube functions are carried out.

Let us analyze the circuit and see if we can find where the extra tubes are hidden:

In the first tube envelope we find that the functions of a superheterodyne first detector and oscillator are combined. So we have two tubes accounted for here. But wait... the first detector is regenerative... and we find that the increased gain and selectivity will approximate that obtained with an additional tuned R.F. stage using a high gain tube. So let's take credit for an extra tube in this stage; we have found three of the tubes so far, and only one of the two actual tubes has been considered. Do you think we can make the next stage do the work of four more tubes? Let's see what takes place there.

In the next stage we have a conventional I.F. amplifier circuit... this only accounts for one more tube, so let us consider the triode section of the tube. This is hooked up as a regenerative second detector, and brings our total tubes found so far only to five. But wait, we said it was regenerative... this might stretch the tube's functions a bit if we consider it more closely. The regeneration would of course make it possible to receive code, or CW, signals, and otherwise we would need a separate beat oscillator tube to make this possible, so we have six tubes now. The seventh is found the moment we take note of the fact that, as in the case of the first detector, the regeneration introduced so tremendous the gain and selectivity that the effect of an additional amplifying stage is had. And there we have the seven tubes, though only two of them show in the photographs.

In building this little set, very small parts, of the very highest quality, were chosen, to allow of a small, compact layout in keeping with the fact that although most of the parts, except tubes, of a seven tube set are needed, only two actual tubes are used, and the layout could easily become bulky and awkward, with inefficiency as the result.

LAYING OUT THE PARTS

Before starting to build the set, obtain all of the parts, and lay them out approximately as shown in the photos; I used an aluminum sub-chassis base, but due to the present unavailability of that material the constructor may have to find a substitute, such as an old chassis from some other receiver, etc. For this reason, I will not give any hard, fast dimensions or detailed layouts, other than to mention that the chassis shown measures slightly less than 4"x6"x1½" high, to allow mounting in a standard 4x6 steel file cabinet, easily had at any dime store. The photos show the set enclosed in this cabinet.

Before mounting all of the parts, it is necessary to make some alterations of the second I.F. transformer. Remove the coil and trimmer assembly from the case very carefully, and take the grid wire (with green tracer) lead down to the bottom, instead of up through the top of the case. Then add the tickler or regeneration winding. This consists of between 40 and 50 turns of number 30 wire, insulated, wound between the upper transformer coil and the trimmer assembly. You will have to unsolder all of the

*The editor considers it best to evaluate the line-up as equivalent to five tubes, as the gain may not be apparent under all conditions.
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Photos above show the "2 in 5" receiver in operation. Center—the receiver cabinet with lid open. Lower photo—view of chassis and headphones.
Radio & Television

wires going to the trimmers from the coils before winding this coil, and this should be done with extreme care. Make sure all of these wires are connected again before replacing the coil in its case. After winding the tickler, cover it with the coil dope (Amphenol 912-A) given in the parts list, and let dry hard before touching. Bring the tickler leads down through the bottom of the case through pieces of small spaghetti tubing, long enough to protect the wires clear to their points of connection to the circuit.

In wiring the set, do not make any ground connections directly to the chassis. Run a length of heavy tinned bus bar from one end of the set to the other, and make all grounds to this bus. When some part is automatically grounded to the chassis by means of its mounting screws, ignore this ground, and run a separate wire to the main bus. Greatly increased stability results from this precaution, as the chassis is not called upon to carry R.F. currents, and strays are much more easily confined through the shielding of the various parts.

In making soldered connections to the coil sockets and tube sockets, made of the new ultra-low-loss material, Amphenol Poly-styrene, extreme care must be exercised, as this material possesses an extremely low melting point. Be certain that your iron is quite hot and very clean and well tinned, so the joint can be quickly made, with a minimum of heating of the part being soldered. These precautions are especially important when soldering the coil terminals on the coil forms, also made of this excellent material, as the least bit of heat reaching the base of the coil form will result in the poor affected either pulling through the base of the form, or leaning over at such an angle that the coil will not fit its socket. This all makes the use of these materials sound rather difficult, but such is not really the case, as a little practice makes the job quite easy. As mentioned above, just make certain that your iron is very clean, brightly tinned and HOT.

COIL CONSIDERATIONS

The coils are wound according to the data given at the end of the parts list. Many constructors will wonder how it happens that there is no auxiliary trimmer condenser incorporated in the first detector circuit, for bringing this circuit into exact alignment with the oscillator. I found that since I was more interested in the higher frequency bands, and since tracking was much easier to bring about in these bands, I was able to juggle the windings of the two coils enough to make them track quite closely. However, on the coils for the lower frequencies, a greater tracking error will be introduced, and some means of alignment will be needed. The conventional method of bringing a small variable condenser, connected in parallel with the first detector tuning condenser, out to a panel control, is not practical in this set, for due to the method of coupling the oscillator into the first detector, the two circuits have a tendency to lock, the changes made in the tuning of the detector cause the oscillator frequency to vary somewhat. Therefore, some means of individual compensation for each detector coil should be sought.

This may take the form of what the radio manufacturers call a "gimmick": this is merely two pieces of insulated wire twisted together and connected across the grid and ground points of the coil being treated, the capacity so introduced being varied by the amount of wire twisted together. However, as I mentioned above, I found it easy to juggle the coil windings themselves, varying the distributed capacities enough to obtain the balance needed. Then the coils were given heavy coats of the liquid 912-A, which acts to hold the windings in place, preventing change of characteristics due either to climactic changes or to mechanical shock. It is quite important to use this cement with these forms, as it is very difficult to get the windings tight on this surface, and some means of holding them down where you want them is necessary.

After the set is completely wired, check the wiring very carefully against the diagram before attaching the batteries. Be especially certain that the proper filament terminals on the tube are connected as shown in the diagram, else you might have a section of one of the tubes shorted out.

When connected up, the I.F. stages should preferably be aligned at 456 kc. by means of a good signal generator, although as a makeshift, they may be peaked at some unknown frequency by means of some noise generator, such as a sharp buzzer, etc. This latter method should be used only if the constructor can't beg, borrow or steal the use of a signal generator, as the proper operation of these circuits can be greatly affected by misalignment.

Lineup of the input (first detector) will be carried out as described before, either juggling the windings of the coils or by use of a gimmick.

TUNING UP!

This all done, we are ready to hunt for signals. The center dial is, of course, the tuning

Complete wiring diagram for "2 in 5" receiver.

[Diagram showing the circuit diagram for a radio receiver, labeled XFC - Special RF Choke, wound on a ceramic form, 30 T. #30 E. Doped with 912A. N.C.-No connection. IFT - 3 Meg. RFC - 25,000 Ohms. Phones - Switch on second Reg. control. 67-90V. +B, 1.5V. -B A.]

Radio Construction
control. The small knob on the left controls the second detector regeneration, and while this knob may have an effect on the volume of the set, while the knob on the right controls the regeneration in the first detector, and will also affect the sensitivity and selectivity.

To operate, turn the right-hand knob about half way on, and turn the left hand, or second detector knob, to the point where a rushing sound is heard in the headphones. Then turning the tuning knob should produce signals, accompanied by a whistle, which may be cleared up by turning the regeneration control back just to the point where the whistle disappears. This knob is, of the exactly like the standard regeneration knob on a regenerative set. The other control knob is used to sharpen the selectivity and sensitivity of the first stage.

It is found that turning the main regeneration control full on does not produce regeneration, try reversing the wires coming from the tickler on the second I.F. transformer.

Using almost any sort of aerial, you should be able to tune in the whole world, but you may realize that no set can be better than the aerial it is connected to. You will find the operation of this set unusually stable and smooth, and the careful constructor should be rewarded with a remarkable little set capable of remarkably big performance.

One of the many advantages of this set is the fact that although the performance is of that of five tubes (or... Editor) tubes, the battery drain is that of only three or four tubes—this is quite important when one has to buy batteries. The batteries shown with the set were chosen to permit of a certain amount of portability, with enough storage capacity for frequent use; hence desires even greater portability, the set can be housed in a cabinet of slightly larger size, to allow the use of the ultra small Mini-Max batteries used in personal portable receivers, and the "A" supply can be from flashlight cells, while if the set is to be used at a fixed location, the batteries should be of larger size, and should last a very long time.

Due to its small size and big performance, this set should make the "ideal" emergency receiver.

Parts List:

RCA
2-3A8GT Tubes

ALLADIN
1-C100M I.F. Transformer, 456 Kc.
2-C101M I.F. Transformer, 456 Kc.

AMERICAN PHENOLIC CO. (AMPHENOL)
2-No. 24-SH Midget coil forms
2-No. 24-SH Midget sockets, 5 prong
2-No. 54 Super M.P. polyurethane octal tube sockets
1-Bottle Liquid 912-A coil dope

INTERNATIONAL RESISTANCE CORP.
2-A-1-120 Metalized controls, 25,000 ohm
1-No. 42 switch, DPST
2-10,000 ohm 1/2 watt resistors, BT-36
1-15,000 ohm 1/2 watt resistor, BT-35
1-100,000 ohm 1/2 watt resistor, BT-36
2-Megohm 1/2 watt resistors, BT-35

SPRAGUE
2- SM-31 Silvered Mica capacitors, .0001 mf.
1-3SM-31 Silvered Mica capacitor, .00005 mf.
1-2SM-325 Fixed Mica capacitors, .00003 mf.

HAMMARLUND
1-HFD-140 Dual tuning Condenser, .00014 mf.
2-CHX R.F. Chokes, 2.5 mh.

CROWE
1-No. 6341 vernier tuning dial
2-No. 6129 black plastic knobs

**National Carbon Company**
(Eveready)
2-No. 12 MF Mini-Max "B" batteries, 45 volts
1-No. 6 Dry cell "A" battery, 1.5 volt

**AEROVOX**
3-1 mf. 200 volt paper tubular condensers
1-25 mf. 200 volt paper tubular condensers
1-4 mf. 125 volt "Dandie" tubular condenser

**MISCELLANEOUS**
Sub-chassis material
Hook-up wire, small grid caps, cabinet, hardware, headphones, etc.

**COIL DATA**
All coils wound on Amphenol Polyurethane coil forms, 8" diameter. Ld and Lo wound to 1 inch length.

**Band**
(Diameters)
80, 111, 122, 62, 61, 55, 53
60, 77, 28, 45%, 24, 28, 22
10, 25%, 3%, 3%, 1%, 3%

La, Lc and Lp wound with No. 30 E. for all bands.
Ld and Lo wound with No. 18 E. on 10 and 20.
La and Lp wound with No. 28 E. on 40 and 60.
(E = enamelled copper wire)
Special filament R.F. choke is wound on old 1 watt resistor for band select resistance or more, and has 30 turns No. 30 E.
All coils treated with liquid 912-A after winding.

---

**AIR-RAID BUSINESS**
(Continued from page 588)

... checking force to go over cards and put data in convenient form for the councils examination.

Arrangements may be made whereby any citizen filling out a card may arrange to have his or her set checked over within five days at a special rate of $1.00, plus replacements—if any—at list prices. Citizen may indicate on card choice of serviceman or leave it to the government group to split up accordingly. In order to secure this rate a definite time and place must be arranged for the set testing; this insures against waste of serviceman's valuable time. The volume of business secured in this way, plus community good-will, will more than compensate for the admittedly low rate charged for the set inspection.

... **ELECTRONIC ORGAN**
(Continued from page 601)

2. Easy to build for: an electrician who is not a skilled mechanic.
3. True ensemble non-mechanical tone.
4. Large number of true harmonics, but the relative intensity is not under control unless Ranger system is used.
5. True organ attack if oscillator starts up when key is pressed, not true if oscillator runs all the time, unless special keying system is used.
6. One tube can go out of commission without upsetting the whole organ.

**DISADVANTAGES**
1. Expensive to build.
2. Requires tuning. Only one octave need be tuned if frequency halving or doubling is employed.
3. Limited to one type of tone at a time, i.e., can't make manuals differ in tone except by other coupling, unless oscillators operate continuously.
4. Stops from control tubes can be obtained separately, but not in combination.
5-Tube Short-Wave SUPERHET RECEIVER

This short-wave superhet will appeal to the beginner in set-building, as it is well explained by the author and the parts are fairly simple to assemble and align.

H 
ERE it is! All you radio "bugs" who have been wanting to build yourself a good receiver, but just didn't have the nerve to start—all you beginners who have been looking for a set that is easy to construct, but will still work like a communications receiver—here it is.

The author makes no claims of new circuit innovations or of extremely new applications of existing circuits. Rather the only claim to a place on your operating table that this set has is it's very compact and efficient application of well known principles. The parts complement has been kept low and standard; easily obtainable parts have been adhered to. The cost of the parts should not be found exhorbitant, but nowhere has quality been sacrificed for cost.

The low cost of the parts is rather due to the use of double-purpose tubes, and to the design of the circuits around tubes which require a minimum of circuit components.

SAVING TUBES

To begin with, the beat frequency oscillator, which usually requires a separate tube, has been combined into the detector circuit through the use of a double triode, the 6C8G. This idea saved an extra tube.

It also saved the annoying necessity of external coupling into the second detector circuit, as the inter-electrode capacity of the two triode sections serves admirably as the coupling "condenser." Another example of a similar saving is the choice of the 6K6 as oscillator-converter tube. The use of the internally connected "injection" grid in this tube eliminates an external oscillator coupling condenser, and at the same time cuts down on losses by doing away with the external wiring of this circuit. The one extravagance the author allowed himself was the use of 1500 k.c. I.F. transformers of the iron core variety, rather than the cheaper air core type. It was found a wise choice, too, since the gain of this type of transformer is inherently much higher than the air-core type. The choice of 1500 k.c. rather than a more conventional lower frequency type was, of course, made necessary by the lack of an R.F. or pre-selector stage. The image rejection ratio was thus kept high enough so as to be unobjectionable.

The second detector is wired in a conventional "power" or grid-bias detector circuit. This was found desirable over a diode circuit as it introduced enough gain into the audio circuit so that a 2-stage audio system was not necessary. Sufficient space has been reserved on the chassis for the addition of another tube, however, thus allowing the constructor to add a diode detector, thus making automatic volume control possible, at some later date. Panel space is also reserved for an "R" meter. If automatic volume control should be added, a point which should appeal to the beginner is the fact that separate oscillator and R.F. variable condensers are used, thus doing away with the difficult and patience-troubling problem of tracking the sections of the gang condenser in more conventional circuits. A 140 mmf. condenser tunes the R.F. section, a 150 mmf. "bathtub" type tunes the oscillator and a 30 mmf. midget is used for spreading the amateur or foreign bands over the whole tuning dial.

A dynamic loudspeaker is used, and its field, together with 3 mF. condensers and a 30 hy. choke, provide excellent power supply filtering. The phone plug is connected into the grid circuit of the 666G, doing away with D.C. in the phones, and also making it possible to use crystal phones if desired, without external blocking condensers.

CONSTRUCTION

So much for the design. Now for the construction. The set is constructed on an electrolytic or galvanized chassis base, 7" x 12" x 2". The panel is 15" x 6". The beat spread in the original is a 4" airplane type dial, mounted so that the knob extends to the left of the dial, and even with the center. To mount it in this way, the dial must be revamped slightly. The small metal chassis

Above-front and bottom views of the short-wave superhet receiver.
that hold the glass in place are bent up carefully, and the glass removed, as well as the gasket below it. The hand is next taken off, and the celluloid dial scale will then fall free. Remove the scale, and turn it 90° to the right, so that the scale will be in position for reading properly when the dial is mounted on its side. Then cut a notch in the dial scale in the right position to engage the pin which serves to hold it in position. Then carefully reassemble the entire mechanism. Some means must be devised for supporting the dial in this position, and just what this will be depends on the type of dial you have chosen. In the model being described, a simple right-angle bracket mounted on the base of the oscillator tuning condenser, which, incidentally, extends through a cutout in the chassis top, was sufficient, together with the support given the dial by the connection to the tuning condenser shaft. The 30 mmf. tuning condenser must also be mounted on a right-angle bracket. No particular data is given for this part of the construction, as all measurements, etc., will depend entirely on the parts used.

CHASSIS DETAILS

The chassis must of course be obtained before you can start construction. A word might be said here in regard to the source of supply for this unit. It probably can be obtained from any of the radio mail-order houses, but when this is done, it is usually necessary to punch and drill your own chassis. Considerable equipment is necessary to do this job, and do it neatly, and the beginner is not always so equipped. The author has found that the proprietor of your local tin shop is usually equipped for such work, and is always quite willing to be helpful in this line. Almost all sheet-metal shops have a grade of galvanized sheet metal that is excellent for a chassis, and can cut, bend, drill and punch both the chassis and panel for only slightly more than you would pay for the same material, unpunched, from usual sources. It might pay you to make friends with your tin-smith.

After the chassis and panel have been prepared, mount all of the larger parts—that is, the power transformer, tuning condensers, speaker, volume control, switches, b.f.o. transformer, I.F. transformers, choke, "can" type electrolytic condenser, dial, and tube sockets. Also the dial plate which is to serve as a band-set marker on the large oscillator tuning condenser can be mounted now more conveniently than after the wiring is completed. If the holes have been drilled and punched as given in the specifications, very little trouble should be experienced with this phase of the work. The panel is held to the chassis by the mounting bushings for the two switches, volume control, and R.F. tuning condenser. The speaker is fastened to the panel with four 3/4" stove bolts and the dial escutcheon is held in place with the four small machine screws provided.

Below—wiring diagram for the 5-tube superhet receiver.
Now to proceed with the wiring. The first step is to wire the power supply. The filtering circuit not being exactly conventional, it should be borne in mind that it is a good plan to check with the diagram frequently to avoid mistakes. Also remember that the base connections for the 5Z4 tube are like the output of the ordinary, as are the 6G5, 6SK7, and 6K8.

After wiring the power supply, bring the positive lead to the screen of the 686G socket and to the spare terminal on the 5-prong oscillator coil socket. These will serve as distribution points from which secondary leads may be run to the various points requiring high voltage.

The filament circuit should next be wired. It is not necessary to use a twisted pair of wires to connect the heaters in this set, as is sometimes the case. Simply ground one side of each heater at the socket, and ground one of the 6.3 volt terminals at the power transformer. Then use a single wire to carry the filament current to the other terminal of each tube.

Next, start with the antenna coil and, carefully following the diagram, and checking off each connection as made, wire the R.F. circuit. Then proceed to the oscillator coil and the oscillator circuit. The I.F. comes next, the detector, and the b.f.o. Finally the power output stage is connected, and the phone jack is wired as per the diagram. This is so connected that when the plug is inserted the audio voltage goes through the phones to ground, instead of to the grid of the 686G. When the plug is removed, the circuit is again completed to the grid.

No special precautions are necessary in wiring this circuit, except to make all leads short and direct. The condensers and resistors are all mounted by their own leads, and ground connections are made to lug attached to the chassis with the bolts which hold the sockets in place. The ground return are, for the most part, made direct to chassis. However, in the R.F. and oscillator circuits, it was found advisable to use a common return. This was done by using a shielded antenna lead to the volume control, grounding it at several points to the chassis, and using shielded wire for ground bus bar.

The inside shielded wire was used for the antenna lead.

COIL DATA

Coil data is given in a separate table. You may either wind your own coils to these specifications, or obtain them ready wound to your specifications. The more economical of the two choices would be, of course, to purchase the coils forms and wind them yourself. This should not be difficult if you follow the specifications closely, and coat the complete coils with coil dope to keep the windings in place. The heat frequency oscillator circuit is connected as shown in the diagram, the red wire going to B-b, blue to plate, green to center control to grid, and black to ground. The yellow wire in the transformer specified in the list of parts is not used, the end being cut off and taped, to prevent short circuits.

Adjustment of the tone of the b.f.o. is made by the knob, which extends through the top of the shield can.

Aside from following every connection on the diagram carefully, there are no special precautions which need be repeated. However, there is one "kick" which may prove advantageous to the inexperienced. This is to use several colors of wire for wiring the circuit. Use blue for plate circuits, green for grid circuits, red for high voltage, yellow for filaments, black for cathodes, and bare for ground, or some similar scheme of your own making. Thus, you can check back through the wiring easily and errors can easily be discerned, as a red wire going to a filament, cathode, plate or ground connection directly is obviously a mistake, and similarly for the other colors.

OPERATING HINTS

It may be well to say a few words about operation. The set is designed for an antenna with a transposed lead-in which terminates in a low impedance line. Such an antenna is the "zepp", the all-wave ground, etc. However, almost any good antenna will give satisfactory results. An outside or water-pipe ground is also essential.

First plug a pair of coils and all the tubes into the proper sockets. Then plug the receiver into the power-supply, and turn the volume control (second control from front) toward the right. With the standby switch and b.f.o. switch (first and second from left, respectively) in the off (up) position, allow 30 seconds for the tubes to warm up. Now, with the phone plug removed and antenna and ground connected, volume control full on, turn the "stand-by" switch on. Remove the grid clip from the 686G tube, and then remove the grid cap with your finger. A loud buzz or roar should be heard in the loud-speaker. If the circuit from the loud-speaker or the oscillator properly, you proceed to the oscillator section. Merely touch the stator of the bandspread oscillator condenser. A click in the speaker indicates a proper oscillator circuit. If these tests prove satisfactory, the final "proof" of the pudding" is its operation. Tune the Oscillator Band-set condenser, the center control in the lower row, slowly from one side to the other. Some-where in its range a station or group of stations will be heard. Now you have an Antenna condenser, at the far right, until the signals come in at maximum volume. Then rotate the Band-Spread condenser to receive the desired signal and readjust the antenna condenser slightly for maximum volume with minimum noise level. You will soon get the knack of selecting the three controls in such a manner as to obtain maximum performance.

Your receiver can undoubtedly be made to operate better by adjusting the I.F.'s. If you have a test oscillator, this will be easy. If not, it can be done approximately with the aid of the beat frequency oscillator. Simply disconnect the antenna, and ground, start the I.F.'s, and tune the bandspread to the maximum "hiss" in the speaker. Then peak them again on a weak signal and the "alignment" of this set is complete.

A coat of black crackle enamel on the panel, a set of new knobs, and a few pains to keep things neat, and you'll have a set that you'll be proud to own. A just a couple of words of caution—Don't substitute parts unless you know they are electrically identical to those specified. Don't forget to check your wiring. Don't expect the impossible! With these don'ts in mind, I'm sure you won't be disappointed in this little set. If you don't have enough details for the described model, with a n.v.c., etc., the author will revamp the set for these refinements and publish the new design data. So let's hear how you come out.
CIVILIAN Radio Defense, in close cooperation with our Armed Forces and the Civilian Radio Nets, will help protect the men behind the guns as well as those at home. Here is a unit that is indeed valuable—it combines a Walkie-Talkie along with a Sound Detector that can be used for detecting airplanes as well as assisting to find anyone trapped in building cellars or buried under debris resulting from air raids, etc. Some of its features are the use of a high-gain amplifier, using low-drain miniature tubes, with exceptionally low "A" and "B" battery currents and miniature batteries if desired; (see article entitled "A High-Gain Miniature Battery Powered Amplifier" which appeared in the October, 1941, issue of Radio-Craft). The sound section can be used independently for those who are hard of hearing; the Walkie-Talkie can also be used separately. A carbon or a crystal microphone can also be used, whichever one desires.

The complete weight of this unit with all the equipment is less than ten pounds. It gives a person a good opportunity for making numerous experiments. The range of the transmitter is of course limited to local work and will have a coverage of two to fifteen miles, depending upon the terrain or location.

A twenty-two to forty-eight inch telescopic car antenna is used, with a plug fitted to the end so that it can be plugged into the top of the outfit and adjusted for best results.

CONSTRUCTION DATA

Diagram No. 1 is the schematic for the complete unit. Diagram No. 2 shows the chassis layout covering both the Sound and Walkie-Talkie units on a separate chassis and wired independently, and also tested separately. They are then mounted on the front panel. Diagram No. 4 is the layout for this panel, with Diagram No. 3 showing a top view of the cabinet and the correct marking for the jack for the antenna plug, which should be mounted on a piece of quarts so as to reduce losses in transmitting power.

Picture No. 1 is the front view of the completed unit and gives a general idea as to the appearance of the completed unit. Picture No. 2 shows the rear view of the complete unit in the cabinet; picture No. 3 is a bottom view of the sound amplifier, with picture No. 4 showing the unit completed. This can be used as a separate unit for such sound detection as desired.

Each unit has its own separate volume control and super-regeneration control; for the sound amplifier this is the gain control. Its position will depend upon the type of microphone used. There are provisions for two pairs of crystal phones, or if one desires, only one pair of phones. A small three-inch P.M. speaker can be mounted on the top of the cabinet or plugged in separately.

In the construction of the sound amplifier the choice of the best parts obtainable should be used, with all plate and grid wires separated as far apart as possible (see article entitled "A High-Gain Battery Powered Amplifier" in the October, 1941, issue of Radio-Craft). This will be of great help in assisting one in the construction of such an amplifier. Also it will be noted that a volume control is connected across the microphone transformer (carbon microphone), so that the level of same can be adjusted to its proper value, as the gain is quite high.

In regard to the use of the unit as a sound detector for the location of planes, the microphone should be mounted in a box that can be rotated to various positions; or the microphone can be attached to the end of a trumpet horn and rotated for the best directional effect. This is a matter of one's own choice and engineering ability. The use of this device where traffic noises are present is quite annoying, but in quiet locations the system is very sensitive and surprising results can be obtained. Wind noises are bothersome at times, but these can be greatly reduced by placing a piece of silk cloth over the end of the trumpet horn or speaker box. The microphone unit should be weather-proofed so as to be protected from damage caused by moisture or rain. In general, best results are obtained in locations that are not too noisy. A little practice will enable the user to become very proficient in the operation of it for such work as locating airplanes. The human ear's usefulness in detecting an approaching airplane can only be best compensated for by the selection of low noise levels near the top of the outfit and adjusted for best results.
the location of the microphone. It may be well to state that by mounting the microphone with rubber-band supports and springs, the passage of ground wave vibrations from the soil is greatly reduced. Rubber cushions on the legs of the microphone mounting also helps. As a final suggestion such microphones or horns can be mounted on a car and used in various places, as one moves from place to place.

Microphones, and speaker if used, or phones should be well separated so as to prevent any kind of soldering flux, use only resin core, as an acid flux will cause leakage at high frequencies, causing the transceiver not to operate properly.

After the transceiver has been checked carefully and is ready for operation, connect the "A" battery first, and then the "B" batteries. Place the "Send-Receive" switch in the proper position, turn on the battery switch, this is also the super-regeneration control; at the same time have the crystal earphones plugged in and also the antenna (the antenna is a telescopic model as used on auto radios and has a microphone plug connected to it). Plug it into the antenna jack at the top of the cabinet and adjust it to about forty-two inches, then advance the volume control as you approach forty-two inches and smooth over the entire range of the tuning dial. If such is not the case, adjust the antenna trimmer until this effect is obtained, and also adjust the telescopic antenna. This will also improve the super-regeneration and make it smoother. There is no further adjustment required as this takes care of the transmitter section.

However, if one desires he may connect a milliammeter in the R.F. choke lead, and adjust the antenna for maximum current and then mark the antenna. This will give you the maximum power output also, and all that is required is to adjust the antenna trimmer for the receiver end.

Wiring diagram of the transceiver

Sometimes it is difficult to obtain perfect super-regeneration; to cure this change the value of the grid-leak to one of lower or higher value, as tubes vary. Upon tuning in a strong carrier, this rushing sound or super-regeneration sound completely clears off. On weak signals this sound is slightly noticeable. This is common with all super-regeneration receivers. In adjusting the antenna trimmer use an insulated screwdriver, or a quarter-inch polyestere rod filed down to fit the antenna trimmer.

The tube line-up is as follows: the 958 acorn tube is the detector and oscillator; the 154 is the audio amplifier tube and used only in receiving. This tube is also one of the modulators, the final modulator; the other tubes in the sound detector are used as a resistance-coupled high-gain amplifier; these are also used as modulators. They are as follows: two type 155 pentodes and one type 154. These in turn feed the final type 154 on the receiver chassis and in turn mix with the 958 detector-oscillator, which is used as an oscillator for transmitting.

There is nothing tricky about the circuit, as it is a straight super-regenerative circuit, and the high-gain amplifier is also a straight audio amplifier. Both circuits have been tried independently, but the idea was to be able to use a crystal microphone, and do away with the carbon microphone and battery, and also to have a sound detector. This can also be used as a pre-amplifier; battery consumption is very low.

A complete list of parts is appended.

XTAL PHONES USED AS A MICROPHONE

In using the transceiver as a transmitter, all that is necessary is to place the "Send-receive" switch in the "send" position, and turn on the main high-gain amplifier volume control. Plug in your crystal ear-phones or else you can have a separate crystal
Amateur Radio

microphone. The gain control if turned too high may cause over-modulation and distortion. This position of the amplifier gain control will be around three or four on the gain control dial; this can best be found by experience. To use earphones as a microphone connect the left hand open switch terminal to the crystal microphone volume control. It is surprising how good crystal phones work as a microphone; I have used them with this outfit and found it unnecessary to use a special crystal microphone. In the schematic diagram there is provision for a carbon microphone input if one wishes; this may be omitted. There is also, provision for a small PM speaker. I personally prefer the crystal microphone and crystal earphones; it is just a matter of choice. With a crystal microphone one can get away from the carbon microphone buzz, which is very annoying. All transceivers I have seen use carbon microphones, but here is one that does not.

To receive again, just throw the send-receive switch back to the receive position. One crystal phone can be used for receiving all the time, and the other for the microphone. Two people can talk at the same time—another novel feature.

Part List

RESISTORS
Two I.R.C., 36 watt, 3 megohm
One I.R.C., 24 watt, 10 megohm
Two I.R.C., 25 watt, 5 megohm
Two I.R.C., 56 watt, 250,000 ohms
One I.R.C., 25 watt, 250,000 ohms
One I.R.C., 15 watt, 250,000 ohms

CONDENSERS
One Acrvox .0001 mf. silver mica
One Acrvox .003 mf. mica postase-stamp style
Two Acrvox .05 mf. tubularis, 400 v. rating
Two Acrvox .1 mf. tubularis, 400 v. rating
One Acrvox .01 mf. tubularis, 400 v. rating
Two Acrvox .002 mf. tubularis, 400 v. rating
One Bud midget condensat, single spaced (see text)

TUBES
Two RCA Type 1ST miniature tubes
Two RCA Type 555 miniature tubes
One RCA Type 95B Acrorn tube

BATTERIES
One or Two Burgess type XX45 63/4 V. B or C
One Burgess 5308, 45 V. 1/2 battery
One Burgess 5318, 45 V. 1/2 battery
One Burgess 45 V. "A" Type 47A
(one see for carbon miker battery)

MISCELLANEOUS
One Bud cabinet 12 x 734 x 652 ins., portable, with carrying handle, black finish.
Four Amphenol miniature toelets
One Amphenol type PC11 male and female connector
One Amphenol Polyethylene rod, 1/4 inch diameter
One Mellen Quartz sheet, 3 x 87/8 ins. 1/10 in. thick
One Yasky 3100 series switch, 4 circuit, 3 positions, 11/16 inch diameter
Three Yasky, type A-1, midget jacks
Two Yasky, type A-2, midget jacks
Two Yasky single shielded shell type, nickel plated
One Hanmarlrod aorin tube socket, Code USH 906
One Hanmarlrod Mex 3-30 mf. trimmer
One Sinterco transformer, Audio type A-53
One UTC transformer, microphone-to-grid, type A-35
One Oxford speaker, 2½ inch PM speaker
One Wonder transformer, type A-53
One Hanmer telescopic antenna, 22 inch to 60 inch success or similar
One Brush pair of XTAL phones, communication type 3-B-1
One Brush crystal microphone (see text)
One Kuro-Kash 3½ inch dial
One Universal carbon microphone—single button (see text)
Two 3/4 inch brass spacers, 3/4 inch long
One 7 x 10 inch panel electroltory or similar
Nuts, bolts, washers, soldering buss, wire, etc.
Excised metal name plates
One S.P.S.T. snap switch, with "off--on" name plate

*Note that a special permit from the F.C.C. and D.C.B. must be obtained for operating any radio transmitter, no matter how small, under present war-time conditions.
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A 2-4 TUBE PROGRESSIVE RECEIVER

Part 1—HEADPHONE UNIT

This receiver will appeal to the beginner in radio set construction, as it is designed so that it can be built in two “progressive” sections. The first section, described in the present article, provides headphone reception of radio signals, while the second section, to appear in a later issue, describes how to incorporate an amplifier to operate a loudspeaker. The parts required are fairly easy to obtain and the assembly is straightforward and simple.

Several views of the headphone unit of the “progressive” receiver are shown in the accompanying photos.

THE receiver we are about to describe fills a two-fold purpose. It answers the many requests for a simple 2 tube A.C.-D.C. receiver. It anticipates later requests for adding additional amplification to it for operating a loud speaker.

As a simple 2 tube A.C.-D.C. receiver, it is all that one desires for headphone operation. A 12SJ5G tube is used as a regenerative detector. All-wave operation is obtained through the use of standard 4 prong plug-in coils. These coils are inexpensive and eliminate the tedious job of winding your own. A 4525GT tube rectifies the A.C. and has, in addition, a tap on the filament for a pilot lamp.

It is advisable to follow the template instructions in the making of the chassis. Two additional socket holes are provided for extra amplifier stages which you certainly will want to add at a later date. It is much easier to put these extra holes on the chassis now, before the set is assembled and wired, rather than after.

The identification of the various holes in the drilling template is apparent from the back-view photograph of this set. On the rear lip of the chassis, the first hole is for a rubber grommet for the line cord. The next four holes mount the dual tip jack strip for the headphones. The three holes on the right are for mounting the antenna-ground strip. The socket hole at the extreme left is for the 4525GT tube. Between it and the panel we mount the electrolytic condenser. This is a three section electrolytic condenser, with two 150 volt sections at 40 and 20 mfd. and one 25 volt section at 20 mfd. The latter will be used for the amplifier to be added later. In the center you can see the 140 muf. variable condenser used for tuning. It will be necessary to make a small “L” bracket out of metal for mounting this condenser to the panel. The little gadget above the variable condenser is the pilot light mount.

Front panel controls are (from left to right on the front panel view) the regeneration control, main tuning control and rotary switch. In regard to the latter, we suggest that if you plan on adding the amplifier that you purchase a 100,000 ohm potentiometer with S.P.S.T. switch on it. For the present you will use just the switch for turning this set on and off.

"BREADBOARD" CONSTRUCTION OPTIONAL

If you prefer, you may use the breadboard style of constructing this set, and a masonite or thin plywood panel. Electrically, however, metal is preferred as it reduces body capacity effect and hum pickup. If a wood baseboard is used it will be preferable to purchase baseboard type sockets instead of the wafer sockets indicated in the parts list.

No drilling details are given here for the panel as you may wish to use some other vernier dial than that shown in the photograph. The one shown here is a National type B and was chosen for its smooth action and variable vernier ratio feature. A drilling template is furnished with it.

Assemble all of the large parts to the chassis and panel in the order mentioned above and as shown in the photograph. The electrolytic condenser is furnished with a wafer socket which mounts to the chassis in the same way as tube sockets. The condenser is then inserted, and three metal tabs on the bottom are twisted to hold it firmly in the socket. A three point wiring terminal was mounted in approximately the center of the chassis as a wiring convenience. All fixed condensers, resistors and the A.F. chokes are supported by their own pigtail leads when wired.

WIRING SIMPLE BUT IMPORTANT

Wiring should be done slowly and carefully. Use a hot, well-tinned soldering iron and resin core solder. Do not use acid flux. The soldering iron should be held against the connections until the connections themselves are hot enough to flow the solder. Wiring leads should be as short and direct as possible. This is especially important if ultra shortwave operation is desired.

Notice that there is no direct connection between the wiring and the chassis itself. This is important if you wish to prevent sparks between the chassis and any external ground that it may happen to come in contact with. The schematic diagram shows a variable condenser mounted directly to the
panel. The R.F. voltage in this condenser gets its electrical return path in the circuit through the .05 mf. tubular condenser, also shown connected to the chassis.

Although a combination antenna-ground binding post is used, actually it is not necessary to use an external ground with this set. The set receives its ground through the line cord.

Before you say "done," check over the wiring once more. Use a colored pencil to draw over the connections in the diagram, as you check them against your set. This is a great help in preventing oversights. If you have followed the diagram carefully and done the job neatly, using short connections, you should get immediate results.

"ON THE AIR!"

We shall begin our operation by using one of the broadcast coils. On the broadcast band you will hear stations immediately and have a chance to become acquainted with the manipulation of the controls—not that it is the least bit difficult. Plug in the two tubes and the coil and insert the line cord in any A.C. or D.C. outlet, having an output anywhere from 105 to 125 volts. Turn on the switch at the right and allow a minute for the tubes to warm up. Turn the regeneration control to the right, but not so far that a continuous squeal is heard. Revolve the tuning condenser until a station whistle is heard. Keep the condenser tuned to the center of this whistle and at the same time turn the regeneration control slowly to the left until the whistle stops. At the point where the whistle just stops as you turn the control to the left, or just begins as you turn the control to the right, is the critical point of oscillation. It is at this point that you will obtain the greatest selectivity and sensitivity. Broadcast (200 to 550 meters) stations are best heard just below this critical point of oscillation.

You can now try one of the short-wave coils. There is only one thing to keep in mind when tuning for shortwave stations. The condenser must be turned very slowly, otherwise it is easy to pass over these S-W stations. This is the reason that a good vernier dial is necessary. CM (code) signals can be copied when the regeneration control is set a little past the critical point.

It goes without saying, that a good pair of headphones should be used for best results. They should be of the magnetic type and have between two and three thousand ohms impedance. The antenna should be from 75 to 100 feet long, installed as high and as clear from any other obstacles as possible. As mentioned before, no ground is necessary.

Next month, we will describe the method of adding two stages of amplification. The additional stages will permit loud-speaker operation of the more powerful stations, as well as increased sensitivity when using headphones. The transition is easy and all of the parts used in the present set except the 400 Ohm resistor will be used in the four-tube set of next month.

SERVICE NOTES

CONTINENTAL RADIO AND TELEVISION (Admiral, Mantola, and others)

MODELS 4F, 40

On these models using wood cabinets, weak reception on distant stations is often caused by absorption of moisture by the wood. This is easily remedied by drying out the cabinets in an oven or by using an electric bulb inside the cabinet. The set must be realigned after drying for best results. When the set refused to align, this may be caused by open secondary of the oscillator coil.

MODELS 4A, 4F, 40

Weak reception in this model may be caused by an open 2nd I.F. coil. If exact replacement is not available, Meissner I.F. winding No. 16-6691 mounted directly on old trimmer and dipped in hot paraffin to keep out moisture makes a very satisfactory replacement.
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Wiring diagram for the headphone section of the "progressive" receiver.

Impaired reception or whistle in this set is often caused by open 4 mf. 150 volt electrolytic condenser which goes from B-plus to ground.

RCA AUTOMATIC RECORD CHANGERS

When the exact replacement starting condensers are not available on models using condenser starters, a 1 mf. 600 volt paper condenser makes a satisfactory replacement.
TECHNICAL BULLETINS

Technical bulletins give reliable information in easy-to-follow form, and save valuable time otherwise spent in laborious reading of numerous books. Every subject is treated briefly and concisely. Many complicated mathematics, chemistry, electricity, or theory. Each bulletin is written in simple language.

PRICE $1.00 EACH POSTPAID
ORDER BY NUMBER

ELECTRICAL DESIGN & CONSTRUCTION
D-112-DESIGNING AND BUILDING TRANSFORMERS.—Simple and practical methods for designing and constructing transformers are used for ultra-violet lamps, neon tubes, etc.

D-112—DESIGNING ELECTRO-MAGNETS.—The subject of electro-magnetic design is so completely covered in this course that the student can design and build magnets for practically any type of electrical equipment. The student will learn the correct method of determining the size and shape of the core and windings of transformers, and how to use the windings to advantage in the various applications of transformers.

D-112—HOW TO DESIGN SOLENOIDS AND PLUNGER MAGNETS.—Students who are interested in solenoid or plunger magnet design cannot afford to be without this invaluable manual. This book contains a series of practical problems with full solutions.

D-101—USING NICKEL BATTERY WIRE.—Explains how to select electric flat bars, tongs, ropes, resistors, and other electrical heating devices. Shows the best method of figuring lengths and sizes of wire for the job.

D-102—REPAIRING ELECTRIC MOTORS.—Complete information on repair can be obtained from any owner manual. Motor repair can be learned in a short time, and chokes coils. How to determine size and amount of wires required, how to test their own size. How to use a coupler and coil winder.

D-112—DESIGNING AND USING ELECTRIC RELAYS.—An indispensable instruction for designing, building, and using electric relays. This book contains a series of practical problems with full solutions that can be used with any type of electric relay.

D-112—SMALL ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS, DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION.—This book will provide all the necessary information to design and build a small electric light plant. It contains a complete set of materials and instructions needed to design and build a small electric light plant.


D-112—MODEL MAKERS & INVENTORS GUIDE TO REMOTE CONTROL SWITCHING.—Complete electrical control of an electrical circuit, control of all types of switches, to machines, etc. Illustrated diagrams and charts supplement text.
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Serving Hints

RENOVATING AND POLISHING CABINETS

- THERE is no reason why a scratched or dented cabinet should be tolerated, for after all, a radio set is an article of furniture as well as a musical instrument. The majority of marks that make a cabinet look shabby are scratches and finger marks, and such cabinets can easily be rejuvenated by the following method, which should be followed for both French polished and sprayed cabinets.

The materials required are: A small bottle of French polish, a "water" stain in powder to match the color of the cabinet and a fine paint brush.

FOR SCRATCHED SURFACES

To touch up scratches or chips, proceed as follows: Place a little polish in a saucer and add a little water, and in the color mixture, mix well and gradually add more powder until the approximate color required is obtained. A little white spirit will also be a little on the lighter side, as the color can always be darkened when adding a second coat.

Thoroughly clean the scratch with a cloth dipped in methylated spirits and carefully "paint" the scratch with the mixture of stain and polish, taking very great care not to get any on the polished surface of the cabinet, or the surface will be spoiled. Should the mixture get on the cabinet, wipe it away as quickly as possible.

When the first coat has dried thoroughly, a second may be applied, and if the scratch has been colored to match the rest of the cabinet by the first application of the mixture, the second "dose" should be of polish only. Otherwise, continue the treatment as outlined above with another coating of the mixture. When tackled in this way, the scratch will soon be filled and will scarcely be discernible.

USING PLASTIC WOOD

Some scratches, or chips, are too deep to be removed by this method, and plastic wood should be used. This is obtainable from most hardware stores and, since it will not take a stain, the colored variety should be used and a little pressed firmly into the scratch with the blade of a penknife. Here, again, take care not to allow any of the plastic wood to creep on to the rest of the cabinet, as it contains a powerful solvent which will quickly attack the polish and give it a mat surface. Smooth off the surface of the wood as soon as it is applied, and leave to dry for at least an hour. Plastic wood contracts as it dries, so the surface when thoroughly dried will be just slightly above the level of the cabinet. When hard, it should be carefully levelled down with a very fine glass, and polish may then be applied as before, and any irregularities in the surface of the plastic wood will be levelled up by this application. The protective effect of the position of a scratch may be practically hidden.

When a cabinet is merely dull, the application of a "quick cure" liquid glass coupled with plenty of "elbow grease" should be tried. It is surprising what a few minutes of such treatment will do. In fact, many household polishes that are sold as "polishing" (cellulose type) are extremely good, not only for removing finger marks and generally cleaning up the cabinet, but also in giving an extremely high polish and removing fine scratches from most of the finishes used in cabinet manufacture. Such treatment is of no avail when the cabinet has been hand French polished.

When the polish of a cabinet to tackle is one on which the actual polish surface has worn off due to continual use and polishing. Too many people make a mistake of reglazing the cabinet with polish, with the result that they do more harm than good, and gradually remove the surface. Rub it over occasionally by all means, but use only a soft, clean duster with no polish.

In such a case, the only way to make a good job of the cabinet is to "strip" it, that is, to remove all that remains of the existing polished surface by well rubbing the cabinet with fine sandpaper. Always sandpaper the way of the grain, and then, and make a perfectly smooth and uniform surface before attempting any repolishing. After sandpapering, clean the cabinet with a glass and then the surface is moistened with methylated spirits to remove all grease.

This time, however, the polish cannot be applied with a brush, or a very uneven surface, showing all brush marks, would result. The following method should be followed, and although it may seem a little laborious, it will render results equal to a new cabinet, and is well worth the time and patience.

POLISHING HINTS

Place a small amount of cotton wool in the center of a square of linen or fine rag, and pour sufficient of the staining polish (which should be made up as described above), on to the wool so as to damp it right through. Wind the rag round the bowl so as to make it into a tight pad with sufficient pressure for polishing surface. Slight pressure of the fingers on the sides of the pad should cause some of the polish to ooze through the grain.

Apply the polish in circular motions, with a gentle but firm pressure, taking care to cover every portion of the surface with a labbor of polish. If more polish is required, never pour it on to the rag, but on to the pad and add polish to the cotton wool. If the pad sticks to the surface being polished, apply a little linseed oil to the actual polishing surface of the pad. On no account add more than one large drop unless the surface is extremely large. This will prevent the pad sticking as the polish hardens.

When the first application has dried thoroughly, rub it over very lightly with extra-fine sandpaper, work up across the grain before and then apply another layer of polish, but using this time a slightly drier pad, and working in very small circles. Work up and in to get all the new edges left of these small circles and, at the end of each line, draw the pad very lightly across the newly-polished surface in the direction of the grain.

If it is found that the surface is patchy when dry, i.e., polished in same places, but with dull patches here and there, the surface must be ground down more and the above procedure repeated again, until, finally, a highly polished surface is obtained. Practice, of course, makes (Continued on page 636)
**160-METER AMPLIFIER**

**T R A N S F O R M E R AS CHoke**

Can an audio transformer be used as a filter choke?—B. Williams, Baton Rouge, La.

**A.** The ordinary interstage audio transformers have quite a high resistance and are wound with very fine wire so that not more than 5 or 10 milliamperes of current should be passed through them. For such low currents they may be used where their high resistance is no detriment. The primary winding should be used, as it generally has a lower resistance and is wound with larger wire than the secondary. Output transformers are wound with a larger size of wire and they can often be used in power supplies delivering currents of 50 to 100 m.a. Generally, the transformer will be rated for use with a certain tube and since the plate current of that tube is known, that current will be the current rating of the transformer used as a choke. The primary winding is the one referred to.

**INCREASING BANDSPREAD**

How can I obtain more bandspread on my T.R.F. receiver?—Dan Brennan, Toronto, Ont., Can.

**A.** Additional bandspread would depend on the type of bandspread you already have in your receiver. We assume you have separate bandspread and band-setting condensers. If the band-spread condensers are tapped across part of the coil, shifting the tap lower down on the coil (toward the ground side) will increase the bandspread. If the bandspread condenser is connected across the entire coil, connect it to a tap a few turns down from the grid end, but if this is not practical you will have to use a smaller size of bandspread condenser. By experimenting with the tap on the coil, the amount of bandspread can be made to fit your requirements.

**R O C FILTERS**

**T R A N S F O R M E R AS CHoke**

Can you tell me what frequencies are bypassed by the various sizes of bypass condensers?—T. Brown, Santa Barbara, Calif.

**A.** The frequencies bypassed are a function not only of the condenser impedance but of the impedance of the circuit in which it is placed. The sketch shows the position of the bypass condenser in relation to the decoupling resistor generally used in the plate supply leads of tubes. These filter networks are used to provide a low impedance path for the signal current direct to the tube cathode or ground rather than by the route through the power supply circuit. The impedance of a condenser can be calculated from the formula

\[ X_c = \frac{1}{2\pi fC} \]

where \( f \) is the frequency, C the capacity in farads, and \( \pi \) is 3.14. Actually, this is the equation for capacitive reactance, but is sufficiently close to the impedance for our purpose.

Good engineering practice calls for the impedance of the condenser to be about one tenth the value of the resistance at the lowest frequency it is desired to bypass. Generally the resistor value is first determined and is made as large as possible consistent with the allowable voltage drop through it. The condenser value is then calculated from a variation of the above formula

\[ C = \frac{2\pi f L}{R} \]

Where the voltage drop must be kept as small as possible, a choke coil can be used instead of the condenser. The impedance of an air-wound choke can be calculated as follows:

\[ Z = \sqrt{R^2 + (2\pi f L)^2} \]

where \( R \) is the D.C. resistance, "f" the lowest frequency and L the inductance in henries.

**P O W E R S U P P L Y**

Could you furnish a diagram of a power supply to furnish 4.3 volts at 0.3 amperes for use in starting my car in winter when the car battery will not start it?—J. Weeks, Chicago, Ill.

**A.** The starting motor of a car draws between 100 and 300 amperes and a power supply capable of delivering this huge current would be prohibitive. I would suggest getting a new battery or perhaps your old one can be overhauled.

**C O I L D A T A**

In the 4-tube short-wave receiver shown on page 175 of the July issue, what size wire is used for the coils?—J. Bunsan, N. Y.

**A.** Number sixteen enameled copper wire can be used for the grid coils, while #28 or #30 enameled can be used for L-2.

---
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**S i g n i f i c a n t I s n ' t I t**

... THAT WHERE REQUIREMENTS ARE CRITICAL

KENYON TRANSFORMERS ARE SPECIFIED

KENYON TRANSFORMER CO., INC.
840 BARRY ST. NEW YORK, N. Y.
a great deal of difference to the ease with which a cabinet may be completely restored.

Finally, there are one or two hints that may save time and patience, viz., never attempt polishing except in a dry atmosphere; always see that the pad is clean and smooth, and, above all, never go over a polished surface until it has become quite hard. It is not the amount of polish, nor the pressure, that produces a good surface, simply the continued rubbing. Speed does not matter, but rather an even, steady circular movement with even pressure.

If the pad is stopped on the work, a mark will be made which can only be removed by sandpapering off the entire surface.—"Radiogram" (New Zealand).

LEAKY RESISTANCE TESTER

• DESIGNED specifically for use in detecting minute leaks in the rubberized canvas so widely used in air raid precautions work is an interesting piece of apparatus described by A. W. Russell in "Electronic Engineering" of Great Britain. The diagram herewith shows the circuit.

In use, the rubberized canvas is fitted between two rollers saturated in brine or other suitable conducting liquid and the resistance (which is normally about 10 megohms with perfect material) drops to a few thousand ohms if there is a pinhole in the rubber layer.

"V1" has a cathode bias as shown, while the grid receives a further negative bias, the actual value being determined by the ratio of the resistance between the rollers and the value of R1.

When there are no pinholes, the resistance is very high and the bias on V1 equals the voltage drop across R4. When, however, the resistance of the material under test fails, indicating the presence of a defect, the negative bias is increased, causing a positive impulse to be fed to the grid and the gas triode V2, which then discharges, operating the relay in its plate circuit. This may be used to ring a bell or to make a mark on the edge of the material, indicating the approximate position of the defect.

The values of all parts are given in the following table. These are devised to operate the circuit when the resistance between the rollers drops to 25,000 ohms or less. In order to change these values, it is necessary only to change the value of the voltage fed in through the terminal shown at the right and the value of resistor R1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>R1</th>
<th>5,000 ohms</th>
<th>8 ohms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R2</td>
<td>0.125 meg.</td>
<td>500 ohms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3</td>
<td>5,000 ohms</td>
<td>8 ohms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R4</td>
<td>500 ohms</td>
<td>8 ohms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R5</td>
<td>1.0 meg.</td>
<td>17,500 ohms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R6</td>
<td>32,000 ohms</td>
<td>8 ohms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R7</td>
<td>1,000 ohms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R8</td>
<td>24,000 ohms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R9</td>
<td>1,000 ohms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

OPA PRICE CEILING AFFECTS SERVICEMEN

• BEGINNING July 1, 1942, no one may charge more for services sold at retail in connection with a commodity than he charged in March 1942. Beginning May 18, 1942, OPA prices for goods sold at retail (with certain specified exceptions) may not be higher than those of March 1932. If the service or merchandise was not sold during March, 1932, the ceiling price is set by the highest March 1942 sale price of a similar service or article.

Radio servicemen are specifically included in the explanation issued by the Office of Price Administration following the announcement of the program to stabilize and reduce costs. In the government ruling works out as follows:

Beginning May 18, prices for radio tubes, parts, etc., used in repair work or sold over the counter, and prices of radio sets, phonographs, amplifiers and other goods sold at retail may not be higher than the March 1942 price.

Beginning July 1, 1942, charges for radio or other equipment repairs, inspection charges and other charges connected with radio servicing may not be higher than the highest price charged in March 1942.

It should be noted that such charges and retail prices are not set at a standard level for the entire service profession, or for all radio dealers. If your competitor charged during March higher prices than yours for either merchandise or services, he is still at liberty to charge on that basis, while your March prices fix your rate.

If you were not in the service business or selling at retail during March 1942, your service charges and prices may be the highest prices charged by a competitor whose business was similar to yours, and which was in business during that period. The effective date of the Maximum Price Decree in retail servicing is delayed until July 1 to give OPA a time to set up machinery for the administration of maximum prices in this field. It is to be understood that in the meantime all retail servicing operators will patriotically govern themselves by not charging any price higher than the highest price charged in March, 1942.

The radio jobber's maximum price to you is also established by the highest prices he charged in March 1942. The price ceiling for radio jobbers went into effect on May 11. Customary allowances, discounts or other price differentials cannot be charged, except to lower the price.

Retail and wholesale establishments automatically are licensed to sell under the general maximum price regulation at the price ceiling applies to it, and every new store established after that date is automatically licensed. This license gives the Office of Price Administration a basis for action against stores that refuse to conform to regulations.

OPA may ask a court to suspend, for as long as twelve months, the license of a store which, after receiving a warning notice, violates OPA regulations. Without a license the store cannot operate. Convictions for certain violations may also bring a fine up to $5,000 and imprisonment up to one year, or both.

If OPA regulations, as they apply to your business, are not entirely clear, we suggest that you get in touch with the nearest OPA office. Such offices are located in all large cities.—SYLVIA NEWS.

SLOGAN

A good slogan for Servicemen to put into a window is: WE KEEP 'EM PLAYING.

It fits in with similar war slogans. A humorous drawing showing an anti-distraction theme and playing portfolio can be added.
LEARN RADIO TELEVISION

600 LICENSED Graduates placed in 7 years in shipping, broadcasting, aviation, police, telegraphy, radio servicing and repairing; new beginners class forming Sept. 8th; 60-page catalog free; oldest, largest and best equipped.

MASS. RADIO SCHOOL
18 BOYLSTON ST., BOSTON, MASS., EST. 1893

RADIO ENGINEERING
broadcasting, aviation, police radio, telegraphy, marine radio telegraphy and telephony. Morse telegraphy and radio transmitting courses thoroughly. 8 weeks Electrician course, equivalent to 2 years college radio work. All expenses low. Catalog free. School established 70 years.

The Dodge Institute. Monroe St., Valparaiso, Ind.

RADIO TECHNOLOGY
RCA Institutes offer an intensive course of training embracing all branches of Radio and Televising, both theoretical and practical.
Also specialized courses in Aerial Communication, Radio Servicing and Commercial Operating. For Free Catalog write Dept. RC-62.

RCA INSTITUTES, Inc.
A division of the Radio Corporation of America
75 Varick St., New York, 1154 Merchandise Mart, Chicago

COMMERCIAL RADIO INSTITUTE
A radio training center for over twenty years. Well equipped. Excellent faculty. Practical residency.

Dept. D, 58 West Biggle Street, Baltimore, Md.

CHECK HERE!
If you want a BROADCAST radio job! Your complete radio training, in a short period and at a bargain catalog price. You can be trained to operate the newest radio equipment in the smallest time possible-

For complete information, return the coupon.

RCA INSTITUTES, Inc., 75 Varick St., New York 1154 Merchandise Mart, Chicago


This book, printed in large readable type, with clear line drawings in pictures, makes this book a very good one for the lay reader who wishes to understand nothing about television. The picture-diagrams show in a clear manner how the signals are transformed from their original form, how the waves are transmitted and how the signals are received at the house in its original form.

The book contains a number of useful questions and answers on television and the various electrical devices made.

A complete dictionary of television terms concludes this book.


This is a new and revised edition of a most ambitious undertaking in an attempt to place between two covers all the sciences contributing to the art of radio.
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BOOK REVIEW


One of the most interesting and delightful of the early struggles of Edison and his associates, by the first electric-lighting plants, is set forth in this newest volume by Mr. Jehl. Not only are the sketches and photographs given, but many amusing anecdotes are included; some of the tricks and practical jokers of the inventors who were destined to become leaders in this great industry. The book contains many interesting must-read material and is a delicious treat for anyone interested in electricity and power stations. A fine description of the events occurring when the old Pearl Street Central Station was put into operation in given by Mr. Jehl.

Another chapter describes the first Three-Wire Station plants in the United States. The final chapter of the book describes the restoration of the Edison Laboratory by Henry Ford at Dearborn, Michigan. You can read this book to be amused, and learn a lot besides.

RADIO NAVIGATION by W. J. D. Allan, published by The House of Radio, New York, N. Y. Size 5% x 8% inches. cloth covers, 106 pages, illustrated with black and white line drawings and diagrams. Price $2.

The book deals with receivers, alternating and direct currents, radio direction finding, wave transmission, wave analysis, etc.

The closing section explains how to obtain a clear transmission, gives great care bearing, mercurial cells, bearings, long range loop bearing — with calculations of different types of radio-direction finders, route markers and approach beacons, etc.

INTERIOR ELECTRIC WIRING AND ESTIMATING (Third Edition, 1942), by Albert Uhle, Technical Editor. Published by the American Technical Society, Chicago, III. Cloth stiff covers, size 5% x 8% inches, 375 pages, illustrated with diagrams. Price $2.50.

This book is valuable to all interested in electricity, not only to engineers and architects, but also to contractors and builders. The methods of wiring used today differ greatly from those used a few years ago because electricity has become a part of almost every building. By extending the methods to a wider use of interior wires, the book provides a safe means of explaining the different kinds of wiring used, which are tried to use. Due to the fact that the subject of wiring is so vast, this book deals only with interior electric wiring.

This book is easily understood by the beginner in the building and wiring business, and can be used special technical terms used by the everyday workmen, and have shown in detail how to perform many operations more safely.

The latter section of the book shows the wire- man's business, and business for himself, with the assurance that he will be successful in bid- ding for work.

Among many fine features this book contains is a description of instructions for instructors for instructional purposes accompany the book, and also that it is illustrated profusely with clearly drawn diagrams, charts and sketches.

RADIO NAVIGATION, by W. J. D. Allan, published by The House of Radio, New York, N. Y. Size 5% x 8% inches. cloth covers, 106 pages, illustrated with black and white line drawings and diagrams. Price $2.

The book is valuable to all interested in electricity, not only to engineers and architects, but also to contractors and builders. The methods of wiring used today differ greatly from those used a few years ago because electricity has become a part of almost every building. By extending the methods to a wider use of interior wires, the book provides a safe means of explaining the different kinds of wiring used, which are tried to use. Due to the fact that the subject of wiring is so vast, this book deals only with interior electric wiring.

This book is easily understood by the beginner in the building and wiring business, and can be used special technical terms used by the everyday workmen, and have shown in detail how to perform many operations more safely.

The latter section of the book shows the wire- man's business, and business for himself, with the assurance that he will be successful in bid- ding for work.

Among many fine features this book contains is a description of instructions for instructors for instructional purposes accompany the book, and also that it is illustrated profusely with clearly drawn diagrams, charts and sketches.


This book, printed in large readable type, with clear line drawings in pictures, makes this book a very good one for the lay reader who wishes to understand nothing about television. The picture-diagrams show in a clear manner how the signals are transformed from their original form, how the waves are transmitted and how the signals are received at the house in its original form.

The book contains a number of useful questions and answers on television and the various electrical devices made.

A complete dictionary of television terms concludes this book.
RADIO PATENT REVIEW

SCANNING APPARATUS

2,247,348 issued to Aloysius J. Cawle, Pittston, Pa.

THE idea here is to produce brighter, clearer and more detailed images. This is accomplished in general by scanning several component images in different directions and superimposing those images to form a composite image of great detail and definition. Each of those images may be composed of light of a certain complementary or elementary color and their combination into a composite image produces an image in natural colors.

MEANS FOR ANGULARLY MOUNTING VEHICLE ANTENNAS

No. 2,274,884, L. S. Brach, East Orange, New Jersey.

This invention relates to means for adjusting the angular position of an antenna on an automobile vehicle. Different makes of such vehicles have different body shapes or angularities, and therefore present a problem to providing a somewhat standardized mounting which will position the antenna in a manner conforming to the angularity of the body where it is desired to mount the radio antenna.

The principal object of the invention is to provide a mounting which is adaptable to many car or vehicle bodies, whereby the antenna may be positioned in such a manner that it will extend in a direction conforming to the slope or angularity of the adjacent parts of the body.

A further object is to provide means for adjusting the angularity of the antenna which is relatively simple and which can be manipulated very quickly from the exterior of the vehicle, and then locked in position by means within the vehicle.

The inventor claims:

Means for mounting a radio antenna on an automotive vehicle comprising, a hollow mounting insulator with means for fastening it to a part of the exterior of the vehicle, an antenna section extending into the interior of said insulator, an angle selector plate positioned within the insulator and extending transversely across the lower part of the hollow portion of the insulator and adapted to have a radio set antenna wire connected thereto, said plate having a plurality of positioning means along its length while the end of said antenna section has a cooperative positioning device to engage said positioning means, and an adjusting stud insulatingly fastened to the antenna section within the hollow insulator and extending within the vehicle and having locking means therewith, whereby the angle of inclination of the antenna may be locked from within the vehicle.

Do Your Part—Invest in Defense Bonds and Stamps
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POLARIZATION MODULATION

No. 2,273,911, issued to G. L. Usselman, Port Jefferson, N. Y.

This invention concerns a new and improved method and means for radio communication, and, more particularly, a system of radio communication by means of polarization modulation.

The principle of operation is as follows:

Radio-frequency excitation voltage is supplied in parallel or cophasally to the control grids 16 and 18 of tubes 20 and 24 from the oscillator 10 Fig. 1. This carrier frequency is amplified or amplified and multiplied in tank circuits 28 and 30 and units 32 and 34 respectively, and then it is delivered to antennas 36 and 38 respectively. When there is no modulation present both antennas will radiate energy of equal intensity but this radiated energy will be polarized in different planes having a fixed polarization angle difference depending upon the position of antennas 36 and 38 and manner of excitation.

Now if audio-frequency signals are applied from source 40, they will be delivered in phase opposition through transformer T and resistors R1 and R2 to the control grids 16 and 18 of tubes 20 and 22. This signal then modulates the radio-frequency power to the antennas at an audio rate and since the audio modulation is in phase opposition, the radiation of one antenna will be a maximum when that of the other antenna is a minimum. The resultant radiated wave energy polarization will consequently swing back and forth through the radiation polarization angle of the antennas 36 and 38. Of course, this new system of radio communication may also be considered as operating over two paths of the same frequency. These two paths are oriented in space to have different polarization. The intelligence or signal is transmitted by differentially modulating the carrier energy of these two paths which have the unlike polarization.

The energy radiated from these transmitting antennas travels through space and some of it reaches the receiving antennas shown in Fig. 2. The polarization position or direction of the signal energy may change during its transmission through space but it will still retain its polarization oscillation or modulation. This modulation is picked up by receiving antennas 50 and 52, which are predominantly responsive to energy of a polarization corresponding to the polarization of the energy radiated by antennas 36 and 38 respectively, is transmitted through amplifiers 70 and 72 and tank circuits 54 and 56 to the grids of detector tubes 02 and
64 respectively. Tank circuits 54 and 56 are tuned to the signals received on antennas 50 and 52. The grid biases of tubes 62 and 64 should be set for maximum efficiency as detectors. Now as the polarization of the incoming wave energy varies, it will be detected by tubes 62 and 64 and translated into audio frequency or signal frequency push-pull currents and voltages by transformer 80. The audio-frequency signals from transformer 80 may be amplified by another 84 and transmitted to the loudspeaker or recorder 86.

Antennas 50 and 52 should be of a type which is sensitive to changes in polarization of the received wave energy so that when the polarization is such that a maximum amount of energy is intercepted by one antenna, a minimum amount of wave energy is intercepted by the other antenna. Then, as the polarization of the received wave energy oscillates back and forth through an angle corresponding to the rate and intensity of the audio-frequency modulating signals in the transmitter, the changes in polarization will be detected in the receiver by the push-pull detector and amplified into audible signals in the loudspeaker.

TELEVISION RECEIVER

No. 2,275,028, K. A. Chittick and R. C. Ballard.

This invention relates to the high voltage supply unit for use in cathode ray tubes in television receivers.

A high-voltage unit of this character includes a step-up transformer for transforming the line voltage of approximately 110 volts to a voltage of several thousand volts. This transformer must be safe from voltage breakdown at several times the normal operating voltage, the present underwriter's requirement being that the transformer be able to operate with three times normal voltage across the primary without any voltage breakdown between the primary and secondary windings. If a transformer is designed with enough insulation to withstand the above-mentioned test, it substantially increases the size and the cost of the transformer.

An object of the invention is to provide an improved means and method of preventing voltage breakdown of the transformer.

The transformer is of the type in which one end of the secondary winding is adjacent to the primary winding, while the other end of the secondary winding is spaced a substantial distance therefrom. In accordance with the invention, a condenser of large capacity as compared with transformer distributed capacitance is connected between one end of the secondary winding and the primary winding whereby substantially the entire voltage difference between the primary and secondary windings appears at the other end of the secondary. Thus, the high voltage difference appears at a point where there is no danger of voltage breakdown.

In practice it is found that many receivers are operated with the chassis ungrounded. Since the chassis is commonly used as a bus connection in wiring up the receiver, the chassis may acquire a high voltage above ground. If this is a voltage breakdown of the transformer. The importance of avoiding a transformer breakdown under these circumstances will be appreciated.

The construction of the transformer 7 is shown in Fig. 1 where the primary coil 8 is wound on one end of a closed iron core 21. The secondary coil 10 is wound over the primary coil 8 with the secondary winding starting at the point C adjacent to the primary winding and ending at the point B spaced a maximum distance from the primary coil. It will be apparent that it will require a much higher voltage to cause breakdown between the point B and the primary than between the point C and the primary.

In Fig. 2 the normal A.C. voltage of the chassis 3 with respect to ground is one-half the line voltage and it results by connecting the end C of the secondary 9 to both sides of the 110-volt line through the condensers 26 and 27, each of which has large capacity as compared with the distributed capacity of the transformer 7. In this way, voltage breakdown of the transformer is prevented and, at the same time, the chassis is at a lower A.C. voltage with respect to ground.

AERIALS

In order to vary the effective height or length of an aerial, particularly for medium wave working, the conducting part consists of a column of mercury in an open tube of insulating material. The lower end of the tube is immersed in mercury and the height of the column is adjusted for varying wave-lengths by hydraulic or pneumatic pressure supplied through a calibrated gauge. The invention is applicable to a number of dipoles forming a directional array.
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ELECTRON MICROSCOPE IN NEW FIELDS

(Continued from page 604)

object holder at a fixed small angle with respect to the instrument axis, first in one direction and then in the opposite. When the two pictures so obtained, after developing and printing, are superimposed in an ordinary stereoscope, the object appears, greatly magnified, in its proper space relationship. The result is very striking. A stereoscopic pair of pictures of zinc oxide smoke, when viewed with a stereoscope, reveals beautifully how the individual particles are supported by one another, pairs of opposite spikes of smoke being in opposite directions out of the plane of the center of the star.

The climax of a year's progress with the electron microscope may serve better as an indication of future possibilities than as a record of past accomplishments. Considerable applications of the electron microscope to the solution of their problems.—R.C.A. Radio Age, N. Y.

R. C. A. MODEL 45X1

If a set of this type comes in for repair on account of intermittent operation, a careful checking of the transformer may reveal partial short circuit in the primary winding.

The writer had occasion to trace trouble in a set for several hours only to find this to be the cause of the trouble. In some cases repair of the transformer winding may be made in the shop, but it is advisable to replace the transformer with a new one for best results.—Lloyd E. Smith, Prairie du Rocher, Ill. in C-D Capacitor.

CONSTRUCT A HOME RECORDER

(Continued from page 603)

is a wise man who does not invite trouble.

The volume indicator is a neon bulb put across the output transformer primary. By several test cuts it is possible to determine at what bulb brilliance the cut is normal. This will vary with cutters, needles, and blanks and testing is the only method to set maximum and minimum levels.

MISCELLANEOUS, WHICH WILL ASSIST THE BUILDER: Be sure and ground the motor frame. Use a good quality disc and a guaranteed steel cutting needle. The percentage of bad steel cutting needles sold occasionally runs over 50% in the average package. A low price crystal microphone is satisfactory. Read the "How to Make Good Recordings" by Audio Devices, Inc. A screw on the cutting arm is provided for adjusting depth of cut. The spring may be obtained at any hardware store and it pays to try a few different springs, since they are very cheap. Adjustments must be made until the cut is at a point where the scratch is not noticeable and the shaving is clean and silken. Audio Devices' book covers the mechanics of recording quite thoroughly, and a great deal more satisfaction may be obtained from this or any recorder by knowing what one is doing and why. If the instructions and diagrams are carefully followed this recorder is guaranteed to perform. Amateurs may vary the mounting and have a recorder in their station. Speech amplifiers and loudspeakers of every conceivable type are offered, and it is easily arranged to record directly from the air. The multitude of uses that this recorder can be put to make it a "must" in every "live-wire" radio fan's shack.

WHO WILL BE FIRST?

Now is the time for all good men to come to the aid of their country. It is time to reconstruct simple radio sets using one to four tubes and made entirely from old radio parts or being built from scratch. Radio-Craft wishes to publish photographs and descriptions of such sets. Regular space rates will be paid. LET'S GET BUSY. EDITOR.
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640

Printed in the U.S.A.
"Finest Dynamic I ever used"
SAYS EVAN R. RUSHING, SOUND ENGINEER, HOTEL NEW YORKER

AMPERITE P. G. DYNAMIC
BRINGS STUDIO QUALITY TO ORDINARY P.A. JOBS

- UNI-DIRECTIONAL. NEW SUPERIOR ELIPSOID PICKUP PATTERN
- ELIMINATES FEEDBACK TROUBLE BECAUSE IT HAS LOWEST FEEDBACK POINT OF ALL DIAPHRAGM TYPE MICROPHONES
- FLAT RESPONSE. FREE FROM ANNOYING PEAKS, GIVING STUDIO-QUALITY REPRODUCTION.

The P.G. diaphragm follows air particle velocity where amplitude is a GRADIENT of the PRESSURE. In ordinary dynamics amplitude is restricted from following air particle velocity. The P.G. DYNAMIC is a radical improvement in this type of microphone. You can actually hear the difference. Case is designed according to modern acoustic principles. Rugged, not affected by temperature, altitude or humidity. HAS UNUSUALLY HIGH OUTPUT. —$5 DB.

MODEL PGH (PGL 200 ohms). Excellent for high fidelity P.A. installations, broadcast studio, and professional recording. With switch, cable connector, 25' cable. Chrome finish. LIST $32.00 (40 10 000 C.P.S.)

MODEL PGAH (PGAL 200 ohms). For speech and music. 70-8000 C.P.S. Switch. cable connector. 12' cable. Chrome. LIST $25.00

COMBINATION VELOCITY-DYNAMIC ACHIEVED WITH ACOUSTIC COMPENSATOR

An exclusive Amperite feature: By moving up the Acoustic Compensator you change the AMPERITE VELOCITY to a DYNAMIC microphone without peaks. At the same time you reduce the back pick-up, making the microphone practically UNI-DIRECTIONAL.

WITH ACOUSTIC COMPENSATOR:
MODEL RBHk: RBMk (200 ohms) with switch, cable connector. Chrome. LIST $42.00
RBHk: RBMk (200 ohms). Switch, cable connector. Acoustic Compensator. Chrome or Gunmetal. LIST $32.00

WRITE FOR FREE SALES AIDS AMPERITE C. 561 BROADWAY, N.Y. U.S.A.

AMPERITE KONTAK MIKE
Puts Musical Instruments Across

So beautiful is the tone produced with the Kontak Mike, that it was used in the Philadelphia Symphony to amplify a mandolin solo. Gives excellent results with any amplifier, radio sets, and record players.

MODEL SKH (hi-imp) LIST $12.00
MODEL EKHL with hand volume control LIST 10.00
Plug extra LIST 1.50
FOOT PEDAL for making beautiful crescendos LIST 12.00

WRITE FOR FREE SALES AIDS AMPERITE C. 561 BROADWAY, N.Y. U.S.A.
PRACTICAL RADIO INFORMATION

Including Frequency Modulation—Television, etc.

Inside Information for all Servicemen—Aircraft Pilots, Students.


COMPLETE • PAY $1 A MO.
To get this practical information in handy form—Fill in and mail coupon today.

AUDEL, Publishers; 49 West 23rd St., New York
Mail AUDELS NEW RADIOMAN'S GUIDE for free examination. If O. K. I will send you $1 in 7 days; then remit $1 monthly until $4 is paid. Otherwise I will return it.
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RCF